Notice of Intention to Remove Companies From the Register

I intend to remove the following companies from the Register under section 318(1)(b) of the Companies Act 1993, on the grounds that the Registrar has reasonable grounds to believe that the companies are not carrying on business and there is no proper reason for them to continue in existence.

0800 MAN HIRE LIMITED.
0TBOY LIMITED.
1:12 RECORDS LIMITED.
11B LIMITED.
120 CEMETERY ROAD LIMITED.
14A CLEVEDON ROAD LIMITED.
159 QUEENS ROAD LIMITED.
2 CHEAP RENTAL CARS LIMITED.
2 DRAGONS ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
20 TWENTY CONSORTIUM LIMITED.
210 LIMITED.
238 PRINCES ST LIMITED.
24/7 HYGIENE SERVICES LIMITED.
24-7 TRAFFIC LIMITED.
2FLASH LEASE LIMITED.
3/1 GULF CREST LIMITED.
307 LIMITED.
336 ST ASAPH ST LIMITED.
33800 LIMITED.
3ECOINTERIORS LIMITED.
3RD MILE LIMITED.
4 FLOORS LIMITED.
4 FRENCH AUTOPARTS LIMITED.
4 INTERACTIVE LIMITED.
4 LUBE LIMITED.
4 PRO VISION LIMITED.
4 REELS LIMITED.
40/60 INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
43 HOLDINGS LIMITED.
435 SPORTS ANALYSIS LIMITED.
4M FAMILY LIMITED.
4WD SPECIALISTS LIMITED.
5 BROTHERS INVESTMENT LIMITED.
5 S LIMITED.
5 STARS CARPET CLEANING LIMITED.
541 EAST COAST ROAD LIMITED.
5RS LIMITED.
6 BLUEFISH LIMITED.
66 CABIN FEVER LIMITED.
68 PONSONBY INVESTMENT LIMITED.
70 BUCKINGHAM LIMITED.
779 COLOMBO LIMITED.
88 RIDDIFORD HOLDINGS LIMITED.
94 JOHN PONSONBY LIMITED.
A & B CONTRACTORS COMPANY LIMITED.
A & BW ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
A & D LIMITED.
A & I TRADING LIMITED.
A & N SCAFFOLDING (2002) LIMITED.
A & P ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
A & R FENCES LIMITED.
A & R MANNING INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
A & T TOURS LIMITED.
A & V PARRY NOMINEES LIMITED.
A & W CAFE LIMITED.
A B PAINTERS LIMITED.
A B TRADING LIMITED.
A D AUTOMOTIVE & PERFORMANCE LIMITED.
A F CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
A G SWAN TRUSTEES LIMITED.
A HIGHLANDER ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
A KUMAR ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
A O BRIEN DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
A TO Z AUTO PARTS LIMITED.
A&D CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
A&E FUTURE LIMITED.
A&Z TRADE LIMITED.
A.G.A.A.G LIMITED.
A.I. HANSEN LIMITED.
A.K. ANDREW PATTERNMAKING LIMITED.
A.N.D NZ LIMITED.
A.R PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED.
A.R.M.G. HOLDINGS LIMITED.
A+ WHOLESALES CORPORATION LIMITED.
A1 ALL HOURS ELECTRICIANS LIMITED.
A1 DINGO & WELDING SERVICES LIMITED.
A1 ELECTRICAL & HEATPUMPS LIMITED.
A1 PAINTING SERVICES (NZ) LIMITED.
A1 RENTAL CARS AUCKLAND LIMITED.
A1 ROBINJANE’S MOTEL LIMITED.
A2Z FLOORING LIMITED.
A4 LIMITED.
A7 SALOON LIMITED.
AA ACCOUNTANTS & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
AA IMPROVEMENTS LIMITED.
AA INFOTECH LIMITED.
AA INTERNATIONAL GROUP LIMITED.
AA RENTALS LIMITED.
AAA ENT LIMITED.
AAKAR THE FRESHOUSE LIMITED.
AALI LIMITED.
AALIYAH ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
AALIYAH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
AAPM LIMITED.
AARIAA LIMITED.
AARON HENDERSON LIMITED.
AARON ROSS LANDSCAPING CONCRETING LIMITED.
AAU TUA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
AB EDUCATION LIMITED.
ABACUS SCAFFOLDING COMPANY LIMITED.
ABAZZAR LIMITED.
ABBY LANE LIMITED.
ABBY&MOLLY INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED.
ABC 2015 LIMITED.
ABC NETWORKS LIMITED.
ABD CONSULTING LIMITED.
ABECCA LIMITED.
ABEL TASMAN ADVENTURES AT MARAHAU LIMITED.
ABEL4X4PARTS LIMITED.
ABHI AUTOS LIMITED.
ABHI’S FREIGHTS & COURIERS LIMITED.
ABLE HIRE LIMITED.
ABODE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
ABOGADO LIMITED.
ABOUT INFLATABLES LIMITED.
ABOVE AND BEYOND EVENTS LIMITED.
ABRASIVE BLASTING LIMITED.
ABRO HOLDINGS 2004 LIMITED.
ABS FOODS & SPICES LIMITED.
ABSOLUTE CAM-NZ LIMITED.
ABSOLUTE HOME ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
ABSOLUTE SILK PAINTING AND DECORATING LIMITED.
ABSOLUTELY LIFE FREEDOM LIMITED.
ABSWORTH LIMITED.
ABZ TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
AC AUTOMATION NZ LIMITED.
ACAPSYSTEM.COM LIMITED.
ACCESCO SERVICES LIMITED.
ACCESS FREIGHT FORWARD COMPANY LIMITED.
ACCESS TO GROWTH LIMITED.
ACCESSING INVESTMENT LIMITED.
ACCESSORIES & MORE LIMITED.
ACCOUNTING BOOKKEEPING SERVICES LIMITED.
ACCOUNTING FOR BUSINESS LIMITED.
ACCOUNTING MATTERS 2012 LIMITED.
ACCOUNTS ICON LIMITED.
ACCOUNTWORKS NZ LIMITED.
ACCTPRO CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
ACE FURNITURE REMOVALS LIMITED.
ACET LIMITED.
ACKM PROPERTIES LIMITED.
ACLAND RILEY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
A-CLASS CHINESE MEDICINE CLINIC LIMITED.
ACNEFREE LIMITED.
ACORN CHILDREN'S HOUSE LIMITED.
ACRE CORPORATION LIMITED.
ACROSS PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
ACS (2015) LIMITED.
ACS AIRCON SOLUTIONS.
ACTANZ LIMITED.
ACTEA LIMITED.
ACTION BUILDERS LIMITED.
ACTION PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
ACTION SHOTS LIMITED.
ACTION TOURS LIMITED.
ACTION WHEELS LIMITED.
ACTIVATE PERFORMANCE LIMITED.
ACTIVE DRILLING EQUIPMENT LIMITED.
ACTIVE MOVERS LIMITED.
ACTIVE NZ GROUP LIMITED.
ACUITY GROUP LIMITED.
ACURWEIGHT LIMITED.
AD FOREST FIRE LIMITED.
ADA SERVICES LIMITED.
ADAA DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
ADAM CRUMP PHYSIOTHERAPY LIMITED.
ADAM MARTIN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ADANA 2007 LIMITED.
ADDICTIVE MEDIA LIMITED.
ADDING PROPERTIES LIMITED.
ADDING SUBWAY LIMITED.
ADHD INVESTMENT LIMITED.
ADINA ENGINEERING LIMITED.
ADJOAA LIMITED.
ADLIB CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
ADLIB VEHICLE SERVICES LIMITED.
ADMIN DIRECT.BIZ LIMITED.
ADMIN EXPRESS 2012 LIMITED.
ADMIN SERVICES LIMITED.
ADNZ (SP) LIMITED.
ADONIS CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
ADORÑ BOUTIQUE PETONE LIMITED.
ADORNA LIMITED.
ADRAMI LIMITED.
AMARDEEP & SANDEEP LIMITED.
AMAZING GRACE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
AMB INTERNATIONAL TRUSTEE HOLDING COMPANY LIMITED.
AMBADNYA FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
AMBROS ASSET HOLDINGS LIMITED.
AMBRY LIMITED.
AME CONSULTING LIMITED.
AME ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
AMEREX (NZ) LIMITED.
AMERIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
AMEYA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
AMFIE LIMITED.
AMIGOS SPANISH LANGUAGE CONNECTION LIMITED.
AMIT & SHIVANI INVESTMENT LIMITED.
AMMONOJ PAINTERS LIMITED.
AMORE NEW ZEALAND PARTY LIMITED.
AMPED ELECTRICAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
AMRIN STUDY AND TOURS LIMITED.
AMS MEDICAL LIMITED.
AMS SHIVA TRUSTEE LIMITED.
AMY AH KUOI TRUSTEES LIMITED.
AN COLLECTION LIMITED.
ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS (NZ) LIMITED.
ANAVS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ANC HOLDINGS NZ LIMITED.
ANCHOR SOUTHWEST LIMITED.
AND SO FORTH COMPANY LIMITED.
ANDERSEN AGENCIES LIMITED.
ANDERSON PERSONAL TRAINING LIMITED.
ANDERSON PLUMBERS & GASFITERS LIMITED.
ANDERSON WEED CONTROL LIMITED.
ANDERSON’S ARCADE LIMITED.
ANDOLA LIMITED.
ANDREW MCINNES INSURANCE SERVICES LIMITED.
ANDREW YOUNG AGENCIES LIMITED.
ANDREWS EVENTS LIMITED.
ANDSMART LIMITED.
ANDY RALPHS HR LIMITED.
ANDY’S ELECTRICAL SERVICES LIMITED.
ANGELA JURY PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED.
ANGELA MASSEY LIMITED.
ANGELA POYNTER CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
ANGKOR WAT DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
ANGLESEA COTTAGE COMPANY LIMITED.
ANGLESEA PROPERTY TRUST LIMITED.
ANICHA LIMITED.
ANISH AYA & CO LIMITED.
ANKER HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ANMOL BEAUTY & HAIR CARE LIMITED.
ANNA FOMISON PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
ANNABELLE’S VANITY LIMITED.
ANNIES GIFT BOXES LIMITED.
ANORAK PROPERTIES LIMITED.
ANSAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
ANTHSTONE & ZEALNA LIMITED.
ANTIPODES DESIGN LIMITED.
ANTLEA HELICOPTERS LIMITED.
ANTRA LIMITED.
ANTRIM CAPITAL LIMITED.
ANTRIM ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
ANTRIM INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
ANTRIM NOMINEES LIMITED.
ANTS CO BUSINESS SERVICES LIMITED.
ANYTHINGOES EVENTS (2007) LIMITED.
AOAKE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
AORAKI NOMINEES LIMITED.
AORANGI ROAD WINES LIMITED.
AORISTICA LIMITED.
AOTEA AGENCIES NOMINEES LIMITED.
AOTEA TIMBER & TRADERS LIMITED.
AOTEAROA DIGRESSIVE & DIGITAL LIMITED.
AOTEAROA FIBRE SERVICES LIMITED.
APARANJI CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
APB GROUP LIMITED.
APEX INSULATION LIMITED.
APG AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND PTY LIMITED.
APIHEALTH MARKETING LIMITED.
APLIN CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
APOLLO BLINDS LIMITED.
APOLLO TAURANGA LIMITED.
APPLIANCE TESTING NZ LIMITED.
APPLIED INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS LIMITED.
APPRENTICE TRAINING NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
APPROPRIATE PRODUCT TECHNOLOGY & DESIGN LIMITED.
APRIL 66 MAIN STREET LIMITED.
APULIA LIMITED.
AQUAFIX SERVICES LIMITED.
AQUAFLO PLUMBING & DRAINAGE LIMITED.
AQUARIUS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
AQUILA COMPUTERS LIMITED.
ARA SECURITY LIMITED.
ARAMOHO AUTO CLINIC (2012) LIMITED.
ARAPAE NO. 1 LAND HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ARAWA INVESTMENTS (2002) LIMITED.
ARB GISBORNE LIMITED.
ARCADE ELECTRICAL AND AIR CONDITIONING LIMITED.
ARCHANGEL LIMITED.
ARCHGOLA WELLINGTON AND PORIRUA LIMITED.
ARCHIBALD TRUSTEES LIMITED.
ARCHIS CIVIL AND CONSULTING LIMITED.
ARCHWAYBAY CONSULTING LIMITED.
ARCHWAYBAY TRADING LIMITED.
ARDATION LIMITED.
ARDMORE FLYING SCHOOL LIMITED.
AREVELATION PRODUCTS LIMITED.
ARGOS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ARGUTA ORCHARD LIMITED.
ARIELL LIMITED.
ARIES LIMITED.
ARIRANG KARAOKE & BAR LIMITED.
ARISTOTLE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ARITH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ARM IN ARM LIMITED.
ARMITAGE ENGINEERING LIMITED.
ARN CONSULTING LIMITED.
ARNAV AUTOS LIMITED.
ARNOLD SECURITY LIMITED.
ARO SOLAR LIMITED.
AROHA AVENUE LIMITED.
AROTAHI LIMITED.
ARREN HOLDINGS (2012) LIMITED.
ARROWMIGHT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
ARROWTOWN LIMITED.
ARSENAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ART BARNZ LIMITED.
ART OF TOUCH NZ LIMITED.
ART VANDELAY LIMITED.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARTEST 443 LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTISAN SPECIALITY FOOD LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTS UNIQUE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARUN AND SALESHNI PROPERTIES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARUNDEL MOTOR GROUP LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASA THAKUR LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAC INVESTMENTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAHI DECORATORS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCOT NOMINEE SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASHADI LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASHBY PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASHBY'S BUTCHERY LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASHERS TECHNOLOGY LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASHWARIYA'S FOODS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA PACIFIC ECONOMIC NEWS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA PACIFIC FOODS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA TRADE DEVELOPMENT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIALINKS COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIAMATRIX LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASINO DISTRIBUTION LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASINO GROUP LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASP DESIGN LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPHALT PREPARE ANDLAY LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPIRING CONTRACTORS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSET LEASING GENERAL PARTNER LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSET MOTORS 2015 LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSIST MARKETING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSURE CONSULTANTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTA MERCHANTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT &amp; SONS BUILDERS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT &amp; WJ HAENGA CONTRACTORS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT BUILDERS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATAMAI DEVELOPMENT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATARANGI ANAESTHESIA LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATAWHAI FOUR SQUARE 2007 LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATAWHAI HOLDINGS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATELIERWORKSHOP AOTEAROA LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATG INVESTMENTS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A'TISHU DESIGN LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATK GROUP LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATK INVESTMENT GROUP LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATM PROPERTY HOLDING LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATM TRANSPORT LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATMOSFLEUR LANDSCAPE DESIGN LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATP PROPERTIES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTAR MEDIA LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTOS HOLDINGS GROUP LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTOS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTRACT CREATIVE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU GROUP NEW ZEALAND LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUCKLAND ALUMINIUM BOAT REPAIRS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUCKLAND BACKPACKS &amp; BEYOND LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUCKLAND BUILDING (NZ) LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUCKLAND CITY STAINLESS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUCKLAND DRONE HIRE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUCKLAND ENERGY SOLUTIONS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUCKLAND ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUCKLAND HAND SURGERY LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUCKLAND MAIDS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUCKLAND MEDIATION SERVICES LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUCKLAND PHONE AND CABLE LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUCKLAND PROPERTY CONSTRUCTION LIMITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUCKLAND PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AUCKLAND PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
AUCKLAND PROPERTY TRUSTEES LIMITED.
AUCKLAND RECLADS LIMITED.
AUCKLAND RESIDENTIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
AUCKLAND SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING & TAXATION LIMITED.
AUCKLAND SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING & TAXATION SERVICES LIMITED.
AUCKLAND SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING LIMITED.
AUCKLAND SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING NZ LIMITED.
AUCKLAND TECHNOLOGY ENABLING CORPORATION LIMITED.
AUCKLAND TRADING COMPANY LIMITED.
AUCKLAND VIADUCT RENTALS LIMITED.
AUCKLAND'S BEST BAREBOAT CHARTERS LIMITED.
AUD CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
AUDIA LIMITED.
AUDIT ANGEL NZ LIMITED.
AUGCILL LIMITED.
AUGHUA CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
AUKHUA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
AURIEL LIMITED.
AUSTRALASIAN TRADING MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
AUTO ACTION 2011 LIMITED.
AUTO ART LIMITED.
AUTO OUTLET LIMITED.
AUTO SCOOP (NZ) LIMITED.
AUTO SOUND & ELECTRONICS LIMITED.
AUTO WORKS SERVICE CENTRE LIMITED.
AUTOFIGHT LIMITED.
AUTOMATED MOORING LIMITED.
AUTOMATION SPECIALISTS LIMITED.
AUTOMOTIVE BRANDS LIMITED.
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
AUTOPORT MOTORS LIMITED.
AUX MARKETS LIMITED.
AUXILIUM INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
AV ENGINEERING DESIGN LIMITED.
AV NORTHLAND LIMITED.
AVALONE PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
AVANI LIMITED.
AVANT GARDE LIMITED.
AVC COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
AVE LIMITED.
AVEA PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
avery STEVENSON LIMITED.
AVID INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
AVM PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
AVNI'S PROPERTY LIMITED.
AVOFRESH LIMITED.
AVOIR TECH LIMITED.
AVON TETRAS LIMITED.
AVONDALE JAPANESE PARTS LIMITED.
AVONDALE MEDICAL WHOLESALER LIMITED.
AVONDALE PHARMACY (1988) LIMITED.
AVO'S 4 U LIMITED.
AVTAR INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
AWA CONCEPTS LIMITED.
AWARD KITCHENS LIMITED.
AWC TRADERS LIMITED.
AWESOME GIFTS LIMITED.
AWESOME TRAVEL LIMITED.
AWHI DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
AWL CONTRACTING LIMITED.
AWNZ INVESTMENT LIMITED.
AXAR INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
AXEL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
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AXIOM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
AXL TRANSPORT LIMITED.
AXSCIENCE LIMITED.
AYE BAMERO LIMITED.
AYESHA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
AZALEA NURSERY LIMITED.
AZATATE RENTALS LIMITED.
AZERBAIJAN-NEW ZEALAND FRIENDSHIP SOCIETY LIMITED.
AZHAR INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
AZURE PHYSIOTHERAPY LIMITED.
AZURESTAR LIMITED.
AZURITE LIMITED.
B & H PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
B & I MURRAY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
B & L QUARRIE LIMITED.
B & R ROBERTSON RENTALS LIMITED.
B D IMPEX LIMITED.
B G CONSTRUCTION COMPANY LIMITED.
B SMITH TRUSTEE LIMITED.
B W D PROPERTIES LIMITED.
B W PAINTER COMPANY LIMITED.
B&G LIQUOR LIMITED.
B&L INVESTMENT 2008 LIMITED.
B&M UNITED LIMITED.
B&T (2003) LIMITED.
B. & M.E. BOARD LIMITED.
B.C.S SPORTS LIMITED.
B.L. AND M. BRAGG ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
BABA DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
BABER LSC LIMITED.
BABYCATCHA LIMITED.
BABYLON AUTO SERVICES LIMITED.
BABYLON LIMITED.
BACK2BACK ARCHITECTURAL LIMITED.
BACKEND LIMITED.
BACKLASH MAKEUP LIMITED.
BACKYARD & BEYOND LIMITED.
BACKYARD HONEYBEES LIMITED.
BADAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
BADAR INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BADEN TRUSTEES LIMITED.
BAHAMA INVESTMENT LIMITED.
BAIMINT THAIMASSAGE LIMITED.
BAK INVESTMENTS TRUSTEE LIMITED.
BAKER IMPORTS LIMITED.
BAKEWELL LIMITED.
BALAJI INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
BALANCE SOFTWARE LIMITED.
BALKIN LIMITED.
BALLANTYNE PANEL & PAINT LIMITED.
BALTHAZAR 3 LIMITED.
BAMBAM CARS LIMITED.
BANDIT MEDIA & MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
BANG BANG BANG HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BANG ON CONTRACTING LIMITED.
BANGKOK THAI MASSAGE LIMITED.
BANNON DECORATING LIMITED.
BAOBAB CUSTODIANS LIMITED.
BAR KING LIMITED.
BARADEAZE LIMITED.
BARCELONA RESTAURANT LIMITED.
BARCODE SECURITY LIMITED.
BARDAR 2007 LIMITED.
BARISTACATS LIMITED.
BARMARSH COMPUTING LIMITED.
BARNETT INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BARNETT PLUMBING LIMITED.
BARODA ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
BAROSSA RESTAURANT LIMITED.
BARRINGTON DENTAL CENTRE LIMITED.
BARRIS WHEELER PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BARRYS 2009 LIMITED.
BARWIN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BASH STREET LIMITED.
BASRA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BASTION BUILDERS LIMITED.
BATALA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BATRA INVESTMENT LIMITED.
BATRA'S CORPORATION LIMITED.
BATSON TRUST (ERCEG) LIMITED.
BATT CONTRACT FENCING LIMITED.
BATTERSBY ELECTRICAL SERVICES LIMITED.
BATTERSBY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BAUME INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BAY APPLIANCE SPECIALISTS LIMITED.
BAY BAKERY (1997) LIMITED.
BAY CAKE DESIGN LIMITED.
BAY CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
BAY COMMERCIALS 2008 LIMITED.
BAY CREDITS LIMITED.
BAY LENDING LIMITED.
BAY OF PLENTY RADIO CONTROLLED CAR CLUB LIMITED.
BAY PLUMBERS 2009 LIMITED.
BAY SECURITY LIMITED.
BAY SPORTS CENTRE LIMITED.
BAY TOURS NELSON 2013 LIMITED.
BAYBREEZE HEAT PUMPS & AIR CONDITIONERS LIMITED.
BAYFIT LIMITED.
BAYRIDGE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
BAYS BOTANICAL LIMITED.
BAYSWATER LIMITED.
BAYWIDE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
BB DISTILLERS LIMITED.
BB NO2 LIMITED.
BBH AUTO LIMITED.
BBM LIMITED.
BC ISO LIMITED.
BCH SERVICES LIMITED.
BDB TRUSTEES LIMITED.
BDL 2015 LIMITED.
BDTL LIMITED.
BEACH HUT ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
BEACH NOMINEES LIMITED.
BEACH SONG LIMITED.
BEACON WORLDWIDE NZ LIMITED.
BEAM SMART LIMITED.
BEAN HOLDINGS 2006 LIMITED.
BEANED OUT LIMITED.
BEANIES ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
BEANTOWN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BEAR ENTERPRISES (P.N.) LIMITED.
BEARD TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
BEAT MERCHANTS LIMITED.
BEAU ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
BEAU MARINE LIMITED.
BEAUPORT INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BEAUTY & TEA LIMITED.
BEAUTY CAPTURE LIMITED.
BEAUTY STUDIO LIMITED.
BEAUTYWORX LIMITED.
BEDFORD AVE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
BEEFIT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
BEERESCOURT PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BEETLE LIMITED.
BEEZ HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BEGG CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
BEHIND THE DOOR LIMITED.
BEING ENTERTAINMENT & MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
BEJ TRADING LIMITED.
BEKSAM LIMITED.
BELGIUMKIWI LIMITED.
BELINDA ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
BELLA GIFTS (2011) LIMITED.
BELLA VENTURES LIMITED.
BELLAMYS CONSENT CONSULTING LIMITED.
BELLEISLE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BELLIAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BELLO BATHROOM STUDIOS LIMITED.
BELTANE SOUTH LIMITED.
BEN EGAN BUILDERS LIMITED.
BEN NEVIS STATION LIMITED.
BENALI LIMITED.
BENCO LIMITED.
BENN CASH BUILDER’S LIMITED.
BENNETTS BOOKSTORES LIMITED.
BENNIGHANA LIMITED.
BENSON’S QUALITY PAINTING LIMITED.
BENTLEY ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
BERRY YUMMY LIMITED.
BESAFE N.Z LIMITED.
BESPOKE MEDIA MARKETING LIMITED.
BESPOKE OUTDOOR LIVING LIMITED.
BEST AND SAVE LIMITED.
BEST BODIES LIMITED.
BEST DEAL SNAPPER FISHING LIMITED.
BEST EXCAVATION LIMITED.
BEST EXPORTERS AUTOPARTS LIMITED.
BEST OF THE BEST LIMITED.
BEST QUOTE LIMITED.
BESTBUYS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
BESTRADE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
BETHEL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BETTER BUY COMPANY LIMITED.
BETTYS LIQUOR KAIKOURA LIMITED.
BEVERAGESMART LIMITED.
BEVI BIO LIMITED.
BEYOND BORDERS LIMITED.
BEYOND D (NZ) LIMITED.
BEYOND INTERNATIONAL MEDIA GROUP LIMITED.
BEYOND MEDIA LIMITED.
BEYOND STUDIO LIMITED.
BFIT PERSONAL TRAINING LIMITED.
BG DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
BG FREEDOM TRUSTEES LIMITED.
BG MACDONALD LIMITED.
BGB CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
BGB INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BHAMJI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BHAVV INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BHAVV TRUSTEE LIMITED.
BHC PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BHND PROPERTY INVESTMENT AND LIVING LIMITED.
BICYCLE BUSINESS COLOMBO STREET LIMITED.
BIEN (2010) LIMITED.
BIG BANG MARKETING LIMITED.
BIG BLUE BUILDING SERVICES LIMITED.
BIG D CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
BIG GLASS LIMITED.
BIG ISLAND GROUP LIMITED.
BIG LOOK LIMITED.
BIG PICTURE CONSULTING LIMITED.
BIG WAVE CONSULTING LIMITED.
BIG WINDMILL LIMITED.
BIGA CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
BIGTYM AUTO PARTS LIMITED.
BIKE PACKERS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
BIKE SHUTTLES LIMITED.
BIKESONLINE LIMITED.
BIKINI BODIES LIMITED.
BILGER PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BILLYS TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
BILTON DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
BINARY IO LIMITED.
BING CLEANING LIMITED.
BING FAMILYTRUST LIMITED.
BING TRUSTEES LIMITED.
BIO BODY DETOX NZ LIMITED.
BIOTECH 42 LIMITED.
BIRCHELL CORPORATION LIMITED.
BIRCHLEIGH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BIRTSON ENGINEERING LIMITED.
BISAM LIMITED.
BISCO RESOURCE LIMITED.
BISHOP SPRINGS LIMITED.
BISTRO THREE ELEVEN LIMITED.
BITNITY LIMITED.
BITUMEN AND PAVEMENT LIMITED.
BIZ MEDIA (NZ) LIMITED.
BIZ SYNERGY LIMITED.
BIZNZ SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
BIZWEB MARKETING LIMITED.
BJ FOODS LIMITED.
B'JAAZ US LIMITED.
BJT PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BKJW LIMITED.
BK'S GORSE SPRAYING LIMITED.
BLACK DIAMOND PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED.
BLACK DRAGON FIREWORKS LIMITED.
BLACK FOX CREATIVE LIMITED.
BLACK LOTUS LIMITED.
BLACK ROCK PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BLACK SANDS MUSIC LIMITED.
BLACKHOLE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BLACKJACK (2014) LIMITED.
BLACKJACK489 LIMITED.
BLADE AGENCIES LIMITED.
BLADE HAIR LIMITED.
BLAINFA LIMITED.
BLAIR & CO LIMITED.
BLAKEMAN HELIWORK LIMITED.
BLAKES ROAD INVESTMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BLAKETOWN DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
BLANK CANVAS GROUP LIMITED.
BLISS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
BLISS-STICK DESIGNS LIMITED.
BLO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BRANDSWANK LIMITED.
BRAR PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BRASILIA (NZ) LIMITED.
BRAVEHEART CAPITAL LIMITED.
BREAKERS MOTEL LIMITED.
BRELLA PROJECTS LIMITED.
BRENWAY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BRESLIN CONTRACTING LIMITED.
BREITHERS LIMITED.
BREITHERS SECURITY LIMITED.
BRIAN & JOE FINANCE LIMITED.
BRIAN RILEY ORCHARDS LIMITED.
BRIAR BANK TRUSTEE LIMITED.
BRIARS LIMITED.
BRICK MILL CAFE LIMITED.
BRICKART LIMITED.
BRICKS & MORTAR PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BRIDESDALE LIMITED.
BRIDGE CITY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
BRIDGE CLEANING COMPANY LIMITED.
BRIDGEPARK TRUST LIMITED.
BRIGHT CAPITAL GROUP LIMITED.
BRIGHT ENTERPRISE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BRIGHT GLOBAL NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
BRILLIANT ELEVATORS (NZ) LIMITED.
BRILLIANT WINDOW CLEANING LIMITED.
BRILLIANTE LINGERIE LIMITED.
BRIROB LIMITED.
BRISTOL PROPERTY LIMITED.
BRITE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BRITELITE LIMITED.
BRITANIA COMPANY LIMITED.
BRITTEN LIMITED.
BRIZZLE LIMITED.
BROADWAY ACCOUNTANTS LIMITED.
BROADWAY PARTNERSHIP LIMITED.
BROCKENHURST LIMITED.
BROCKLISS CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
BRONZE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
BROOKDALE MINING LIMITED.
BROOKLANDS LIMITED.
BROTHER HOMES LIMITED.
BROTHERS ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
BROWN HYNDMAN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BROWNS BAY INVESTMENT ADVISORS LIMITED.
BRTD PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BRUCE LANGLEY SOUND DESIGN LIMITED.
BRUCE MEDICAL SERVICES LIMITED.
BRUCE SCOTT STEVENS TRUSTEE COMPANY 2015 LIMITED.
BRYCE WILLIAMS LIMITED.
BSP PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BT HILGERS LIMITED.
BTS ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
BTV CLEANING SERVICE LIMITED.
BTW PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BUBALU LIMITED.
BUBBASTUFF LIMITED.
BUBS & ME LIMITED.
BUCKLANDS BEACH BUILDERS LIMITED.
BUCKLEY NO 2 TRUSTEE LIMITED.
BUDHAKEDAR UJLA LIMITED.
BUDPAC AUCKLAND LIMITED.
BUGBIZ LIMITED.
BUILD GUARANTEES NZ LIMITED.
BUILD UPS LIMITED.
BUILDING & KITCHEN WORKS LIMITED.
BUILDING & RENOVATIONS LIMITED.
BUILDING BIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY INSTITUTE LIMITED.
BUILDING EXPERTISE LIMITED.
BUILDING PROPERTY INSPECTIONS LIMITED.
BUILT RESIDENTIAL LIMITED.
BULA BELLE IMPORTS LIMITED.
BULLDOG TMP DESIGN LIMITED.
BULSARI LIMITED.
BURBASH PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BURKE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BURROWS GRAZING LIMITED.
BURTON ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRY SERVICES LIMITED.
BUSH CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
BUSHRANGER (NZ) LIMITED.
BUSINESS 229 FINANCIAL SERVICES (NORTHLAND) LIMITED.
BUSINESS CONNECT NZ LIMITED.
BUSINESS PARTNER TRUSTEE LIMITED.
BUSINESS SYMMETRICS LIMITED.
BUSINESS TRANSLATION SERVICES NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
BUSINESSWORKS OF NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
BUTCHER JACKS LIMITED.
BUTTON FILMS LIMITED.
BUTTONS ON BELLY'S LIMITED.
BUYERS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BUYIN.CO.NZ LIMITED.
BUZZ COFFEE LIMITED.
BY PRODUCTS (N.Z.) LIMITED.
BYTEMINDZ TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
C & B MARSHALL TRUSTEES LIMITED.
C & C OIL & GAS LIMITED.
C & D ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
C & G HOMES LIMITED.
C & H INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
C & J INVESTMENTS (NZ) LIMITED.
C & L PITTMAN CO LIMITED.
C AND M MILLS LIMITED.
C C EXPRESS LIMITED.
C E AND E J CROWE TRUSTEE LIMITED.
C FISH LIMITED.
C G NEWTON LIMITED.
C I SUTHERLAND TRUSTEES LIMITED.
C K TRANSPORT LIMITED.
C. P. CLEANERS LIMITED.
C. T. GIBLING LIMITED.
C.DRIVER & ASSOCIATES GROUP INVESTMENT LIMITED.
C.L HOLIDAY TRAVEL LIMITED.
C.S.T HOLDINGS LIMITED.
C.V.L. GROUP LIMITED.
CA SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
CABU NZ LIMITED.
CACKLEBERRY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CADESSAN LIMITED.
CADORO CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
CAELUM GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY VENTURES LIMITED.
CAFE NEVE FOX GLACIER LIMITED.
CAFE PLAZA LIMITED.
CAFE URANIA LIMITED.
CAFEMEDIA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CAFFRAY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CAINE LOBB MOTORSPORT LIMITED.
CAKE MY DAY LIMITED.
CAL LAB NZ LIMITED.
CALDECOTT TRUSTEES LIMITED.
CALDER BROTHERS LIMITED.
Caldwell Mortgage Finance Limited.
Calendars Plus Limited.
Callan Tomkies Design 2010 Limited.
Calen & Co Limited.
Calthorpe New Zealand Limited.
CalypsO Developments Limited.
Camilla Enterprises Limited.
CamJade Limited.
Campaign Strategic Limited.
Campbell Architectural Design Limited.
Camshaw Constructions Limited.
Cana Limited.
CanaryEye Limited.
Cancorp Holdings Limited.
Cando Constructions Limited.
Can-Do Trading Limited.
Cane Limited.
Canfly Holdings Limited.
Cannla Limited.
Cannuck Holdings Limited.
Canopy Properties Limited.
Canterbury Affordable Homes Limited.
Canterbury FM Limited.
Canterbury Lighting Company Limited.
Canterbury Netting Solutions Limited.
Canterbury South Construction Limited.
Cao Family Investment Limited.
Cap Station Limited.
Capekidnappers Rentals Limited.
Capital Osteopaths Limited.
Capri Construction Limited.
Capri Consultants Limited.
Capri Contractor Limited.
Capricornus Limited.
Capsticks Aircraft Repair Services Limited.
Captain New Zealand Limited.
Captain Springs Automotive Services Limited.
Capture Events 2015 Limited.
Car Clinic North Canterbury Limited.
Carbon Care International Limited.
Carbon Sticka Limited.
Care Holdings Limited.
Career Assist Limited.
CareFinder Limited.
CareFirst.co Limited.
Caribbean Cultural & Beach Festivals Limited.
Carinya Grains & Equestrian Supplies Limited.
Carla Watson Design Limited.
Carlton Gore 4 Limited.
Carlton Gore Limited.
Carlton Hillsborough Holdings Limited.
Carlton Share Investments Limited.
Carmela Cosmetics Limited.
Carmen Hubber Interior Design Limited.
Carmenere Consulting Limited.
Carpet Savers Limited.
Carr Financial Services Limited.
Carsha Company Limited.
Carson Graham & Associates Limited.
Carter & Valk Limited.
Carter Can Limited.
Carter’s Shuttle Services Limited.
CARTERZ DESIGN LIMITED.
CARTRIDGE WORLD HENDERSON LIMITED.
CARTWRIGHT PROPERTIES LIMITED.
CARTWRIGHT TRANSPORT LIMITED.
CASA BIANCA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CASAMIENTO LIMITED.
CASCADE SWIMMING POOLS (WAIKATO) LIMITED.
CASE IMPRESS LIMITED.
CASE MANAGEMENT NZ LIMITED.
CASH AND COMPANY LIMITED.
CASH ENGINEERING LIMITED.
CASH HUT LIMITED.
CASH IT LIMITED.
CASHAPP LIMITED.
CASHBACK CARS LIMITED.
CASHFLOW LIMITED.
CASHMERE EARLY LEARNING CENTRE LIMITED.
CASMB VALLEY PROPERTY LIMITED.
CASPRAN HOLDINGS TRUST LIMITED.
CASPRIN LIMITED.
CASTEL CORPORATION LIMITED.
CASTEL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CASTLEIGH INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CASTOR LIMITED.
CATALINO BENEFICIARY LIMITED.
CATALINO LIMITED.
CATAPULT CONTRACTING LIMITED.
CATAPULT TRUST INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CATHEL CORPORATION LIMITED.
CATHERINE DAVYS THE HAIR & BEAUTY EXPERTS LIMITED.
CATHEXIS LIMITED.
CATLINS PROPERTY & MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
CATTANI NZ LIMITED.
CATTLESTOP LIMITED.
CAUNCE CONSULTANTS (NZ) LIMITED.
CAVEMAN Ā ETAUTAHI LIMITED.
CAVENDISH PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CB CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
CBC TIMBER FLOORING LIMITED.
CBD PROFESSIONALS LIMITED.
CBN.NZ LIMITED.
CC BROWN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CDF HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CDI PRODUCTS LIMITED.
CEC MARKETING LIMITED.
CED SERVICES LIMITED.
CEDARWOOD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CEIBA SOFTWARE LIMITED.
CEIBA SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
CELTIC RUGBY LIMITED.
CELTO LIMITED.
CENMANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
CENTAUR ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
CENTERM CLOUD COMPUTING LIMITED.
CENTRA LIMITED.
CENTRAL BROKERS LIMITED.
CENTRAL CREMATORY LIMITED.
CENTRAL OTAGO MACHINERY SERVICES LIMITED.
CENTRAL PARK PROPERTIES LIMITED.
CENTRAL PEST CONTROL LIMITED.
CENTRAL SECURITY K9 LIMITED.
CENTRAL TRUCKING LIMITED.
CENTRE COURT SURFACES LIMITED.
CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE IN MOBILE COMPUTING AND EMBEDDED SYSTEMS LIMITED.
CENTURION CUSTODIAN (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED.
CENTURY 21 ELEGANT HOMES LIMITED.
CENTURY LIMITED.
CERTIFIED PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
CETUS LEGAL RESEARCH LIMITED.
CEYLON CATERS LIMITED.
CEYLON PANEL & PAINT LIMITED.
CG & SL JOHNSTON HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CGC INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CHAHAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
CHALMERS ACCOUNTING SERVICES LIMITED.
CHAMBERS HAMPERS LIMITED.
CHAN BROS GROUP LIMITED.
CHAN BROS PROJECT MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
CHANCING LIMITED.
CHANG WON LIMITED.
CHARLES FREDERICK LIMITED.
CHARLOTTE ADAMS LIMITED.
CHARLTON AUTO (2004) LIMITED.
CHARLTON JEWELLERS LIMITED.
CHARTERNET LIMITED.
CHATWIN (WEST) TRUSTEES LIMITED.
CHC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CHCH 01 LIMITED.
CHEAM TRUSTEE LIMITED.
CHEAP4U BROWNSBAY LIMITED.
CHEAPECONSULTING LIMITED.
CHEERFUL GINA’S CLEANING COMPANY LIMITED.
CHEETAH IT SERVICES LIMITED.
CHEF’S PALETTE NORTH CITY LIMITED.
CHELLMA LIMITED.
CHEMICAL RECYCLING AND DISPOSAL NZ LIMITED.
CHEMIST TRADING LIMITED.
CHERIE&LOUSRENTALS LIMITED.
CHERIE MEDIA AND EVENTS LIMITED.
CHERIES ONLINE LIMITED.
CHERRY TRADING COMPANY LIMITED.
CHERYL WAITE TRUSTEES LIMITED.
CHESTER MADRAS LIMITED.
CHETTLEBURGH INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CHEYENNE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CHEZ VICTOR LIMITED.
CHHEANG TRADING LIMITED.
CHHINA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
CHHINA PRIVATE LIMITED.
CHIC N RUGGED LIMITED.
CHICKEN BITES LIMITED.
CHICO PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
CHIEF MATE LIMITED.
CHIIV INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CHIIV TRUSTEE LIMITED.
CHILD CARE SERVICES LIMITED.
CHILLAIRE AIR-CONDITIONING LIMITED.
CHILUKURI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CHIMRO LIMITED.
CHINA ROSE LIMITED.
CHINNY’S ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
CHIP CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
CHIRON LIMITED.
CHIROPRACTIC BOUTIQUE LIMITED.
CHLARON FARMS LIMITED.
CHOCOLATE KIWI LIMITED.
CHOICE REALTY LIMITED.
CHOW HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CHRIS BURGISS ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
CHRIS SUCICH CONTRACTING LIMITED.
CHRIASAL AUSTRALASIA PTY LIMITED.
CHRISTCHURCH RESIDENTIAL SCREW PILES LIMITED.
CHRISTCHURCH SECURITY CENTRE LIMITED.
CHRISTENSEN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CHRISTIESON PROPERTIES LIMITED.
CHRONOPHONIUM LIMITED.
CHUA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CHUNN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CHUPA LIMITED.
CHRISTCHURCH FISHING INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
CIRCLE INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED.
CITEC ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
CITI FLORA LIMITED.
CITY FRINGE NITEPLAN LIMITED.
CITY STAR INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CITYKIDS CHILD CARE LIMITED.
CITYLIFE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CIVILX LIMITED.
CJAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CJDZ HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CJH HOLMES LIMITED.
CJH TRADE LIMITED.
CK MIRACLE LIMITED.
CLAM ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
CLAN MCGREGOR LIMITED.
CLARK LOWE LIMITED.
CLARKE NEWTON LIMITED.
CLASS EXTERIORS KAPITI (2006) LIMITED.
CLASSIC & CUSTOM RESTORATIONS LIMITED.
CLASSIC CLEANING NZ LIMITED.
CLAUDELANDS PROPERTIES LIMITED.
CLEAN LIMITED.
CLEAN ME SERVICES LIMITED.
CLEANEX LIMITED.
CLEAR POOLS LIMITED.
CLEMAC INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CLEMENS 2011 LIMITED.
CLEONT HILLS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CLERMONT NOMINEES LIMITED.
CLG HOMES LIMITED.
CLI NO.2 LIMITED.
CLICK LIQUOR LIMITED.
CLIFF TOP PROPERTY LIMITED.
CLK CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
CLIMATE ZONE SERVICE LIMITED.
CLIVE RETAIL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CLOUD ACCOUNTING & ADVISING LIMITED.
CLOUD ONE MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
CLOUD VISION LIMITED.
CLOUDTV NZ LIMITED.
CLOVER CONSTRUCTION & LANDSCAPING LIMITED.
CLS SERVICES LIMITED.
CLUB CLEANING & BAR SERVICES LIMITED.
CLUB FEENIX LIMITED.
CLUB PHYSICAL EXPRESS DOWNTOWN LIMITED.
CLUB TYRES NZ LIMITED.
CM HOLDINGS OTAGO LIMITED.
CMI HOSPITALITY & TOURISM NZ LIMITED.
CMT&KAT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CMTR LIMITED.
CNI IW I HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CNM INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CO MAKER TRUST LIMITED.
COALES MANUFACTURING LIMITED.
COAST BUILDERS LIMITED.
COAST CONCRETE EASTERN BAY LIMITED.
COAST ENGINEERING NZ LIMITED.
COAST TO COAST HAULAGE LIMITED.
COAST TO COAST HOMES LIMITED.
COASTAL CARE PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
COASTAL CEILINGS LIMITED.
COASTLINE INTEGRATIONS LIMITED.
COASTLINE LOGISTICS LIMITED.
COATH AND THORPE LIMITED.
COCO & VINE LIMITED.
CODA LIMITED.
CODEZILLA LIMITED.
COFFEE SECRET LIMITED.
COGNOVO LIMITED.
COLDFIRE LIMITED.
CO-LEARNZ LIMITED.
COLERIDGE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
COLIN PATTINSON TRAINING LIMITED.
COLIN WEEKS CONSULTING LIMITED.
COLLECTIVE BRAVADO LIMITED.
COLLECTIVE ON CAMBRIDGE LIMITED.
COLLECUTT PROPERTIES LIMITED.
COLLISION CARE LIMITED.
COLONIAL HELICOPTERS LIMITED.
COLONIAL HOT TUB CO. LIMITED.
COLOUR & DESIGN LIMITED.
COLOURFAST POWDERCOATERS NZ 2016 LIMITED.
COLOURS GROUP LIMITED.
COL’S CLUB CAFE LIMITED.
COMBAT AIRSOFT LIMITED.
COMBINED LEASING LIMITED.
COMBINED TAXIS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
COMLINKS LIMITED.
COMMERCIAL DEMONSTRATIONS LIMITED.
COMMERCIAL PROSPECTS LIMITED.
COMMERCIO LIMITED.
COMMUNITY COUNSELLING LIMITED.
COMO ST CAFE LIMITED.
COMPANION CARE NZ LIMITED.
COMPARE NOW LIMITED.
COMPETENT CARE LIMITED.
COMPLETE CONCEPTS LIMITED.
COMPLETE CONSULTING SERVICES LIMITED.
COMPLETE HANDYMAN SERVICES LIMITED.
COMPLETE HOME SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
COMPLETE INDUSTRIAL SITE SERVICES LIMITED.
COMPLETE NO 6 LIMITED.
COMPLETE STEEL LIMITED.
COMPOSITE WORKS LIMITED.
COMPOSITIO LIMITED.
COMPOST SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
COMPS IMPEX (N.Z.) LIMITED.
COMPUTEC LIMITED.
CONCEPT BLINDS & SCREENS (2003) LIMITED.
CONCEPT LOGGING LIMITED.
CONCRETE FIRST LIMITED.
CONCRETE SUPPLIES LIMITED.
CONCRETE TANKS LIMITED.
CONDON TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
CONDOR PACIFIC LIMITED.
CREATIVE COAST LIMITED.
CREATIVE DIRECTORIES LIMITED.
CREATIVE FOODS LIMITED.
CREATIVE HOUSING LIMITED.
CREATIVE RENOVATIONS & CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
CREATIVE SERVICES LIMITED.
CREATIVE TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
CREATIVE IT LIMITED.
CREDITON.NZ LIMITED.
CRESCENDO ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
CRESSWELL & CRESSWELL LIMITED.
CRIMSONBOX COMPANY LIMITED.
CRISTAS LIMITED.
CRITTER KINGDOM 2008 LIMITED.
CROHAM PARK AVENUE LIMITED.
CROISSANT LIMITED.
CROJEN LIMITED.
CROSBY COMMUNITY SERVICES LIMITED.
CROSS COUNTRY SOUTHLAND 2005 LIMITED.
CROWN EQUIPMENT LEASING LIMITED.
CRT CONSULTING LIMITED.
CRUMMER TRUSTEES NO.23 LIMITED.
CRYSTAL AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRS AND PAPAKURA MAG & TYRE LIMITED.
CRYSTAL GRANITE IMPORTERS NZ LIMITED.
CS & MW CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
CSIX LIMITED.
CSMM LIMITED.
CSP (2007) LIMITED.
CSP INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
CSPB TRUSTEES LIMITED.
CSS LIMITED.
CST LIMITED.
CT ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
CTK LIMITED.
CTM 011 LIMITED.
CTQ LIMITED.
CTRS CONSULTING LIMITED.
CUBE ELECTRONICS LIMITED.
CUBE INVESTMENTS (2006) LIMITED.
CUBE LOGISTICS LIMITED.
CUBE SPACE LIMITED.
CUBED LIMITED.
CULVERDEN HOUSE LIMITED.
CUNNINGHAM KEARNEY CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
CUP IT LIMITED.
CURRY RAAG LIMITED.
CURTIS ESTATES LIMITED.
CURTIS GROUP LIMITED.
CURWOOD CONTRACTS LIMITED.
CUSTOM MOTORSPORT LIMITED.
CUSTOMER CONNECT LIMITED.
CUSTOMIZED ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
CUT ABOVE DECORATORS LIMITED.
CUTTING EDGE CARPENTERS LIMITED.
CUTTING EDGE PLASTIC SURGERY LIMITED.
CUTZ LAWN SERVICES LIMITED.
CV GROUP HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CV&CO TRUSTEES (MT) LIMITED.
CVK LIMITED.
CVR LIMITED.
CY ART LIMITED.
CYA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CYC (2013) GROUP LIMITED.
CYI LIMITED.
CYNZ INVESTMENT LIMITED.
CYRUS HEIGHTS LIMITED.
CZ INTERNATIONAL GROUP LIMITED.
D & A IMPEY LIMITED.
D & F FIXING LIMITED.
D & I ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
D & J FASHION LIMITED.
D & L 2002 COMPANY LIMITED.
D & M BURFORD LIMITED.
D & M MCKAY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
D & M PROPERTIES 2014 LIMITED.
D & S HIESTAND TRUSTEES LIMITED.
D & S WATERS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
D AND V SMITH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
D B & A E BATKIN LIMITED.
D G GILLESPIE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
D H B INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
D H S CONSULTING LIMITED.
D J A INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
D J HODGETTS LIMITED.
D J LIDDLE LIMITED.
D J SCOTT ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
D JOYCE LIMITED.
D K N LIMITED.
D WALKER LIMITED.
D&A DEVELOPMENTS NZ LIMITED.
D&D LAL AND COMPANY LIMITED.
D&D TRADE LIMITED.
D&J GROUP LIMITED.
D&T CLOTHES LIMITED.
D. & G. DUDER LIMITED.
D.H. BIRD FARM LIMITED.
D.M. ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
D.M. RECYCLINK LIMITED.
D.PROMISE LIMITED.
D.VELA LIMITED.
DA AN CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
DA VINCI LIMITED.
DA VINCI ROBOT LIMITED.
DABB LIMITED.
DABBAWALA NZ LIMITED.
DAIRYWORKS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
DAISY'S VINTAGE DRESSES LIMITED.
DALE STRIMLING ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
DALLAS IDENTIFICATION NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
DAMAN DENTAL LIMITED.
DAMIAN WEBSTER BUILDING LIMITED.
DANBY MEAD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DANCE 2 INSPIRE LIMITED.
DANCING WITH WOLVES LIMITED.
DANDI CONTRACTING LIMITED.
DANIEL’S GARDEN LIMITED.
DANNEELS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
DANNEMORA BUILDERS LIMITED.
DANNY PAINTER LIMITED.
DAN’S DIVING SERVICES LIMITED.
DARC HAIR LIMITED.
DARK DORIS HOLDING COMPANY LIMITED.
DARK HORSE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
DART BENCHMARKING LIMITED.
DASS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
DATAEQUIPT LIMITED.
DATAHQ LIMITED.
DATASOL LIMITED.
DATORHEA HOLDING LIMITED.
DATT TRANSPORT LIMITED.
DAVE MACHINE HIRE LIMITED.
DAVE POWDRELL BUILDERS 08 LIMITED.
DAVEY ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
DAVID ELMS LIMITED.
DAVID FARRELL ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
DAVID GRACE CONSULTING LIMITED.
DAVID HANCOCK CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
DAVID LEE CONSULTING LIMITED.
DAVIDSON CONSULTING LIMITED.
DAVIDSON PASTORAL LIMITED.
DAVIES AGRICULTURE LIMITED.
DAWN COURIERS LIMITED.
DAWSON LANGSTONE LIMITED.
DAY AND NIGHT ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
DAZZLING ELEGANT DEALS LIMITED.
DCH.PROPERTIES LIMITED.
DCT LIMITED.
DE BURGH PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DE MUZIEK DOOS LIMITED.
DEALS ON HEELS LIMITED.
DEAN ALLISON BRICKLAYING LIMITED.
DEAN BURKITT TRUSTEE LIMITED.
DEBACLE LIMITED.
DEBANT LIMITED.
DEBONAIRS LIMITED.
DEBTOR INFO NZ LIMITED.
DECKEDOUT NZ LIMITED.
DECORATING & ROOF SERVICES LIMITED.
DEEP BAY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
DEEP SOUTH PUBLIC RELATIONS LIMITED.
DEEP UNDER TRADE LIMITED.
DEER INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DEER PRODUCTS NOMINEES LIMITED.
DEERBROOK PROPERTIES LIMITED.
DEFINE YOURSELF LIMITED.
DEJANI ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
DEL ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
DELANEYPR LIMITED.
DELEMONT CAPITAL LIMITED.
DELI ROASTS (ROTORUA) LIMITED.
DELLLOW COURIERS LIMITED.
DELTACARAVANS LIMITED.
DELTATEST & TAG LIMITED.
DELTAWELDING LIMITED.
DELTAFORCE PAINTBALL NZ LIMITED.
DELUXURY LIMITED.
DEN’HAR LIMITED.
DENIZ GEZMIS LIMITED.
DENMAN LIMITED.
DENNIS NARAN TRUSTEE LIMITED.
DENTAL IMPLANT CENTRE TAURANGA LIMITED.
DENTAL NZ LIMITED.
DEO GRATIAS PROPERTIES LIMITED.
DEPLUME LIMITED.
DER INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DES GILL FENCING LIMITED.
DESIGN AND MULTIMEDIA SERVICES LIMITED.
DESIGN GROUP LIMITED.
DESIGN QUEST ARCHITECT LIMITED.
DESIGNER CABINS LIMITED.
DESIGNMASON LIMITED.
DESIGNS BY K & A LIMITED.
DESIRON ENGINEERING LIMITED.
DESIRON INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT LIMITED.
DESSEN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DESTINATION AKAROA LIMITED.
DEV & MARIYAM COMPANY LIMITED.
DEVLELEC LIMITED.
DEVELOPMENT PORTFOLIO LIMITED.
DEVEREUX CORPORATE TRUSTEES LIMITED.
DEVika HOSPITALITY LIMITED.
DEVINE DISTRIBUTION LIMITED.
DEVONPORT SPORTS BAR LIMITED.
DEXCO LIMITED.
DFLB INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DG APARTMENT HOTEL LIMITED.
DHC NZ LIMITED.
DHIMAN LIMITED.
DHP HOLDINGS LIMITED.
DI DENNISON CRANIOSACRAL THERAPY AND REIKI LIMITED.
DIAL A CAB HAMILTON LIMITED.
DIAMOND & GEM JEWELLERY VALUATIONS LIMITED.
DIAMOND BEAUTY PARLOUR LIMITED.
DIAMOND SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
DIAMOND TRAILERS SI LIMITED.
DIANNE LUNDQUIST TRUSTEE LIMITED.
DIDACHE LANGUAGES LIMITED.
DIEM TRADING LIMITED.
DISEL LIMITED.
DIFFICULT IS WORTH DOING LIMITED.
DIGI POSTER LIMITED.
DIGIT PROPERTIES LIMITED.
DIGITAL CHINA LIMITED.
DIGITAL DESIGN MEDIA LIMITED.
DIGITAL DYNAMITE LIMITED.
DIGITAL ICING LIMITED.
DIGITAL IMAGE NZ LIMITED.
DIGITAL MARKETING LIMITED.
DIGITAL SUPPORT SERVICES LIMITED.
DIGITALCITY BEN LOMOND LIMITED.
DIGITALCITY TRAVEL LIMITED.
Dillon GRAPHICS LIMITED.
DILSHA LIMITED.
DIMENSION TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
DINAN LIMITED.
DINESH & BIRENDER LIMITED.
DINESH LAL LIMITED.
DING DONG PROPERTIES LIMITED.
DINGLE DELL PROPERTY LIMITED.
DINSDALE OFFICE LIMITED.
DIRECT CIVIL LIMITED.
DIRECT PROPERTY INVESTMENTS (NO. 2) LIMITED.
DIRECT REO LIMITED.
DIRECT SHUTTLES LIMITED.
DIRECTIONAL DRILLING NZ LIMITED.
DIRTBAG MEDIA PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
DIRTY WORKS LIMITED.
DISCOUNT BAG CO LIMITED.
DISCOVERY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DISHNOOR ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
DISPENSARY COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
DISPLAYWORKS GP LIMITED.
DISTECH LIMITED.
DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
DIVEK HOLDINGS LIMITED.
DIVINE CHARTERS LIMITED.
DIX MAISONS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DIXIEWOOD DELI LIMITED.
DIXON’S WORLD ACCESS LIMITED.
DIYANAH LIMITED.
DJ & JA MILLS LIMITED.
DJA STEEL FIXERS LIMITED.
DJB PROPERTIES LIMITED.
DK & SS LIMITED.
DKL CONSULTING LIMITED.
DKR TRUSTEES LIMITED.
DKT ENTERPRISES NZ LIMITED.
DLS BEAUTY LIMITED.
DM & SM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
DM PROJECTS LIMITED.
DMC LIMITED.
DMC LITTLE LOCAL LIMITED.
DMD MEDIA LIMITED.
DMDPLUS LIMITED.
D’MELLO CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS LIMITED.
DMS 2014 LIMITED.
DMU INVESTMENT LIMITED.
DN & LK YOULE LIMITED.
D’N’L CATERERS LIMITED.
DO BRAZIL LIMITED.
DO CONTRACTING LIMITED.
DOCKRAY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
DOCTOR TAP LIMITED.
DOCURSEVE LIMITED.
DODDS TRANSORT LIMITED.
DOE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DOGSTAR PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
DOING WELL NZ LIMITED.
DOLPHIN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DOLPHIN NZ 2011 LIMITED.
DOMIGAN TRUSTEE LIMITED.
DONNA DAVIS LIMITED.
DONNA WYLIE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
DONNELLY PROPERTY MANAGEMENT AND MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
DON-SHAR LIMITED.
DONWILCO LIMITED.
DOOR BRASS (2011) LIMITED.
DOORKNOBS LIMITED.
DOT BOOM LIMITED.
DOUBLE C HOLDINGS LIMITED.
DOUBLE D DISTRIBUTION LIMITED.
DOUBLE IMAGE LIMITED.
DOUBLE R INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DOUBLE R PROPERTIES LIMITED.
DOUBLERIGHTCLICK LIMITED.
DOUELL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DOVECOTE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
DOYLE FAMILY FARM LIMITED.
DR PAUL QUIN LIMITED.
DRAGON FINANCE LIMITED.
DREAM COATS LIMITED.
DREAM EDUCATION LIMITED.
DREAM TEAM DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
DREAM TEAM SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
DREAMLOGIC LIMITED.
DRIFT.NET.NZ LIMITED.
DRIFT-SPEC PERFORMANCE LIMITED.
DRM TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
DRUNK WELDING LIMITED.
DS EMPIRE LIMITED.
D'S MOBILE MECHANICS LIMITED.
DSB TOWING SERVICES LIMITED.
DSCAB TRADING LIMITED.
DSD MECHANICAL ENGINEERING LIMITED.
DT LOGGING LIMITED.
DT TRADING LIMITED.
DU CHATS LIMITED.
DUET LIMITED.
DUFOUR GROUP LIMITED.
DUGGYS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
DULCE LIMITED.
DUMA LIMITED.
DUNBEE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DUNCAN & MATHESON LIMITED.
DUNDAS TRUSTEE LIMITED.
DUNDEE LUMBER LIMITED.
DUNEDIN MOTORCYCLES LIMITED.
DUNJAM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
DUNKIN DONUTS LIMITED.
DUNNEY'S AUCTIONS LIMITED.
DUNNINGHAM ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
DUOYOU BUILDING SUPPLY LIMITED.
DURA-BACH & HOMES LIMITED.
DURHAM SERVICES LIMITED.
DUST EXTRACTION SYSTEMS LIMITED.
DUVAL 2014 LIMITED.
DUXBURY LOGGING AND WOOD SUPPLIES LIMITED.
DVS PACIFICO LIMITED.
DW SERVICES LIMITED.
DWB ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
DYNACOM LIMITED.
DYNAMIK FRANCHISE GROUP LIMITED.
DYTEK DAIRY SERVICES LIMITED.
DZEN LIMITED.
E & A CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
E & E GROUP LIMITED.
E & J TRADING LIMITED.
E & S HOLDINGS 2009 LIMITED.
E L GAZE TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
E MART LIMITED.
E Q INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
E SPACE CONSULTING LIMITED.
E STAR CAR SALES LIMITED.
EAGLE CONSULTING NZ LIMITED.
EAGLE INNS LIMITED.
EAGLE SPORTS LIMITED.
EAGLEN HOMES CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
EALEY PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
EARTH DESIGN CONTRACTING LIMITED.
EARTHLINE EXCAVATORS LIMITED.
EARTHQUIP HOLDINGS LIMITED.
EARTHWORKS 2007 LIMITED.
EARTHY NOBLE LIMITED.
EASI LIMITED.
EASINESS HOMES LIMITED.
EAST & WEST HOUSING INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
EAST COAST PADDLER LIMITED.
EASTCOASTAUTORECYCLERS(ECAR) LIMITED.
EASTERN ELECTRICAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
EASTERN HORIZON TRADING LIMITED.
EASTERN STAR GROUP LIMITED.
EASTLAND LIMITED.
EASTWOOD 2012 LIMITED.
EASY ACCOUNTING LIMITED.
EASY TRADE LIMITED.
EATON TRUSTEE LIMITED.
EAZI CLEAN CARPETS AND VENETIANS WELLINGTON 1993 LIMITED.
EBIKES LIMITED.
EBIZ ONLINE LIMITED.
ECHELON TV PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
ECO BIN LINERS LIMITED.
ECO BUYING LIMITED.
ECO DECORATING LIMITED.
ECO DEVELOPMENT CORP. LIMITED.
ECO ENERGY LIMITED.
ECO FREIGHT LIMITED.
ECO HEMP LIMITED.
ECO PAINTERS & DECORATORS LIMITED.
ECO PAINTING LIMITED.
ECO PAINTING SERVICES LIMITED.
ECO SOLUTIONS AND TECHNOLOGIES (NZ) LIMITED.
ECOM INNOVATIONS LIMITED.
ECOM LOGISTICS LIMITED.
E-COMMERCE INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED.
ECOPODZ LIMITED.
ECORIDER LIMITED.
ECOSOLUTIONZ LIMITED.
EDEN AUTO PANEL & PAINT LIMITED.
EDEN LANDSCAPES LIMITED.
EDEN TECH SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
EDENMADE PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED.
EDESIA LIMITED.
EDGE CUT COLOUR & BEAUTY LIMITED.
EDGEHILL LIMITED.
EDNAS DESKTOP PUBLISHING SERVICES LIMITED.
EDUCATION RESEARCH GROUP LIMITED.
EDWARD LEWIS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
EDWARDS CONSULTING LIMITED.
EFFECTIVE ADZ LIMITED.
EFFICIENT CONSULTING LIMITED.
EFFIE LIMITED.
EFFLUENT & IRRIGATION DESIGN (NZ) LIMITED.
EFL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
EFS SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
EGYPT & CAPRICE 2014 LIMITED.
EGYPT & CAPRICE 2014 LIMITED.
EIGHT EASTERN LIMITED.
EIGHT EQUALS LIMITED.
EILERING AND PROCTOR BUILDERS LIMITED.
EKH LIMITED.
EL CLEO LIMITED.
EL SHADDAI CLEANING LIMITED.
ELBE TRUSTEE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ELCOMAAL BUILDERS LIMITED.
ELECTRATECH CONTRACTING LIMITED.
ELECTRICAL HOME SERVICE (2003) LIMITED.
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS (WANGANUI) LIMITED.
ELECTRICARE LIMITED.
ELECTRO AID LIMITED.
ELECTRONIC WHOLESALE LIMITED.
ELECTROSPEC LIMITED.
ELECTROTEST CALIBRATION LIMITED.
ELEKTRON MOTOR REWINDERS LIMITED.
ELEMENT INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
ELEMENT TECH LIMITED.
ELEMENTAL NZ LIMITED.
ELEMENTRA LIMITED.
ELENA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ELEVAGE LIMITED.
ELEVATE CONSULTING LIMITED.
ELF LIMITED.
ELIM1270.
ELITE CEILINGS LIMITED.
ELITE COMMERCIAL CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
ELITE KNITWEAR LIMITED.
ELITE REALTIES LIMITED.
ELITE WHOLESALE CARS (2011) LIMITED.
ELK VALLEY LIMITED.
ELLA SOPHIE TRUSTEE CO. LIMITED.
ELLENA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
ELLICE ROAD CAFE LIMITED.
ELLIE LACROIX LIMITED.
ELLIOTT RECRUITMENT LIMITED.
ELLIS INVESTMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ELLIS SUTTON REALTY LIMITED.
ELLISON RD HOLDINGS LIMITED.
EM ENGINEERING LIMITED.
EMAC SECURITY LIMITED.
EMARC LIMITED.
EMERALD VIEWS LIMITED.
EMERGENCE LIMITED.
EMIL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
EMJE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
E-MORPHER LIMITED.
EMOTISTICK LIMITED.
EMPIYA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
EMPLOYMENT STRATEGIES LIMITED.
EMPOWER ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
ENC CO LIMITED.
ENCHANTED FOREST LIMITED.
ENDEAVOUR DYNAMIC AUDIO LIMITED.
ENDEAVOUR TOURING 2007 LIMITED.
ENERGY EFFICIENCY LIMITED.
ENERGYSAVERS DEVELOPMENTS NZ LIMITED.
ENEX LIMITED.
ENGAGE AOTEAROA LIMITED.
ENGAGE NZ LIMITED.
ENGINEERING AND MARINE DESIGN LIMITED.
ENGINEERING SUPPORT AND SERVICES LIMITED.
ENGLISH ROSE BEAUTY THERAPY 2005 LIMITED.
ENGLISH ZONE LIMITED.
ENGTECH LIMITED.
ENLO LIMITED.
ENOTS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
ENSEMBLE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
ENSUITES ON THE MOVE LIMITED.
ENTERPRISE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ENTERPRISE ONE LIMITED.
ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
ENVIRO 9 LIMITED.
ENVIRO CLEANING LIMITED.
ENVIRO TIMBER AOTEAROA LIMITED.
ENVIRO-MACHINES LIMITED.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION SUPPLIES NZ LIMITED.
ENVIROTANK HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ENVIROTANK NZ LIMITED.
ENZED AUCKLAND LIMITED.
EOL TYRE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
EON CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
EOR HOLDINGS LIMITED.
EPHARİUM LIMITED.
EPIC INK NZ LIMITED.
EPIC PAINTING AND DECORATING LIMITED.
EPIC PEOPLE LIMITED.
EPHIPHANY CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
EPISTYLOS LIMITED.
EPLAN LIMITED.
EQUILATERAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
EQUINOX APPAREL LIMITED.
EQUIPMENT SALES LIMITED.
EQUIPMENT TRADERS LIMITED.
EQUIPMENT TRADERS NZ LIMITED.
EQUITABLE EQUITIES LIMITED.
EQUITY CAPITAL LIMITED.
ERE(13) LIMITED.
E-REVOLU LIMITED.
ERF INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
EROS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
ERRIDGE CONTRACTING LIMITED.
ES CLEANING LIMITED.
ESCAPE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ESCORIAL CONSULTING LIMITED.
E-SCRAP RECYCLING LIMITED.
ESSEN LIMITED.
ESERVE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ESOREVETS LIMITED.
ESPERANZA INVESTMENTS PRIMA LIMITED.
ESPRESSINI LIMITED.
ESPRESSME COFFEE LIMITED.
ESPRESSO BAR 5 LIMITED.
ESSENTIAL PAINTERS LIMITED.
ESSENTIAL PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
ESSEX VIEW LIMITED.
ETHICAL WATER BRANDS LIMITED.
ETHICALSTYLESOCIETY LIMITED.
ETHOLL’S EAZY CLEANING LIMITED.
ETHOS COACHING & DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
ETS SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
EUGENE BROKING LIMITED.
EUROBAKE NS GOLF CLUB LIMITED.
EURODRILL LIMITED.
EUROPEAN CARAVAN IMPORTERS LIMITED.
EUROPEAN IDEAS LIMITED.
EUROPEAN INTERIORS DESIGN LIMITED.
EUROPEAN MASTER BUTCHER LIMITED.
EUROSTAR HOLDINGS LIMITED.
EUROTRED (NZ) LIMITED.
EVA MECHANICA LIMITED.
EVANGELIST IT LIMITED.
E-VENT MANAGEMENT SUPPORT SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
EVENTFINDA USA LIMITED.
EVENTUS HEALTH AND FITNESS LIMITED.
EVENTUS LIMITED.
EVER D COMPANY LIMITED.
EVERGRANDE TRADE AND CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
EVERLASTING PROPERTIES LIMITED.
EVERLUCK NZ LIMITED.
EVIE TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
EVITA CHHOUR INDEPENDENT TRUSTEE LIMITED.
EVOLUTION CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
EVOLUTION CYT LIMITED.
EVOLUTION INDUSTRIES 666 LIMITED.
EVOLUTION OF SPIRIT LIMITED.
EVOKE HAIR LIMITED.
EWART CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
EWT TRADE AND BUSINESS CONSULTANTS NZ LIMITED.
EXCEL NORTH LIMITED.
EXCEL SERVICES LIMITED.
EXCELLENCE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
EXCELLENT ENTERPRISE NZ COMPANY LIMITED.
EXCES SIGNS LIMITED.
EXCLUSIVE TOURISM SERVICES LIMITED.
EXECUTIVE SOLUTIONS (NZ) LIMITED.
EXHIBITIONS GALLERY OF FINE ART (NZ) LIMITED.
EXOTIC CARS LIMITED.
EXPERIENCE TAUPO 2009 LIMITED.
EXPORT CERTIFICATION NZ LIMITED.
EXPORT MEAT SHOPS LIMITED.
EXPRESS PHOTOGRAPHY AUCKLAND EAST LIMITED.
EXTRA DIMENSIONS LIMITED.
EXTRA MILE INTERIORS LIMITED.
EXTREME LIQUOR LIMITED.
EYKNOW LIMITED.
EYETEC NZ LIMITED.
EYLSIA EDUCATION LIMITED.
EZ PARK TRAILER TRASH LIMITED.
EZIBID LIMITED.
EZY HOME SERVICES LIMITED.
F S X GROUP LIMITED.
F&F PRODUCE LIMITED.
F. T. M. HOLDINGS LIMITED.
F.T. & V.T. LIMITED.
F3DOM DESIGN LIMITED.
FABIAN CREATIVE LIMITED.
FABRIWELD PROPERTY COMPANY LIMITED.
FACE CORPORATION LIMITED.
FACE OF BEAUTY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
FADAK INVESTMENT LIMITED.
FADED BARBER SHOP LIMITED.
FAIRBURN DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
FAIRBURN PARK LIMITED.
FAIRE ACRES LIMITED.
FAIRGRAY RENTALS LIMITED.
FAIRLADY LIMITED.
FAIRNINGTON INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
FAIRVIEW INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
FAIRY TALE CASTLE LIMITED.
FAITHFULLY YOURS LIMITED.
FALCON TURF LIMITED.
FALL-PAC NORTHLAND LIMITED.
FAMEWORK LIMITED.
FAMILY AFFAIR (2010) LIMITED.
FAMILY CARS LIMITED.
FAMILY HOT PROPERTY LIMITED.
FANFARE LIMITED.
FANTACY LIMITED.
FANTASY WORLD LIMITED.
FARE CAFE LIMITED.
FARID SHAWARMA WORLD LIMITED.
FARM CO NZ LIMITED.
FARMERS BUILDING NOMINEE LIMITED.
FARMHAND TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
FARMING TEE JAY LIMITED.
FARMORGANIX LIMITED.
FARQUART CEYLON TEA & SPICE PLANTATIONS LIMITED.
FASHION FAB LIMITED.
FASHION GALLERY LIMITED.
FAST FOOD INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
FAST FOOD JOINT LIMITED.
FAST FOOD NOW LIMITED.
FAST FORWARD FUTURES LIMITED.
FATU FAMILY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
FBB LIMITED.
FCS MECHANICAL LIMITED.
FEATHERSTON FREEHOLDS LIMITED.
FEATURE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
FEEL GOOD FERMENTS LIMITED.
FEEL-FREE IT SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
FENCES & KERBS LIMITED.
FENCING WORX (BOP) LIMITED.
FENGYNBEI LIMITED.
FERN & CO LIMITED.
FERNBRAE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
FERNHILL INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED.
FERNVALE LIMITED.
FIBBENSBERG INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
FIBRENEW INDUSTRIES (NZ) LIMITED.
FIDELIS LIMITED.
FIDUCIARY PACIFIC LIMITED.
FIELDVIEW LIMITED.
FIFTYPLUS 2012 LIMITED.
FIGJAM GS LIMITED.
FIJI HOLIDAYS LIMITED.
FILESAVEPRINT LIMITED.
FILLAN CONSULTING LIMITED.
FILLWOOD FARMS LIMITED.
FILTER INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
FINAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
FINAL TOUCH BAY OF PLENTY LIMITED.
FINANCE BROKERS AUCKLAND LIMITED.
FINANCE ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
FINANCIAL AND BUSINESS SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
FINANCIAL PROJECTS LIMITED.
FINCH & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
FINDERS KEEPERS PROPERTIES LIMITED.
FINE GOLD RECOVERY LIMITED.
FINE INTERIORS LIMITED.
FINE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
FIREBOLTZ LIMITED.
FIREBRAND LIMITED.
FIREOUT NZ LIMITED.
FIRKLOVER LIMITED.
FIRST CHOICE COLLECTIONS (NZ) LIMITED.
FIRST NAMES INTERNATIONAL (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED.
FIRST PROPERTY CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
FIRST STEP HOMES LIMITED.
FIRST URBAN DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
FIRSTFLOWERS LIMITED.
FISH INC LIMITED.
FISHER FAMILY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
FISHERMAC LIMITED.
FISHING AND ADVENTURE LIMITED.
FISSION DESIGN LIMITED.
FIT FELLA LIMITED.
FIT PRICE INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED.
FITNESS 24/7 LIMITED.
FITNESS WORKS (RICHMOND) LIMITED.
FIT STRAPS LIMITED.
FITZGERALD AUTOBODY SOUTH LIMITED.
FITZROY HARDWARE LIMITED.
FITZROY HOUSE LIMITED.
FIVE FORCES LIMITED.
FIVE KINGS LIMITED.
FIVE KNOTS LIMITED.
FIVE STAR CLEANING (AKL) LIMITED.
FIVE STAR TILING ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
FIVEFLOWERS EXPORT LIMITED.
FIX ‘N’ FIT LIMITED.
FIXED HOLDINGS LIMITED.
FJ GROUP LIMITED.
FKS CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
FLAMECRUSHER HOLDINGS LIMITED.
FLATHEAD DESIGN LIMITED.
FLATTOUT INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
FLAVOUR OF INDIA LIMITED.
FLAVOURS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
FLAWLESS CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
FLAX CONCEPTS LIMITED.
FLC CHARITY CONSULTING LIMITED.
FLEETWOOD FISHING LIMITED.
FLOOD FORCE LIMITED.
FLOOR COURT LIMITED.
FLOORING ONE LIMITED.
FLORACEUTICAL LIMITED.
FLOUR HOUSE LIMITED.
FLOURISH MARKET LIMITED.
FLOWER GARDEN LIMITED.
FLOWSUN LIMITED.
FLUFFY DUCKS LIMITED.
FLUID LIMIT INSTRUMENTS NZ LIMITED.
FLUX LIGHTING LIMITED.
FLUXUS DESIGN LIMITED.
FLYDIVE LIMITED.
FLYING DRAGON FIREWORKS LIMITED.
FLYING KIWIS CLUB LIMITED.
FLYMO SUZIE LIMITED.
FM GROUP LIMITED.
FNS GROUP LIMITED.
FOCUS BUSINESS GROUP LIMITED.
FOCUS CENTRAL LIMITED.
FOCUS ENGINEERING LIMITED.
FOCUS MOTORS LIMITED.
FOCUS PLUMBING LIMITED.
FONEFOX LIMITED.
FOOD DISPLAY SYSTEMS LIMITED.
FOOD KOREA COMPANY LIMITED.
FOODWORKSHOP LIMITED.
FORDE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
FORDELL FOREST LIMITED.
FORE GOLF LIMITED.
FORE GROUP LIMITED.
FORE VILLA TRUSTEE LIMITED.
FOREFEAT DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
FOREST EAGLE LIMITED.
FOREST TRANSPORT SERVICES LIMITED.
FOREVER SUNDAY LIMITED.
FOREX TRADE GROUP LIMITED.
FORME INVESTMENTS B LIMITED.
FORSYTHE BUSINESS CONSULTING LIMITED.
FORT PROJECT MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
FORTUNE EDUCATION & IMMIGRATION CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
FORTUNE ENTERTAINMENT GROUP LIMITED.
FORTUNE FOUNTAIN LIMITED.
FORTUNE GARMENTS LIMITED.
FORTUNE TRAVEL SERVICES LIMITED.
FORUMPOINT2 LIMITED.
FORWARDS CREATIVE LIMITED.
FORWOOD FORESTRY LIMITED.
FOS INVESTMENT LIMITED.
FOSICE LIMITED.
FOUNDRY FORESTRY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
FOUNTAIN CITY PLUMBING 2007 LIMITED.
FOUR CORNERS BRICKLAYING LIMITED.
FOUR KNIGHT'S FILM LIMITED.
FOUR N EIGHT INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
FOWLFACE PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
FOX COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
FOX ON THE HILL LIMITED.
FOX ON THE QUAY LIMITED.
FOX PROPERTIES LIMITED.
FOXTON SECURITY SERVICES LIMITED.
FPR LIMITED.
FRANCA E FRANCA LIMITED.
FRANCISCO CAFE LIMITED.
FRANGIPANI FLOWERS LIMITED.
FRANGIPANI INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
FRANK CITY FALLS LIMITED.
FRANK PARK INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
FRANKIES BAR AND RESTAURANT LIMITED.
FRANKLEIGH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
FRANKLIN FIRST LIMITED.
FRED PLACE LIMITED.
FREDERICK ST FILMS LIMITED.
FREE LITTLE PIGS LIMITED.
FREE SOLAR LIMITED.
FREE2AIR TV INSTALLATION LIMITED.
FREEDOM ENTERPRISES 2002 LIMITED.
FREEFORM STAINLESS STEEL LIMITED.
FREELANCE PLUMBING & DRAINAGE LIMITED.
FREEMOTION DIGITAL LIMITED.
FREESTYLE FIGHTERS NZ LIMITED.
FREETIME PROPERTIES LIMITED.
FREEWHEELERS CYCLES LIMITED.
FREEZING WORKS LIMITED.
FRESH AS BAKERY LIMITED.
FRESH IMAGE LIMITED.
FRESH LIMITED.
FRESH MILLED HEALTH FOODS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
FRESH N FEEL CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
FRESH PRODUCE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
FRIENDS CUISINE OF INDIA LIMITED.
FRN LIMITED.
FROG MANAGEMENT GROUP LIMITED.
FROMNZ PROPERTY LIMITED.
FRONT GATE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
FRONTIE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
FRUITION NZ LIMITED.
FRUITSREAM LIMITED.
FTFI LIMITED.
FUBA TRUSTEES LIMITED.
FUBAR LIMITED.
FULCRUM SHOPFITTINGS LIMITED.
FULMAC PRODUCTS LIMITED.
FUN R US LIMITED.
FUN RENTALS WAIHEKE LIMITED.
FUNCTIONAL INNOVATIVE TRAINING LIMITED.
FUNDAMENTAL IT LIMITED.
FUNDRAISING SERVICES LIMITED.
FUNKHOUND LIMITED.
FUNKY FEATURES LIMITED.
FURNITURE WORLD LIMITED.
FUSE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
FUSO LIMITED.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
FUTURE FRESH LIMITED.
FUTURE SOUND ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
FUTURE TRUSTEES 2011 LIMITED.
FW LIMITED.
FX CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
G & A ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
G & L BUILDERS LIMITED.
G & L JACOBSON LIMITED.
G & M PORTFOLIO LIMITED.
G & N ENTERPRISES (NZ) LIMITED.
G B S GROUP LIMITED.
G D BURGESS LIMITED.
G E AUTOSPARES LIMITED.
G HAMERTON NOMINEES LIMITED.
G K M INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
G R & M J BRETT TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
G R LOBB BUILDERS LIMITED.
G U & A A INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
G UNIT LIMITED.
G. & W. MADILL LIMITED.
G.A.M INVESTMENT LIMITED.
G.C.I.S. LIMITED.
G.C.T. CLADDING LIMITED.
G.CHEN LIMITED.
G.H.M. CONSULTING LIMITED.
GAC TRADING LIMITED.
GAMC LIMITED.
GAME CHANGERS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
GAME FLIP LIMITED.
GAMER GROUP LIMITED.
GAMMIE LIMITED.
GANI IP LIMITED.
GANI TRUSTEES LIMITED.
GANJI MARKETING LIMITED.
GARDEN SAFE LIMITED.
GARDENCARE PRODUCTS LIMITED.
GARRY BALLANTYNE LIMITED.
GARRY GRIMMER CONSULTING LIMITED.
GARRYHOE LIMITED.
GARSTON HOTEL & CAFE LIMITED.
GARTY CORPORATION LIMITED.
GAS 2 GO LIMITED.
GAS REPAIRS NZ LIMITED.
GASH MEDIA LIMITED.
GASKII LUX LIMITED.
GASSON STREET PROPERTIES LIMITED.
GATES & THINGS LIMITED.
GATEWAY CARGO SYSTEMS LIMITED.
GATEWOOD LIMITED.
GAVENWOOD HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GAVIN & SON LIMITED.
GAYE & GARTH PRINCE LIMITED.
GAZELLE MUSIC LIMITED.
GB & SL SMITH PROPERTIES LIMITED.
GB COFFEE LIMITED.
GCB PROJECTS LIMITED.
GDK GROUP LIMITED.
GEARTECH NZ LIMITED.
GECKO UNIQUE GIFTS LIMITED.
GEE REALTY 2001 LIMITED.
GEEZAH LIMITED.
GEI MARKETING LIMITED.
GEK PROPERTY NOMINEES (WAIRAU PARK) LIMITED.
GEM FRANCE LIMITED.
GENA AND ALANA LIMITED.
GENECO 2009 LIMITED.
GENERAL AUTOHAUS LIMITED.
GENERAL AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES LIMITED.
GENERAL FOODS NZ LIMITED.
GENERAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
GENERAL TAX & ACCOUNTING LIMITED.
GENERATIONS DENTAL & MEDICAL LIMITED.
GENESIS SERVICES LIMITED.
GENIUS ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
GEO HUTCHINSON & CO TAUPIRI LIMITED.
GEOFF CANHAM CONSULTING LIMITED.
GEOFF SMITH LIQUIDATIONS LIMITED.
GEOFFREY CLARK PROPERTIES LIMITED.
GEOMECHANIC LIMITED.
GEORGE TURNER CREATIVES LIMITED.
GERON INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GEROSPLATT LIMITED.
GERSHOM GROUP LIMITED.
GESTALT WELLINGTON LIMITED.
GET SOLAR POWERED LIMITED.
GETX INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GFG EIP NOMINEES LIMITED.
GGH HORTICULTURE LIMITED.
GH DOT LIMITED.
GI CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
GIIBB BUILDERS LIMITED.
GIIBB TRUSTEES NO. 2 LIMITED.
GIBRALTAR EQUITIES LIMITED.
GIBSCOTT MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
GIBSON & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
GIBSON INVESTMENTS (2004) LIMITED.
GIFTS FOR BUSINESS WAIKATO LIMITED.
GILL FOOD SERVICES LIMITED.
GILLCORP 2 LIMITED.
GILLFIN LIMITED.
GINA THAI HEALTH MASSAGE LIMITED.
GINNY & CO LIMITED.
GIRVEN ROAD TAKEAWAY LIMITED.
GISBORNE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
GISBORNE RENTAL LIMITED.
GIVE ME MONEY LIMITED.
GJ & HM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GLACIER COUNTRY LAKE TOURS LIMITED.
GLAMOUR TOURS LIMITED.
GLAMUZINA PATERSON ARCHITECTS LIMITED.
GLASS 2 YOU LIMITED.
GLASS BOTTOM BOAT LIMITED.
GLASTONBURY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
GLEDHILL EQUITIES LIMITED.
GLEN ALTON INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GLEN ANDREW HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GLEN ELLEN TRUSTEE LIMITED.
GLENFIELD PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GLENGARRY ROAD LIMITED.
GLENLEIGH LIMITED.
GLITTER COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
GLITZE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GLOBAL COMMODITIES TRADING LIMITED.
GLOBAL FREIGHT FORWARDING LIMITED.
GLOBAL GOOD ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
GLOBAL GOODS MARKETING LIMITED.
GLOBAL GROUP HOLDINGS NZ LIMITED.
GLOBAL GROUP PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GLOBAL HORT IMPORTS NZ LIMITED.
GLOBAL INTERNATIONAL INSURANCE LIMITED.
GLOBAL INVESTMENT SERVICES LIMITED.
GLOBAL MARKET CONSULTING LIMITED.
GLOBAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
GLOBAL SILVER JEWELLERY LIMITED.
GLOBAL STARS LIMITED.
GLOBAL TRUSTEE SERVICES (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED.
GLOBAL VISION UNLIMITED LIMITED.
GM & SM INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GMAC SERVICES LIMITED.
GMPANELS LIMITED.
GNE LIMITED.
GO 4 IT MUSIC LIMITED.
GO BARE LIMITED.
GO FAST NZ 2015 LIMITED.
GO FISH TALENT LIMITED.
GO GETIT LIMITED.
GO TAUPO LIMITED.
GO WAAHOO LIMITED.
GOAT ISLAND NZ LIMITED.
GODFREY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
GODZONE PAINTING SERVICES LIMITED.
GOEDU LIMITED.
GOKU TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
GOLD DIGGERS LIMITED.
GOLDAGE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
GOLDEN ACCESS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GOLDEN ACCESS LIMITED.
GOLDEN ARROW LIMITED.
GOLDEN EAGLE (NORTH SHORE) LIMITED.
GOLDEN TILING LIMITED.
GOLDEN WER NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
GOLDEN WORLD INVESTMENT AND TRADE LIMITED.
GOLDENCYBER LIMITED.
GOLDFISH KITCHEN LIMITED.
GOLDFISH PLUMBING & GASFITTING LIMITED.
GOLDSEA SUBWAY COURTenAY PLACE LIMITED.
GOLDTECH ENGINEERING LIMITED.
GOLF ZONE DIRECT LIMITED.
GOLTUS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
GOOD CONSULTANT LIMITED.
GOOD GRACE LIMITED.
GOOD HONEST WAREHOUSING LIMITED.
GOOD NEWS MEDIA LIMITED.
GOOD PAY LIMITED.
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN FAST LIMITED.
GOOD TIMES TAVERN 2004 LIMITED.
GOOD TO GO TRANSPORT LIMITED.
GOODHUE HOLDINGS 2 LIMITED.
GOODLOOK CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
GOODMAN GROUP LIMITED.
GOODSON ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
GOODWIN - BROOKING PROPERTIES LIMITED.
GOODWIN TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
GOORGANIC LIMITED.
GOPAW INVESTMENT LIMITED.
GORDON GOLDSACK CONTRACTING LIMITED.
GORDON LITT FARMS LIMITED.
GORDON'S SMALL FARM & PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
GORST TRUSTEES LIMITED.
GOTH INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GOULTER PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GOUNDAR GROUP OF COMPANIES LIMITED.
GOUNDARS LOGISTICS LIMITED.
GOVINDA RETAIL LIMITED.
GOWRI PROPERTIES LIMITED.
GOYA TRUSTEES LIMITED.
GR & J HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GRAB-A-DRIVER LIMITED.
GRABIEL LIMITED.
GRACE AVE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
GRACE DEVELOPMENTS CAMBRIDGE LIMITED.
GRACE ROSE LIMITED.
GRACELAND B&B LIMITED.
GRADUATE CULTURAL AND INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME LIMITED.
GRAEDEB LIMITED.
GRAFOST INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GRAFRE LEISURE LIMITED.
GRAHAM BROWN & CO (ENSOR) TRUSTEES LIMITED.
GRAHAM WEAVER LIMITED.
GRAND CENTRAL MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
GRAND CHEVAL LIMITED.
GRAND NUTRITION LIMITED.
GRANT SECURITY LIMITED.
GRANTS RENTALS LIMITED.
GRAPE CLUB LIMITED.
GRASS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
GRASSFIRE LIMITED.
GRASSHOPPER AQUACULTURE LIMITED.
GRATE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GRATER INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GRAZING MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED.
GREAT BARRIER ISLAND ECO EXPERIENCES LIMITED.
GREAT CARS LIMITED.
GREAT CHI LIMITED.
GREAT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GREAT HILL LIMITED.
GREAT MASTER CORPORATE LIMITED.
GREEN AEON INVESTMENT LIMITED.
GREEN BLUE NETWORK LIMITED.
GREEN BROCCOLI EVENTS LIMITED.
GREEN ENGINEERING LIMITED.
GREEN FUSE CONTROLS LIMITED.
GREEN HAND CAR WASH AND CAFE LIMITED.
GREEN HOST LIMITED.
GREEN ISLAND INVESTMENT TRUSTEES LIMITED.
GREEN MOTOR IMPORTS LIMITED.
GREEN NATURAL ENERGY LIMITED.
GREEN NEWMAN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GREEN PARKS GROUP LIMITED.
GREEN PROPERTY ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
GREEN ROAD LIMITED.
GREEN TRADERS LIMITED.
GREEN TREE LIMITED.
GREENFERT LIMITED.
GREENGATES PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
GREENHOUSE INVESTMENT LIMITED.
GREENHOUSE LIMITED.
GREENHOUSE SUPPLIES LIMITED.
GREENPIG LIMITED.
GREENSPOT NZ LIMITED.
GREENWOOD CONCEPTS LIMITED.
GREENXCHANGE LIMITED.
GREGORY THOMAS TRUSTEES LIMITED.
GRESSFORD HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RESSIO LIMITED.
GREY AREA IT LIMITED.
GREY POWER HANDYMAN LIMITED.
GREYALERT LIMITED.
GREYROGER LIMITED.
GRIDLIFE LIMITED.
GRK LIMITED.
GROUND BOND SOUTH LIMITED.
GROUNDHOG DAY LIMITED.
GROUP BUILDING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
GROUP TRUSTEE LIMITED.
GROVE ROAD GENERAL PARTNER LIMITED.
GROW CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
GROWFAST PARTNERS LIMITED.
GROWING BEANS LIMITED.
GRS INVESTMENTS LTD.
GRUPCOM EXT LIMITED.
GS & JI PHILBURN LIMITED.
GS GROUP INVESTMENT LIMITED.
GS INTERESTS LIMITED.
GS YAHOO LIMITED.
GSAP ENGINEERING LIMITED.
GT PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
G-TEK LIMITED.
GTL LIMITED.
GT M HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GUANG SHANG LIMITED.
GUCHENG TRADING LIMITED.
GUEST & SHAW HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GUILDFORD APARTMENTS LIMITED.
GUINNESS GALLAGHER ADVISORY LIMITED.
GULF SERVICES LIMITED.
GULF TOYS N.Z. LIMITED.
GUN CITY HAMILTON LIMITED.
GUOXIN NZ LIMITED.
GURUJI LIMITED.
GURUKIRPA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GVM RENTALS LIMITED.
GWENT THOROUGHBREDS LIMITED.
GWERNERIN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GX RETAILING LIMITED.
GYRON FORMFEED LIMITED.
GYW TRUSTEES (OBAN-HODGE) LIMITED.
H & G CONTRACTING LIMITED.
H & J DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
H & M COMPANY LIMITED.
H & M THREE LIMITED.
H & S INVESTMENT PARTNERS LIMITED.
H K DIG LIMITED.
H M GROUP LIMITED.
H T HOUSING LIMITED.
H W BROE LIMITED.
H W H HOLDINGS LIMITED.
H & L SOUTHERN LIMITED.
H&R TAONGA LIMITED.
H&S MACHINERY HIRE LIMITED.
H.M. LOCHHEAD LIMITED.
H.S.Y. FUEL LIMITED.
H.V.L. LIMITED.
HABANERO LIMITED.
HABIT TARANAKI 2013 LIMITED.
HACALI INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HACKMAN I.P. LIMITED.
HADSKI LIMITED.
HADSTOCK PARK LIMITED.
HAEANG BOK LIMITED.
HAERE TIMBER & LOGGING LIMITED.
HAIR AND BEAUTY WHOLESALE LIMITED.
HAIR SUPPLIES LIMITED.
HAKARIMATA MORTGAGES AND FINANCE LIMITED.
HAKUICHI CONSULT LIMITED.
HALAL TASTY FOODS LIMITED.
HALCYON HEALTH AND NATURAL LIMITED.
HALF SHELL PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
HALKETT FARM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HALLMARK CARDS NZ LIMITED.
HALLMOUNT (NZ) LIMITED.
HALO JERSEYS LIMITED.
HAMDEN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HAMILTON TILES LIMITED.
HAMILTON WESTON ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
HAMISH & LAL (NZ) LIMITED.
HAMISH WALTON INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HAMPERS OF BLAIR STREET LIMITED.
HAN HOLDING LIMITED.
HANDICARRIERS LIMITED.
HANDMADE RECORDS NZ LIMITED.
HANDS ON MASSAGE LIMITED.
HANDY HOOPER LIMITED.
HANKOR COMPANY LIMITED.
HANSFORD & JONES LIMITED.
HANUMAN SAI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HAPPY DAISIES INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
HAPPY HARRY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
HAPPY KIWI LIMITED.
HAPPY VALLEY DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
HAPUKA TRUSTEES LIMITED.
HARBHJAN YURRAAJ ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
HARBAY ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
HARD YARDZ (2013) LIMITED.
HAREM INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HARGREAVES ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
HARI RAMJI LIMITED.
HARLOW KIDS LIMITED.
HARMAN TRADING LIMITED.
HARMONY EQUALS HEALTH LIMITED.
HARPERKOYA LIMITED.
HARRIS HOLDINGS (2007) LIMITED.
HARRISON COMMERCIAL PROPERTY LIMITED.
HARRISON-PORTER ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
HARRY’S TRADING LIMITED.
HARSHI INCORPORATED LIMITED.
HART BUILDERS LIMITED.
HARTFORD CAPITAL NOMINEES LIMITED.
HARTNELL & HENSHALL LIMITED.
HARV TRADING LIMITED.
HARVEY COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
HARVEY CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
HASHTAG MEDIA LIMITED.
HASSETT CUSTODIAN LIMITED.
HAURAKI GREET HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HAUTAI CONSULTING LIMITED.
HAVELOCK GROUP LIMITED.
HAVEN HOME-BASED EDUCATION SERVICE LIMITED.
HAWAI BAY LIMITED.
HAWERA TYRES LIMITED.
HAWKES BAY JET SKIS & MOTORCYCLES LIMITED.
HI TECH LIMITED.
HICKS FAMILY TRUSTEEs LIMITED.
HIDDEN ROOMZ LIMITED.
HIGH END DETAILZ LIMITED.
HIGH PERFORMANCE SPRINTING LIMITED.
HIGH RANGE SPICES AND MEAT LIMITED.
HIGH VOLTAGE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
HIGHBROOK PANELBEATERS 2015 LIMITED.
HIGHBROOK PANELBEATERS LIMITED.
HIGHBURY HARDWARE LIMITED.
HIGHFLIER CLUB LIMITED.
HIGHWAY 1 NZ LIMITED.
HIGHWAY CARS LIMITED.
HIGS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HILL 255 LIMITED.
HILLBILLY GROUP LIMITED.
HILLCREST MEDICAL CENTRE LIMITED.
HILLIERS LIMITED.
HILLSIDE INVESTMENTS (2007) LIMITED.
HILLTOP RESIDENTIAL LIMITED.
HILLVIEW PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
HILTONS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HING LONG TRADING LIMITED.
HINUERA BAY ESTATES LIMITED.
HIPRO CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
HIRE ON TRUST LIMITED.
HISO LIMITED.
HIT TRUSTEE LIMITED.
HI-TECH AIR CONDITIONING LIMITED.
HI-TECH DRAINAGE LIMITED.
HI-TECH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HJXW COMPANY LIMITED.
HKC TRUSTEES LIMITED.
HKK FARM LIMITED.
HM & T DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
HM FAMILY LIMITED.
HMTF INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HNS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HO CHIAK LIMITED.
HOBBIS WHARF LAND LIMITED.
HOCKEY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
HODDER DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
HODGSON HOUSING LIMITED.
HOGAN AND FREE LIMITED.
HOI PROPERTIES LIMITED.
HODEM CATTLE HANDLING EQUIPMENT LIMITED.
HOLISTIC DOG LIMITED.
HOLISTIX LIMITED.
HOLLIER ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
HOLMES DAVIS LIMITED.
HOLSON INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HOME AND LIGHT LIMITED.
HOME BAKE LIMITED.
HOME EMPIRE LIMITED.
HOME FIBRE SERVICES AUCKLAND LIMITED.
HOME FIBRE SERVICES HAWKES BAY LIMITED.
HOME FIBRE SERVICES WAIKATO LIMITED.
HOME FIBRE SERVICES WELLINGTON LIMITED.
HOME JAMES (2015) LIMITED.
HOME LIFE FINANCE LIMITED.
HOME LOAN ADVISORS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
HOME LOAN ADVOCATE NZ LIMITED.
HOME REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
HOME2STAY LIMITED.
HOMECO LIMITED.
HOMEGROWN HOSPITALITY LIMITED.
HOMELINK HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HOME-N-BUSINESS LIMITED.
HOMER HUDSON GROUP LIMITED.
HOMESTYLE CATERING LIMITED.
HONESTY PLUS PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
HONEYMED NZ DISTRIBUTION LIMITED.
HONG FORTUNE LIMITED.
HONG GARDEN LIMITED.
HONG MENG ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
HONG TILES SERVICES LIMITED.
HONG TILING (2014) LIMITED.
HONG TONG IMPORT AND EXPORT LIMITED.
HONG XING LIMITED.
HOOKED ON THE OUTDOORS LIMITED.
HOOPERS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
HOPE NZ LIMITED.
HOPEFIELD CREMATORIUM LIMITED.
HOPEFULLY EPERNAY LIMITED.
HOPEWELL LIMITED.
HORIZON GLOBAL TRADE LIMITED.
HORNET PERFORMANCE NUTRITION LIMITED.
HORSESHEOE RING LIMITED.
HORSFALLS LIMITED.
HORSLEY DOWNS FARM LIMITED.
HORTPET LIMITED.
HOSPICARE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
HOSPITALITY DUX LIMITED.
HOSPICARE RESOURCING (AUCKLAND) LIMITED.
HOSTBEE GROUP LIMITED.
HOT SOUND LIMITED.
HOTHI INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HOUCHIN BRAY LIMITED.
HOUMATETEFA FINANCE COMPANY LIMITED.
HOUNDS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HOUSE DETOX LIMITED.
HOUSE LAW LIMITED.
HOUSE OF TWO LIMITED.
HOUSEHOLD LINEN SERVICES LIMITED.
HOUSEMAX 2012 LIMITED.
HOUT IMPORTS LIMITED.
HOWERD INVESTMENT PROPERTIES LIMITED.
HOWARD HUNTER DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
HOWARD MARTIN LIMITED.
HOWE ARCHITECTS LIMITED.
HOWE MECHANICAL LIMITED.
HOWES HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HOWICK HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HPW GROUP LIMITED.
HPW INSTALL LIMITED.
HR SUPPORT LIMITED.
HRPEOPLE LIMITED.
HS FIELD SERVICES LIMITED.
HSINGCARE BIOTECHNOLOGY NEW ZEALAND COMPANY LIMITED.
HUBSTAR LIMITED.
HUG DEALERS LIMITED.
HUGHES & SMYTH PHARMACY LIMITED.
HUI HUI LIMITED.
HUMBLE ABODE LIMITED.
HUME & PILLIDGE TRUSTEES LIMITED.
HUMMINGBIRD NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
HUNDRED DESIGN LIMITED.
HUNGER ZONE LIMITED.
HUNGRY FOR HEALTH NUTRITION LIMITED.
HUNT 4 PROPERTY LIMITED.
HUNT ELECTRICAL SERVICES LIMITED.
HUNTER CORPORATION LIMITED.
HUNTER FAMILY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
HUNTERCOOPER LIMITED.
HUNTERS CORNER DAIRY LIMITED.
HURRICANE DECORATORS LIMITED.
HURSTMERE ROAD LIMITED.
HUSH. LITTLE PEOPLE LIMITED.
HUSKIE LIMITED.
HUSSAIN BROS LIMITED.
HUTIWAI LIMITED.
HUTT CITY AUTO ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
HUTT WINDOWS & DOORS LIMITED.
HYDRAULIC PRESS LIMITED.
HYDROGRASS AUCKLAND LIMITED.
HYDROHORT IRRIGATION LIMITED.
HYETT ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
HYPE DIGITAL LIMITED.
HYPER EXPRESS LOGISTICS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
HYPER INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HYPOXI HEALTH & FITNESS STUDIO TAKAPUNA LIMITED.
HYTOM DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
I & D CLARK LIMITED.
I & D HOLDINGS LIMITED.
I & J OLLIVER INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
I.A MAHARAJ-BENNETT TRANSPORT LIMITED.
I AM SAM PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED.
I CAMPBELL LIMITED.
I CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
I HEART EVENTS LIMITED.
I HUB LIMITED.
I NZ EDUCATION & TOURISM LIMITED.
I SHOE 4 U TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
I.K LIMITED.
I.M.F. KUMEU LIMITED.
I.M.F. TREASURY LIMITED.
I.M.F. VINELANDS LIMITED.
I AM MEDICAL LIMITED.
IAN DOWNS TRANSPORT LIMITED.
IAN LESLIE AUDIO LIMITED.
IAN MACKERSEY PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
I-BIZ LIMITED.
ICAN LIMITED.
ICE CAFE LIMITED.
ICE ON TAP LIMITED.
ICHANGE MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
ICIKIWI GROUP LIMITED.
ICM-ASIA PACIFIC LIMITED.
ICON HOMES 2004 LIMITED.
ICON INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
ICTEXCEL LIMITED.
IDA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
IDEAL FRUIT SUPPLIES LIMITED.
IDI CONTRACTING LIMITED.
IDK LIMITED.
IDRIVE YOU LIMITED.
IECHYD DA 2014 LIMITED.
IF SHACK LIMITED.
IF A TRADING LIMITED.
IFLY7 (NZ) LIMITED.
IGIA FITNESS LIMITED.
IGNITE FIREWOOD LIMITED.
IGNITE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
IGO LIMITED.
IGOLF LIMITED.
IKEA LIMITED.
IKS SERVICES LIMITED.
ILLICIT CLOTHING CO LIMITED.
ILLINGWORTH & CO LIMITED.
ILLUME ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
ILLUMINATE PAINTERS AND DECORATORS LIMITED.
ILLUMINE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ILLUSION GRAPHIC DESIGN LIMITED.
ILOVE GROUP LIMITED.
IMAGE FACTOR LIMITED.
IMAGE PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
IMAGES 2014 LIMITED.
IMAGIN 8 TIVE PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
IMAGINE HOMES (NZ) LIMITED.
IMMIGRATION LAW EXPERTS LIMITED.
IMPALA LOUNGE LIMITED.
IMPELLER COMPANY LIMITED.
IMPORT EXPORT AND DISTRIBUTION LIMITED.
IMPORT.RU LIMITED.
IMTJ SEGA LIMITED.
IMURANGI GROVE LIMITED.
IMUSIK PUBLISHING LIMITED.
IN CASE TWO LIMITED.
IN FORM FIRE PROTECTION LIMITED.
INC COMPUTER SERVICES LIMITED.
INCIDENTAL YOGA LIMITED.
_INCISE CONSULTANCY GROUP LIMITED.
INCREDIBLE NZ TOURS LIMITED.
INDEPENDANT SOIL CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
INDEPENDENT CERAMICS LIMITED.
INDEPENDENT METAL TRADERS LIMITED.
INDEPENDENT PROJECT SERVICES LIMITED.
INDIAN HOSPITALITY LIMITED.
INDIAN PEPPER LIMITED.
INDIAN SPICE (AUCKLAND) LIMITED.
INDNZ LIMITED.
INDOOR SPORTS AND LEISURE CENTRE LIMITED.
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
INFINITE HOMES LIMITED.
INFINITE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
INFINITY POWER SYSTEMS LIMITED.
INFO SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
INFOTECH MOBILE SOLUTION LIMITED.
INFRAHEAT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
INSIGHTME LIMITED.
INKED OUT TATTOOS LIMITED.
INKLE LIMITED.
INNATE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
INNATE RHYTHM LIMITED.
INNER CITY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
INNER GLOW BEAUTY CO. LIMITED.
INNER NERD SERVICES LIMITED.
INNERLIGHT INCORPORATED LIMITED.
INNES 2012 HOLDINGS LIMITED.
INNOV8 AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED.
INNOVATION FINANCE CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
INNOVATIVE BROTHERS LIMITED.
INNOVATIVE BUILDING MARKETING LIMITED.
INNOVATIVE LANDSCAPES LIMITED.
JET INTERIOR DECORATING & PAINTING LIMITED.
JET PET ANIMAL TRANSPORT (NZ) LIMITED.
JEWEL TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
JEZSEL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
JFG CORPORATION LIMITED.
JG WALTON DISPUTE SERVICES LIMITED.
JH CLEANING CO. LIMITED.
JH INTERNATIONAL 2014 LIMITED.
JH INVESTMENTS COMPANY LIMITED.
JHL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
JHL TRANSPORT LIMITED.
JHTC PROPERTIES LIMITED.
JI HEALTH & WELLNESS LIMITED.
JIANG’S DECORATION LIMITED.
JIDENSHA BMX PARTNERS LIMITED.
JIE SHENG LIMITED.
JIM FINISHED LIMITED.
JIMINIX DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
JIMINY CREATIONS LIMITED.
JIMMY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
JIMRICH LIMITED.
JINKO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
JINPIN LIMITED.
JIVU TRUSTEE LIMITED.
JJ & GA LIMITED.
JJ MAINTENANCE SOLUTION LIMITED.
JJSS TRUSTEE LIMITED.
JK FOODS LIMITED.
JLB GLOBAL LIMITED.
JM 2004 LIMITED.
JMA DISTRIBUTIONS LIMITED.
JMB PROPERTIES LIMITED.
JMC 2014 LIMITED.
JMD CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
JMI CATERING LIMITED.
JNOB ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
JO & AL’S FAMILY FARM LIMITED.
JOBIT LIMITED.
JOCE OF LEESTON LIMITED.
JOE & ZEAL PARTNERS LIMITED.
JOE BURNS LIMITED.
JOE LING PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED.
JOE’S PAINTER’S & DECORATOR LIMITED.
JOHN AND ALLAN CLARK LIMITED.
JOHN BULL DENTAL LIMITED.
JOHN CARRUTHERS TRUSTEE CO LIMITED.
JOHN COLLIS BUILDERS LIMITED.
JOHN CRAVEN & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
JOHN GROOM SURGICAL SERVICES LIMITED.
JOHN VISSER FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
JOHNNY ON THE SPOT PLUMBING LIMITED.
JOHNNY’S MEAT STIX LIMITED.
JOHNSON STONE MASONRY LIMITED.
JOHNSONETE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
JOINTING SERVICES LIMITED.
JOJABERO LIMITED.
JOLASSURE LIMITED.
JOMINI INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
JOMO DESIGN LIMITED.
JONES ROAD PROPERTIES LIMITED.
JONES TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
JORDAN ON CRACROFT LIMITED.
JO’S MUSIC BOX LIMITED.
JOURNER HARMONY GROUP LIMITED.
JOY SUSHI LIMITED.
JOYCE’S CATERING LIMITED.
JOYCES PARTNERSHIP LIMITED.
JOYRIDE NZ LIMITED.
JPC PROPERTIES LIMITED.
JPE LIMITED.
JPM LIMITED.
JPSS SERVICES LIMITED.
JR & HE LIMITED.
JR TOBIN LIMITED.
JRR GROUP LIMITED.
JRSI DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
JS L CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
J’S ONE STOP AUTO TOUCH LIMITED.
JSG HOLDINGS LIMITED.
JSZ TRUSTEE LIMITED.
JT ARCHITECT LIMITED.
JT CAR STEREO LIMITED.
JUBAOXUAN LIMITED.
JUBILEE GUARDIAN LIMITED.
JUDGEFORD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
JUDITH THORNE TRUSTEE LIMITED.
JUMM AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED.
JUN JUN LIMITED.
JUNCTION PUB LIMITED.
JUNE DALLY-WATKINS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
JUNGJU LIMITED.
JUNO TRUSTEES LIMITED.
JUPITER NZ LIMITED.
JUPJEET TRADERS LIMITED.
JUST DUE IT LIMITED.
JUST FOR HER BOOTCAMPS LIMITED.
JUST GO LIMITED.
JUST MARKETING NETWORK LIMITED.
JUST MOVING LIMITED.
JUST SPAS LIMITED.
JUST TOURS LIMITED.
JUSTDIVINE SKIN CARE LIMITED.
JUSTINE HOLDING LIMITED.
JUSTY NOBLE LIMITED.
JVC TRADING LIMITED.
JW MEDIA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
JX TRUSTEE CORPORATE LIMITED.
JY3 LIMITED.
K & K NZ LIMITED.
K & S ROEUN AND KIDS LIMITED.
K A TRANSPORT LIMITED.
K AND K JONES LIMITED.
K C ELECTRICS LIMITED.
K C J BUILDERS LIMITED.
K J DAIRIES LIMITED.
K J HOOKS & CO SOLICITORS TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
K L G ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
K LOVELL LIMITED.
K Q M LIMITED.
K S CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
K T & M M INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
K&G COLOURWORK LIMITED.
K.GOPS LIMITED.
K1 ROOFING LIMITED.
K2 INTERNATIONAL NZ LIMITED.
K2 PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED.
K9 INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
KA PAI LIMITED.
KADETA LIMITED.
KAJEZ LIMITED.
KAHUKURA CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
KAI TUNU KAI LIMITED.
KAILEAP TRADING LIMITED.
KAILEY PRODUCTS 2011 LIMITED.
KAIMATA SAWMILL (1994) LIMITED.
KAINS ACTAX & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
KAJAN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
KAKANO CAFE AND COOKERY SCHOOL LIMITED.
KAKAO TRUSTEE LIMITED.
KAKARIKI DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
KALAKENDRA LIMITED.
KALANI'S SMILE LIMITED.
KALASHAMA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
KALIA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
KALKAR PACIFIC LIMITED.
KALPAC TRADING LIMITED.
KAMAC TRADERS BLenheim LIMITED.
KAMANGIE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
KAMONLERT SERVICES LIMITED.
KANAM CONSULTING LIMITED.
KANJO LIMITED.
KANTOOR LIMITED.
KANUI ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
KAOE LIMITED.
KAPAI KAI LIMITED.
KAPITI HEATPUMPS LIMITED.
KAPITI KITCHEN LIMITED.
KAPOHIA TE WA LIMITED.
KARA MORRISON LIMITED.
KAREN NELSON LIMITED.
KARIOI OSTEOPATHS LIMITED.
KARMA 5 LIMITED.
KARON INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
KARTIK PRASHANT LIMITED.
KASCADE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
KA-SHEL LIMITED.
KASHKARI PROPERTIES LIMITED.
KAT MARKGRAF MIDWIFERY LIMITED.
KATALYST OFFICE MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
KATANA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
KATANA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
KATHARINE BROWN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY LIMITED.
KATIPO LIMITED.
KATY CT LIMITED.
KAUAI ENTERPRISES (1997) LIMITED.
KAURI FINANCE LIMITED.
KAURI HOUSE (2008) LIMITED.
KAURIS TRUST COMPANY LIMITED.
KAUSHAL AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
KAW BOOK KEEPING LIMITED.
KAWHIA CAMPING GROUND LIMITED.
KAWHIA ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
KAY WATENE TRUSTEE LIMITED.
KAYA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
KB HOMES LIMITED.
KB SAVER SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
KC LIFESTYLE LIMITED.
KC TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
KCM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
KD PROPERTIES (2015) LIMITED.
KDAL 2016 LIMITED.
KIWI CAR VALET LIMITED.
KIWI COAST CONCRETE LIMITED.
KIWI COMFORT NZ LIMITED.
KIWI DENTISTS LIMITED.
KIWI EDUCATION CO., LIMITED.
KIWI ENTERPRISE (NZ) LIMITED.
KIWI GADGET PLUS LIMITED.
KIWI GOLD INVESTMENT LIMITED.
KIWI HOLIDAY WORLD LIMITED.
KIWI LIFE DIRECT LIMITED.
KIWI NEW CARS 2015 LIMITED.
KIWI PACIFIC MACHINERY IMPORTS LIMITED.
KIWI PAKA WAITOMO LIMITED.
KIWI POKER LIMITED.
KIWI PUNJAB MEDIA LIMITED.
KIWI RENTA BOX LIMITED.
KIWI SKY WORLD LIMITED.
KIWI SPRINGS LIMITED.
KIWI T-SHIRTS LIMITED.
KIWI2CO LIMITED.
KIWIASSESS LIMITED.
KIWIBABIES.COM LIMITED.
KIWIBRIGHT LIMITED.
KIWICAN IMPORTS LIMITED.
KIWIFRUIT COUNTRY LIMITED.
KIWIFRUIT SUPPLY RESEARCH LIMITED.
KIWIPANDA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
KIWIPRIZE LIMITED.
KIWIYO LIMITED.
KJD BREWING COMPANY LIMITED.
KJP AND VKB LIMITED.
KJS 2012 LIMITED.
KK INTERNATIONAL FOODS LIMITED.
KLM DEVELOPERS 2015 LIMITED.
KLONDYKE 51 LIMITED.
KM MOTORS LIMITED.
KMA (NZ) LIMITED.
KMGG AUTO SERVICE LIMITED.
KMH CONTRACTING LIMITED.
KMOP LIMITED.
KMZ INVESTMENT LIMITED.
KNIGHT RENALL TRAVEL LIMITED.
KNIGHT SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
KNOWLEDGE BROKERS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
KNOWLEDGEBASE LIMITED.
KNY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
KO TAHI TANGA INVESTMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
KOI TRUSTEES LIMITED.
KONDATIEFF INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
KOOL 4 KIDZ LIMITED.
KOORNNEEF INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
KORU FARMS LIMITED.
KORU AOTEAROA LIMITED.
KOSCO COMPANY LIMITED.
KOTARE BLUE CONSULTING LIMITED.
KOTARE ENVIRONMENTAL LIMITED.
KOZU TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
KP DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
KPGN LIMITED.
KPN LIMITED.
KPOWER (NZ) LIMITED.
KPRI TRUSTEES LIMITED.
KR COMMS CONTRACT FOOD PACKING AND MANUFACTURE (NZ) LIMITED.
KRISHNA & LANNA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
LANGLEY HOLDINGS WELLINGTON LIMITED.
LANGSWOOD PROPERTIES LIMITED.
LANISA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
LANTAN LIMITED.
LANTIS PROPERTIES LIMITED.
LANUGO LIMITED.
LANYON LE COMpte MILES CONSTRUCTION JV LIMITED.
LARC LIMITED.
LARGE & CONSTABLE LIMITED.
LARJ INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
LARK GROUP LIMITED.
LARSEN LABORATORIES LIMITED.
LASER GRAPHICS NZ LIMITED.
LASERPRO LIMITED.
LATITUDE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
LATITUDE SOUTH YACHT SERVICES LIMITED.
LAUGESEN PROPERTIES LIMITED.
LAUNCH CREATIVE DESIGN LIMITED.
LAUNCHSITE LIMITED.
LAUREN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
LAURENT WEST COAST INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
LAVARA WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED.
LAVENDOR LIMITED.
LAW & CLARK LIMITED.
LAWNCARE (2005) LIMITED.
LAWN-PRO LIMITED.
LAWRENCE CORNER SHOP LIMITED.
LAWRENCE TRUST LIMITED.
LAZARUS 2013 LIMITED.
LAZER SKIRMISH LIMITED.
LAZY Q LIMITED.
LBM TRAPPERS LIMITED.
LC CONSTRUCTION (2015) LIMITED.
LC MANAGEMENT TRUSTEE LIMITED.
LC2 LIMITED.
LCN CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
LE AUTE LIMITED.
LE CAMPANIN LIMITED.
LE PETIT CAFE LIMITED.
LEAD CLOUD LIMITED.
LEADER HOUSE RENOVATION LIMITED.
LEADER TRUSTEES LIMITED.
LEADING TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
LEAN CONSULTING LIMITED.
LEAP FORWARD LIMITED.
LEARNING CULTURE LIMITED.
LEBANESE RESTAURANT LIMITED.
LEE EWELL CONSULTANCY SERVICES INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
LEE TRANSPORT LIMITED.
LEEAN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
LEECH LABORATORIES LIMITED.
LEET CUSTOMS AND DESIGNS LIMITED.
LEGAL OPTIONS LIMITED.
LEILANI LIMITED.
LELEMUM NZ EXPORTS LIMITED.
LEMJ LIMITED.
LEMON HOUSE COMPANY LIMITED.
LEMONS LIMES AND LAVENDERS LIMITED.
LENDRUM TRUSTEES LIMITED.
LEONG DENTAL LIMITED.
LEPAUL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
LESLEY LONG LIMITED.
LESUZ INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
LET SECURITIES LIMITED.
LJPD ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
LJS CONTRACTORS NZ LIMITED.
LKS TRUSTEE LIMITED.
LKSMITH LIMITED.
LEWECAR LIMITED.
LLH GROUP LIMITED.
LLL COMMERCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
LLN LOGISTICS LIMITED.
LLOYD WILSON LIMITED.
LLP HOLDINGS LIMITED.
LM&ML LIMITED.
LMA LIMITED.
LMC PROPERTY TRUSTEES LIMITED.
LMD PROPERTIES LIMITED.
LMY & LMY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
LNJ LIMITED.
LNN TRUST LIMITED.
LOADERPUP CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
LOADS OF LIVING LIMITED.
LOANCARE LIMITED.
LOCAL HVAC CONTRACTING LIMITED.
LOCAL MUSICIANS MUSIC LIMITED.
LODGE TRUSTEES LIMITED.
LOGICAL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
LOIS FAMILY CO. LIMITED.
LONELY FILMS LIMITED.
LONGRUN ROOFING CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
LONGSHENG INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED.
LONGSHIP FILMS LIMITED.
LONGSPUR CREATIVE STUDIOS LIMITED.
LONGTERMTECH LIMITED.
LONGXIANG ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
LOOKNBOOK LIMITED.
LOOMS&LORE NEWZEALAND LIMITED.
LOSE JOINTS LIMITED.
LORENZEN RESIDENTIAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
LORNIE CONTRACTING LIMITED.
LOST HOLDINGS LIMITED.
LOT INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
LOTHIAN PARTNERS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
LOTON LIMITED.
LOUGHLIN ASSET COMPANY LIMITED.
LOUNGE LIZARD SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
LOU-RE LIMITED.
LOVE LA VIE LIMITED.
LOVEFUNK LIMITED.
LOW HANGING FRUIT LIMITED.
LOWLIFE CUSTOMS LIMITED.
LPT TRUSTEES NO. 45 LIMITED.
LPVC MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
LRB PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
LS CABLE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
LSE CONTRACTOR LIMITED.
LSH LIMITED.
LSS 2016 LIMITED.
LT DREAM PROPERTIES LIMITED.
LTM BFC CONTRACTING LIMITED.
LTS DIRECT LIMITED.
LUCAS & J LIMITED.
LUCAS TRANSPORT LIMITED.
LUCIDITY CONSULTING LIMITED.
LUCKY KITCHEN LIMITED.
LUCKY PROPERTIES INVESTMENT LIMITED.
LUCRATIVE LOGIC LIMITED.
MADE WITH NATURE LIMITED.
MADFT LIMITED.
MADNESS LIMITED.
MAGAZINES IN WAITING LIMITED.
MAGICSTONE NZ LIMITED.
MAGNETIC NORTH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MAGNI NYO NZ LIMITED.
MAGNID SERVICES LIMITED.
MAGNOLIA PROJECT LIMITED.
MAGNOSMITH LIMITED.
MAHARAJA INDIA LIMITED.
MAHAVEER ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC SERVICES LIMITED.
MAHOE PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MAHONEY LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
MAIN DIVIDE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MAIN STREET AUTO LIMITED.
MAINJONES HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MAINLINE COW CO LIMITED.
MAINTAIN-IT PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
MAITI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MAJESTIC HORTICULTURE LIMITED.
MAJOR CONSULTING LIMITED.
MAK DUNLOP LIMITED.
MAKARAKA DAIRY 2014 LIMITED.
MAKE A DIFFERENCE NZ LIMITED.
MAKE IT EASY LIMITED.
MAKEUP AND KISS ME LIMITED.
MAKO VIEW LIMITED.
MALFROY AUTOMOTIVE 2015 LIMITED.
MALTRAC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MALZO LIMITED.
MAMA & PAPA LIMITED.
MAMARU LIMITED.
MAN ABOUT GLASS LIMITED.
MANA MAURI ORA IO LIMITED.
MANA WHANAU MUSIC LIMITED.
MANACON TANKS LIMITED.
MANAGE & INVEST LIMITED.
MANAGEMENT 4 RENTALS LIMITED.
MANAIA ASSETS LIMITED.
MANAKI NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
MANAWATU BUILDING PROJECTS LIMITED.
MANDALAY PROJECTS LIMITED.
MANDATE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MANGAWHAI FISHING & TACKLE LIMITED.
MANGAWHAI LIMITED.
MANGERE BRIDGE FISHERIES LIMITED.
MANGERE BRIDGE LIQUOR LIMITED.
MANGO MADNESS LIMITED.
MANGONUI STATIONERY & LOTTO LIMITED.
MANI DISTRIBUTION NZ LIMITED.
MANIFOLD CRYPTO LIMITED.
MANLY VILLAGE BUTCHERY LIMITED.
MANNING ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
MANOR DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
MANOR PARK TRAVEL LIMITED.
MANORAMA LIMITED.
MANSIRAT GARDENING LIMITED.
MANTIS LIMITED.
MANTRA DRIVE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
MANU TRUSTEES LIMITED.
MANUIA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MANUKA DEVELOPMENT (NZ) LIMITED.
MANUKA TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
MANUKAU BOBCATS LIMITED.
MANUKAU ROAD CONSULTING LIMITED.
MANX MAPLE LIMITED.
MAP MAKING ART LIMITED.
MARAENUI LA LIMITED.
MARAENUI PHARMACY (2010) LIMITED.
MARAMA PRODUCTS LIMITED.
MARAU HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MARAVU LIMITED.
MARCO TILING LIMITED.
MARCON LIMITED.
MAREWA BUTCHERY LIMITED.
MARGARET MORRELL & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
MARIE CORPORATE TRUSTEES LIMITED.
MARINA CAFE 2011 LIMITED.
MARINA PROFESSIONALS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
MARINA VIEWS (2008) LIMITED.
MARINE ASSIST LIMITED.
MARINE FISHERIES RESEARCH SERVICE LIMITED.
MARINE INDUSTRIAL PAINTING LIMITED.
MARINE LEASES LIMITED.
MARISOL (NZ) LIMITED.
MARK MCDONALD ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MARKER METRO TRUSTEE LIMITED.
MARKES INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MARKET SHARE LIMITED.
MARKETING RESEARCH SERVICES (2005) LIMITED.
MARKHAM ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MARKOWEN LIMITED.
MARKS DRAINAGE LIMITED.
MARLBOROUGH SAUVIGNON BLANC LIMITED.
MARLIN CHARTERS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
MARLIN TRADERS LIMITED.
MARO PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MAROON MASS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MARSHALL CONTRACTING LIMITED.
MARTARNI & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
MARTENS FLOORING LIMITED.
MARTIN SAMMUT BUILDING LIMITED.
MARTIN TODD CARS LIMITED.
MARTIN VINEYARDS LIMITED.
MARTON INVESTMENT LIMITED.
MARU CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
MARUS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MARUTI 2014 LIMITED.
MASEFIELD MALL LIMITED.
MASH WAIRAKEI LIMITED.
MASON TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
MASSAD MUSIC LIMITED.
MASSAGE FOR HEALTH LIMITED.
MASSEY EARTHWORKS LIMITED.
MASTA BLASTA SERVICES LIMITED.
MASTER CHEM MANUFACTURING LIMITED.
MASTER CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED TRADING AS GREEN ACRES LIMITED.
MASTER CRAFTSMAN BUILDERS LIMITED.
MASTER LANDSCAPES LIMITED.
MASTERCLASS BUSINESS SERVICES LIMITED.
MASTERTON MUFFLERS AND AUTO’S LIMITED.
MATAI SERVICES LIMITED.
MATAKANA EXCAVATORS LIMITED.
MATAKAWAU ESTATE LIMITED.
MATARAU HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MATARIKI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MATATU LIMITED.
MATAU SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
MATENGA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MATES ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES LIMITED.
MATHER NICHOLSON PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MATHIEWS IMPORTS LIMITED.
MATLAND DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
MATLUN LIMITED.
MATRIX FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
MATT STEVENSON ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MATT SULLIVAN BUILDERS LIMITED.
MATTHEW E. TRUST LIMITED.
MATTHEWS FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
MATUTUTANGA LIMITED.
MATV LIMITED.
MAULI LIMITED.
MAUNGAROA CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
MAUNGATAPERE SERVICE STATION (2001) LIMITED.
MAUNGATAPU LIMITED.
MAUNGATUA PROPERTY LIMITED.
MAUNSELL DANCE STUDIO LIMITED.
MAURICE CLAYTON LIMITED.
MAVERICK COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
MAX CONTRACTING LIMITED.
MAXIM PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MAXIMUM IMPACT NEW ZEALAND 1996 LIMITED.
MAXIMUM SHINE NZ LIMITED.
MAXLIDE LIMITED.
MAXWELL & TINA LIMITED.
MAY & BETTY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MAY’S BRIDAL & FASHION LIMITED.
MAZDA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MBA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MBG (SECURITIES) LIMITED.
MBG LIMITED.
MBK PLUMBING & GAS SERVICES LIMITED.
MBR INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MC CARRIERS LIMITED.
MCARA PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
MCCAA TRUST LIMITED.
MCCARROLL LIMITED.
MCCAULEY AND HAMMOND PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
MCCLELLAND REALTY LIMITED.
MCCOMBE & CO. LIMITED.
MCCORD MOTELS LIMITED.
MCDONALD FAMILY TRUST NOMINEES LIMITED.
MCDONALDS KAIHERE FARMS LIMITED.
MCDONNELL SMITH PROJECTS LIMITED.
MCDOWELL PAINTING LIMITED.
MCELHINNEY PROMOTIONS LIMITED.
MCGILL & FISHER ROOFING LIMITED.
MCILROY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MCINDOE CATERING LIMITED.
MCINTYRE SPORTS LIMITED.
MCIVOR PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MCKEAGE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MCKENZIE THOMSON LIMITED.
MCKINLEY AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED.
MCLAGGAN PARKING LIMITED.
MCLEAN PROPERTIES (NZ) LIMITED.
MCLEAY & CO LIMITED.
MCLEOD HOME LIMITED.
MCM SPORTS PROMOTIONS LIMITED.
MCMAHON BUILDERS LIMITED.
MCNAIR ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MICKEY HOUSE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MICRO BUSINESS SYSTEMS LIMITED.
MICRO EXPORTS LIMITED.
MICROANZ COMPANY LIMITED.
MICROTECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
MID CANTERBURY EARTH MOVERS LIMITED.
MIDDLEMANT LIMITED.
MIDDLEMORE HOSPITAL CAR PARK MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
MIDDLETON CARPET SERVICES LIMITED.
MIDGE MARSDEN LIMITED.
MIDROOFING LIMITED.
MIITCORP NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
MIKAMI LIMITED.
MIKE CHRISTIANSEN LIMITED.
MIKE ROSS MEDIA LIMITED.
MIKE SUTTON ENGINEERING & WELDING SERVICES LIMITED.
MIKSHANE 2014 LIMITED.
MIKSHANE LIMITED.
MILFORD SECURE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MILHOUSE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MILK MAKER LIMITED.
MILK PRODUCTS NZ LIMITED.
MILL SPACE 2013 LIMITED.
MILLENIUM CORPORATION LIMITED.
MILLER FURNITURE LIMITED.
MILLER INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
MILLHAVEN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MILLION FOREST INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
MILLS.M INVESTMENT LIMITED.
MILZIES MOWING LIMITED.
MINCHEM INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
MIND RIOT LIMITED.
MINDSUITE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MINERVA BUSINESS SERVICES LIMITED.
MINERVA STRATEGIC LIMITED.
MINETTE PUBLISHERS LIMITED.
MINGI INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MINISTRY OF MUSIC LIMITED.
MINT LEASING LIMITED.
MINT PRINT LIMITED.
MIRAGE MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
MIRALAIT NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
MIRAMAR DOG FILMS LIMITED.
MIRAMAR SUBS LIMITED.
MISS MINDFULNESS LIMITED.
MJ PAINTERS LIMITED.
MJF PROPERTY LIMITED.
MJP CONTRACTING LIMITED.
MK ACCOUNTING AND TAX LIMITED.
MK CAPITAL LIMITED.
MK TRUSTEE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MKD CAPITAL DEVELOPMANTS LIMITED.
MKJH PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MLMM TRUSTEE LIMITED.
MLSD LIMITED.
MMC INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MNG CONSULTING LIMITED.
MNG SAFETY LIMITED.
MO MONEY LIMITED.
MOA CREEK FARMING CO LIMITED.
MOA LIMITED.
MOANA NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
MOBILE ACUPUNCTURE LIMITED.
MOBILE FABRICATION LIMITED.
MOBILE GRAIN CRUSHING SERVICES LIMITED.
MOBILE MAESTRO LIMITED.
MOBILE VEHICLE WASH LIMITED.
MOBILEADZ LIMITED.
MOD ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MODERN SECURITY SYSTEM LIMITED.
MODULE CREATIVE LIMITED.
MOFFAT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MOIMOI CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
MOJAVE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MOJO IT LIMITED.
MOKAU FABRICATION LIMITED.
MOKO BUSINESS ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
MOKOIA ROAD DENTAL CENTRE LIMITED.
MOLESWORTH FINANCE LIMITED.
MOLLY & MAX FASHION LIMITED.
MONDIAL ARCHITECTS LIMITED.
MONDO DARFIELD LIMITED.
MONDRA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MONEROSE PROPERTY LIMITED.
MONETA SPORTS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
MONEX PLUMBING & DRAINAGE LIMITED.
MONSTA DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
MONSTER BUSINESS LIMITED.
MONSTER IMPORTS NZ LIMITED.
MONSTER MOTORSPORTS (N.Z.) LIMITED.
MONTROSE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MONUMENTS NZ LIMITED.
MONZIE TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
MOON BAY ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
MOONHOPPER LIMITED.
MOONPATH LIMITED.
MOORE BY DESIGN LIMITED.
MOOSE ELECTICAL LIMITED.
MORADE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
MORAN INVESTMENTS COMPANY LIMITED.
MOREFLOOR LIMITED.
MOREGATE EXPORTS LIMITED.
MORNING STAR INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MORNINGSIDE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MORPH EVENTS LIMITED.
MORTGAGE ASSIST LIMITED.
MORTGAGE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
MOTORCARE SERVICES LIMITED.
MOTORDROME AUTO SERVICES (WGTN) LIMITED.
MOTORMOVES LIMITED.
MOTORSPORT IMPORT COMPANY (2002) LIMITED.
MOTUTAPU GROUP LIMITED.
MOTUTAPU HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MOUMANTAI PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MOUNT ARGYLE LIMITED.
MOUNT ARGYLE TRUSTEES LIMITED.
MOUNT RICHMOND CONTRACTING LIMITED.
MOUNT SMART COLOUR CENTRE (1986) LIMITED.
MOUNT TIMBER HOMES LIMITED.
MOUNTAIN HIGH INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MOUNTAIN ROAD NOMINEES LIMITED.
MOUTERE HILLS LIMITED.
MOVE CRAFT BEER LIMITED.
MOVEMENT DEPARTMENT LIMITED.
MOVIECLUB LIMITED.
MPN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MPR HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MPSL LIMITED.
MPT PRODUCTION LIMITED.
MPV FASHIONS LIMITED.
MR FLEX PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MR. ERIC TRADING LIMITED.
MR. CARE IT LIMITED.
MR1953 TRUSTEES LIMITED.
MRA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MS AND SONS LIMITED.
MS HOSPITALITY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
MS INVESTMENTS HAMILTON LIMITED.
MSK ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MSM AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED.
MSS SUPPLIES LIMITED.
MSTP LIMITED.
MT JOHN SPRINKLERS LIMITED.
MT MART LIMITED.
MT. RED LIMITED.
MTF FORESTRY LIMITED.
MTM TRANSFORM LIMITED.
MTP 2010 LIMITED.
MTS LAWN & GARDENING LIMITED.
MUD FLICKER LIMITED.
MULLION ESTATE LIMITED.
MULTI VISION TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
MULTI-PURPOSE CONTRACTOR (NZ) LIMITED.
MULTITASK SERVICES LIMITED.
MUM MADE LIMITED.
MUMA ROAD SAFETY LIMITED.
MUMFORD HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MUMMA LIMITED.
MUNICH TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
MUNRO LUBRICANTS LIMITED.
MURALI K LIMITED.
MURGLEN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MURLEAN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MURLIN PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MURRAY FARMING & CONTRACTING LIMITED.
MUSCLE FACTORY LIMITED.
MUSE BOUTIQUE LIMITED.
MUSIC 4 U LIMITED.
MUSKERRY GROUP LIMITED.
MUTCH.COMPANY LIMITED.
MUTUAL RICH HOLDING (NZ) LIMITED.
MY 2004 COMPANY LIMITED.
MY 2016 LIMITED.
MY ADMIN MANAGER LIMITED.
MY ELECTRICIAN NZ LIMITED.
MY FASHION FIX LIMITED.
MY FRAGRANZ LIMITED.
MY FUNERAL WISHES LIMITED.
MY LADY AGENT LIMITED.
MY LITTLE LUNCH LIMITED.
MY MEMORIES PROJECT LIMITED.
MYNA LIMITED.
MYSPICES LIMITED.
MYSTERY TOURING AND SHUTTLE LIMITED.
MYSTOXRAROUSIN LIMITED.
MYSUPPS LIMITED.
N & M INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
N J MCDOWELL LIMITED.
N SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
N Y CARE LIMITED.
N. & E. JAGGER LIMITED.
N2 LABS (NZ) LIMITED.
NAA INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION GROUP LIMITED.
NAANZ LIMITED.
NAFAMO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NAFARA OIL LIMITED.
NAHA TRADING LIMITED.
NAIR TRUSTEE LIMITED.
NAIR'S DAY AND NIGHT PANEL & PAINT LIMITED.
NAKED NINJA STUDIOS LIMITED.
NAMONA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NANA AND LINCOLN’S MUSHROOM PATCH LIMITED.
NANAK TRANSPORT LIMITED.
NANNIES OF CANTERBURY LIMITED.
NAPIER FIBREGLASS LIMITED.
NAPIER HS 2006 LIMITED.
NARSON HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NARY LIMITED.
NASCHE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
NASHIK DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED.
NATIONAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG ASSESSMENT CENTRE LIMITED.
NATIONAL EXPEDITORS LIMITED.
NATIONAL LABOUR FORCE LIMITED.
NATIONAL SURVEILLANCE SERVICES LIMITED.
NATIONALVIDEOSTORE LIMITED.
NATIONWIDE COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
NATIONWIDE DEVELOPMENT (WHANGAPAROA) LIMITED.
NATIVE CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
NATMARK LIMITED.
NATRIVIA LIMITED.
NATURAL BEAUTY 2007 LIMITED.
NATURAL GREEN (NZ) LIMITED.
NATURAL PNZ LIMITED.
NATURAL SOURCE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
NATURALS ORGANICARE LIMITED.
NATURE'S PLUS SCIENCE LIMITED.
NATURES WAY TRUST LIMITED.
NATURES LABORATORIES LIMITED.
NATZ HAIR STUDIO LIMITED.
NAUFAHU HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NAVTEJ PRIVATE LIMITED.
NAWOC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NC SOLUTIONS INTEGRATION LIMITED.
NC SPECIALTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
NCB LIMITED.
NCP COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
NCR CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
N-CUBED TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
NDURO EVENTS LIMITED.
NEDERPELT CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
NEELAM LIMITED.
NEIL CURTAINS LIMITED.
NEILSON FARMS LIMITED.
NELSON PROPERTIES (2010) LIMITED.
NELSON WOOLS LIMITED.
NEON FABRICATIONS LIMITED.
NEPTUNE OCEANIC ATLANTIC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NERD ALERT LIMITED.
NERD CONSULTING GROUP LIMITED.
NESSHAVEN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
NETBROKER LIMITED.
NETTECH SERVICES LIMITED.
NETWORK PLANZ LIMITED.
NEUTRILAND NUTRICEUTICALS CORP LIMITED.
NEW ACHIEVEMENT SERVICE LIMITED.
NEW BEGINNINGS PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
NEW BETHEL 2002 COMPANY LIMITED.
NEW CENTURY HOME DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
NEW CONSCIOUSNESS LIMITED.
NEW DECOR LIMITED.
NEW DREAM CULTURE & MEDIA GROUP LIMITED.
NEW ERA INVESTMENT LIMITED.
NEW FUEL TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
NEW HEALTH NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
NEW HOME NZ LIMITED.
NEW IDENTITY LIMITED.
NEW MARSHLANDS LIMITED.
NEW PACIFIC GROUP LIMITED.
NEW POINT INVESTMENT LIMITED.
NEW WAVE CORPORATION LIMITED.
NEW WIN TRADING LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND HAOFENG LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND - BEST KEPT SECRET LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND - CHINA TRADING GROUP LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND BIOLOGICAL FARMERS LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND BRIDE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND CASK WATER COMPANY LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND DAIRY SUPPLIES LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND EDUCATIONAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND GOLDEN STAR FOOD LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND HEALTH SCIENCE NETWORK LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND IDENTIFICATION SERVICES LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND IMMIGRATION SUPPORT LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND INDIAN BRIDAL LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND INDUSTRIAL ABSEILERS LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND ISLAMIC DEVELOPMENT BOARD LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND JAZZ ORCHESTRA LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND KIWIFRUIT INVESTMENT COMPANY LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND LABOUR ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND LANGUAGE EXCHANGE LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND LATITUDE TRADE LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND LEBANG LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND MULTIFRESH LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND NEW HOME INVESTMENT CONSULTANT LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND NINGBO CNIC CO., LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND POWER INVESTMENT LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND PRIVATE PROSECUTION SERVICE LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND PULLINIE FOODS COMPANY LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND Rolleston INVESTMENT LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND SAFARI CAMPS LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND SCHOOL SECURITY LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND SEED FUND MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND STUNT SCHOOL LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND SUNSHINE ENERGY INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND TIKI TOURS LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND TONGA INNOVATION ECONOMICS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND TRAINING WING, LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND WHOLESALE LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND WISDOM DAIRY CO., LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND YOUTH CAMPS LIMITED.
NEWCORE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NEWCORE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
NEWGLAS LIMITED.
NEWMARKET SUBWAYS LIMITED.
NEWSSTEAD VETS LIMITED.
NEWTON & SIMPSON LOGGING LIMITED.
NEWTON BUILDING LIMITED.
NEXDIT LIMITED.
NEXT DAY GROUP LIMITED.
NEXT LEVEL CONSTRUCT LIMITED.
NSP SCANNING LIMITED.
NSPIRED LIMITED.
NTCA LIMITED.
NUDE FOOD LIMITED.
NUFFIELD TRUSTEES 1 LIMITED.
NUHAKA APPLIANCE SHED LIMITED.
NUMBER 8 WEBSITES LIMITED.
NUMERO WEB DESIGN LIMITED.
NUMNAHS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
NUNET TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
NURON ORGANICS LIMITED.
NUTRAFORM NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
NUTREX NZ LIMITED.
NUTRIHEALTH LIMITED.
NUTRITION FIRST LIMITED.
NUTRIVEND NZ LIMITED.
NUTYPE ACCESSORIES LIMITED.
NVT TRADING LIMITED.
NW TRUSTEES LIMITED.
NZ AUTO ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
NZ BEST AND PURE LIMITED.
NZ CAR SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
NZ CEILINGS AND INTERIORS LIMITED.
NZ COMMERCIAL. SHEETMETAL INSULATION LIMITED.
NZ CORE HOSPITALITY CO LIMITED.
NZ ENVIRO RECICLER LIMITED.
NZ FAMILY CAMPING LIMITED.
NZ FARM CO CONTINENTAL LIMITED.
NZ FORESTRY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
NZ ICE PACKS LIMITED.
NZ IMMIGRATION CONSULTING LIMITED.
NZ JIAN HUA LIMITED.
NZ LAWNCARE LIMITED.
NZ PROJECT AND ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED.
NZ PROPERTY LOVERS LIMITED.
NZ PURE NATURAL HEALTH LIMITED.
NZ RACK LIMITED.
NZ RANGEHOOD INSTALLERS LIMITED.
NZ ROOFING COMMERCIAL. AUCKLAND LIMITED.
NZ ROOFING WGTN LIMITED.
NZ SOLAR AUCKLAND LIMITED.
NZ SOLARFARMS LIMITED.
NZ WATERWAYS RESTORATION LIMITED.
NZ Y & G CO. LIMITED.
NZ YULONG TRADE LIMITED.
NZEDIBLES LIMITED.
NZFIX LIMITED.
NZLT TRADING LIMITED.
NZT 1 LIMITED.
NZT 2 LIMITED.
NZT INVESTMENTS 2 LIMITED.
NZUS PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
NZWP NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
O & L FUTURE LIMITED.
O CAVE LIMITED.
O R RENALL LIMITED.
OAHUA NZ TRADING LIMITED.
OAKPARK LIMITED.
OAMM NZ LIMITED.
OAR INVESTMENT GROUP LIMITED.
OASIS COMMUNICATION LIMITED.
OASIS NZ INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
O'B FARMS LIMITED.
OBEROI INVESTMENT LIMITED.
OBL LIMITED.
OBOLUS LIMITED.
O’BRIEN AGRICULTURE LIMITED.
OCEAN BODY LIMITED.
OCEAN PACIFIC LIMITED.
OCEAN PROPERTY SOLUTION LIMITED.
OCEAN TECH & TRADE CO. LIMITED.
OCEANA ABALONE LIMITED.
OCEANIA PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
OCEANIC GROUP LIMITED.
OCEANZ5 LIMITED.
OCTAGON TRUSTEES LIMITED.
OCTO8 LIMITED.
OCTOBER 88 LIMITED.
O’DEA FAMILY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
ODMAR HOLDINGS LIMITED.
OHAKUNE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
OHAU INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
OHINETAHI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
OHIVA FISHING CHARTERS LIMITED.
OHL TRADING LIMITED.
OHMG! LIMITED.
OKAIHAU FARM & FORESTRY LIMITED.
OKANE CORPORATION LIMITED.
OKL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
OLD VILLA TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
OLIVER MARINE LIMITED.
OLYMPIC TILING LIMITED.
OLYMPUS FITNESS LIMITED.
OM ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
OMAR & NINA LIMITED.
OMARAMA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
OMEGA TALENT FOR AUCKLAND LIMITED.
OMMME LIMITED.
OMNI TREE LIMITED.
ON TAP PLUMBING & GAS LIMITED.
ON TIME PLASTERING LIMITED.
ON TO IT ELECTRICAL (2013) LIMITED.
ONE CHANCE LIMITED.
ONE CMM CONSULTING LIMITED.
ONE EIGHTY DEGREE RESOURCES LIMITED.
ONE HOLDING LIMITED.
ONE HOLDING TRUSTEE CO LIMITED.
ONE KING HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ONE STOP HOME SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
ONEMILLINTEN LIMITED.
ON-FARM MONITORING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
ONT INTERIORS LIMITED.
ON-Q SERVICES LIMITED.
ONSITE METHTESTING LIMITED.
ONTHEUP LIMITED.
ONTIC PROPERTIES LIMITED.
ONTRACK PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
ONYX DISTRIBUTION LIMITED.
OOHLALABS LIMITED.
OPAWA DISCOUNT TOBACCO LIMITED.
OPEN CORNR LIMITED.
OPOU INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
OPPTUNE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
OPT TRUSTEE LIMITED.
OPTIMISER LIMITED.
OPTIMUM COFFEE LIMITED.
OPTIMUM GROUP LIMITED.
OPTION TRADING LIMITED.
OPULENCE HAIR LIMITED.
OR.GY LIMITED.
ORA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
ORACLE APPLICATIONS USERS GROUP LIMITED.
ORAKEI RESORT LIMITED.
ORANGE FINANCE LIMITED.
ORANGI CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
ORATIA PINES LIMITED.
ORBIT PLUMBING AND GAS LIMITED.
ORCAM LIMITED.
ORCHARD & EARTH LIMITED.
ORCHARD AND ASSOCIATES (1996) LIMITED.
ORCHESTRAL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ORCHID GROVE COUNTRY LODGE LIMITED.
OREGON MANAGEMENT CONSULTING LIMITED.
OREWA HARDWARE LIMITED.
ORGANIC PLANET NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
ORGANIC SYSTEMS LIMITED.
ORIGINALLY KIWI LIMITED.
ORMISTON JOINT VENTURE LIMITED.
ORMY COMPANY LIMITED.
OS CONSULTING LIMITED.
OSBORNE ESTATE LIMITED.
OSCARS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
OT RENTALS LIMITED.
OT WORK SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
OTAGO ANGELS LIMITED.
OTAGO WEALTH MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
OTAKI LIQUOR LIMITED.
OTARA UNLTD LIMITED.
OTEA LIFESTYLE MANAGEMENT CO LIMITED.
OTTO ROAD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
OU YANG PROPERTY LIMITED.
OUR TREASURES HOME CARE LIMITED.
OUT OF NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
OUTBACK ORCHARDS LIMITED.
OUTDOOR TRENDZ LIMITED.
OUTER DECK LIMITED.
OUTERLANDS LIMITED.
OUTERLIFE DESIGN LIMITED.
OUTLINE D LIMITED.
OUTLINE SURVEYING LIMITED.
OUTSAUCE MARKETING LIMITED.
OUTWARD BOUND TRUST OF NZ LIMITED.
OVERSEAS TRADING CORPORATION LIMITED.
OWL COTTAGE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
OXFORD PLASTERING LIMITED.
OZLYN LIMITED.
P & C LIM MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
P & D HOLDINGS LIMITED.
P & I SINGH LIMITED.
P & K K INVESTMENT LIMITED.
P & S THOMPSON FAMILY TRUST LIMITED.
P A MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
P AND J BUILDING SERVICES LIMITED.
P C FACILITIES LIMITED.
P D FARMS LIMITED.
P HUDSON LIMITED.
P J STOPPERS AND TILING SERVICES LIMITED.
P K S ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
P K SINGH TRUST COMPANY LIMITED.
P K WATER SUPPLY LIMITED.
P M RAEA & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
P N EDWARDS LIMITED.
P&M BOWE INVESTMENT LIMITED.
P.A. F. LIMITED.
P.A. MACAULAY LIMITED.
P.A.W.S - PET ACCESSORIES WITH STYLE LIMITED.
P.M. PROFESSIONAL SYSTEMS (N.Z.) LIMITED.
P3 LIMITED.
P51 LIMITED.
PURAKAUNUI TRUSTEES LIMITED.
PACASA GROUP LIMITED.
PACIFIC BEVERAGES LIMITED.
PACIFIC BREEZE ADVENTURES LIMITED.
PACIFIC CAPITAL LIMITED.
PACIFIC CONSULTANTS & ENGINEERS LIMITED.
PACIFIC FAVOUR LIMITED.
PACIFIC HIGHLANDS LIMITED.
PACIFIC HORIZON DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PACIFIC ISLAND MARKETING LIMITED.
PACIFIC MIGRATION NZ LIMITED.
PACIFIC PILOT TRAINING LIMITED.
PACIFIC PLASTICS LIMITED.
PACIFIC POWER SYSTEMS LIMITED.
PACIFIC RIM INTERNATIONAL STRATEGY & MARKETING LIMITED.
PACIFIC SPIRIT THERAPY LIMITED.
PACIFIC STEVEDORING LIMITED.
PACIFIC WASTE MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
PACIFIC WAY MONEY TRANSFER LIMITED.
PACIFICA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PACK DOWN SERVICES LIMITED.
PACKETWORKS LIMITED.
PACKSPUR PROPERTIES LIMITED.
PADDLENZ LIMITED.
PAEROA INFORMATION CENTRE LIMITED.
PAEROA PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
PAGAN RECORDS LIMITED.
PAINTECH DEAN LEWIN LIMITED.
PAINTERMAN 2006 LIMITED.
PAINTERS FOR HIRE AUCKLAND LIMITED.
PAINTING PROJECTS LIMITED.
PAINTWISE CANTERBURY LIMITED.
PAIRAWAHI STATION LIMITED.
PALMER ROAD SOLAR LIMITED.
PALMER’S SWEET SHOP LIMITED.
PAMBERI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PAN NZ INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PANAMA SUITES LIMITED.
PANIDHI INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PANNA MILK LIMITED.
PAP INCORPORATED LIMITED.
PAPAKURA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
PAPAMOA BRICKLAYING LIMITED.
PAPATU HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PAPER PUSHERS LIMITED.
PAPER TRAILER LIMITED.
PAR 95 LIMITED.
PARADIGM INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PARADIGM STRATEGY PARTNERS LIMITED.
PARADISE CORPORATION LIMITED.
PARAGON HOLDINGS II LIMITED.
PARAKIORE HEIGHTS LIMITED.
PARAKOWHAI INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PARAMOUNT GROUP HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PARAMOUNT INTERNATIONAL NZ LIMITED.
PEARMAN MOTORS LIMITED.
PEASE FAMILY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PEBO INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PEDROS CLEANING LIMITED.
PEEL FOREST LIVESTOCK LIMITED.
PEGASUS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
PEGGY YIPANAESTHESIA LIMITED.
PEGOV LIMITED.
PEKA 2 LIMITED.
PEKA CONNECTIONS LIMITED.
PEMBREY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PEMBROKE RENTALS LIMITED.
PEMBROKE SCHIST LIMITED.
PEMBROKE STATISTICAL TRADING LIMITED.
PENNEYS PROPERTIES LIMITED.
PENNINGTON PROPERTIES LIMITED.
PENPLUS NZ LIMITED.
PENTASTOW LIMITED.
PEOPLE MEDIA LIMITED.
PEPPER LIMITED.
PEPPERMILL DELI LIMITED.
PEREZ CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
PERFACCI LIMITED.
PERFECTLY PLANNED EVENTS LIMITED.
PER-FUSION LIMITED.
PERKINS DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
PERREN TRUSTEE LIMITED.
PERRY'S TRADEME LIMITED.
PERSIAN LIMITED.
PERSONAL PC HELP LIMITED.
PERSONALISED PERFORMANCE PARTS LIMITED.
PET FOOD SERVICES LIMITED.
PETER & FEI YOUNG LIMITED.
PETER FIELD CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
PETER HOWE AGENCIES LIMITED.
PETER JACKSON NEW AGE MIXERS LIMITED.
PETER LEACH PLASTERING LIMITED.
PETER NANCEKIVELL DIGGER HIRE LIMITED.
PETER Q. SNEDDEN INSURANCES LIMITED.
PETE'S LIQUOR LIMITED.
PETS R US TARANAKI LIMITED.
PETS' WARDROBE LIMITED.
PEUGOT VEHICLE SPECIALISTS LIMITED.
PFL LIMITED.
PFL INVESTMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PGD WORKS LIMITED.
PH&T LIMITED.
PHAEDRA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PHANOM THAI MASSAGE LIMITED.
PHENIX IMPORT & EXPORT (NZ) LIMITED.
PHILIP GILCHRIST ARCHITECT LIMITED.
PHINENZ WOOD COMPANY LIMITED.
PHOENIX 23 LIMITED.
PHOENIX CLEANING LIMITED.
PHOENIX FUELS LIMITED.
PHOENIX MAIL LIMITED.
PHOENIX RESORT TRUSTEES LIMITED.
PHOENIX VET MED GROUP (NZ) LIMITED.
PHOENIX WINE COMPANY LIMITED.
PHOTO SCANNING NZ LIMITED.
PHOTON-L NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
PHURIOUS RECORDS LIMITED.
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
PIAKO SERVICES LIMITED.
PICKERING PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PICTURE VEHICLES LIMITED.
PICTURES AND WORDS LIMITED.
PIDRO ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
PIHA HEALTH & HEALING LIMITED.
PIKAFOOD LIMITED.
PIL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PILOT GROUND SCHOOL NZ LIMITED.
PILOT NZ LIMITED.
PINARINDI INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PINE HILL DISCOUNT TOBACCO LIMITED.
PINECOM LIMITED.
PINECOTTAGE (2005) LIMITED.
PINK BLUE GOOSE LIMITED.
PINK LIMITED.
PINK SALT CAFE LIMITED.
PINNACLE BOOKKEEPING SERVICES LIMITED.
PINNACLE COACHES LIMITED.
PINNACLE INTERNATIONAL GROUP LIMITED.
PINNACLE PREMIUM FUNDING LIMITED.
PIONEERZ SAFETY LIMITED.
PIPINA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
PIPPINS PROPERTIES LIMITED.
PIREAUS TRUSTEES LIMITED.
PISEN NZ LIMITED.
PITA KEBAB & CAFE LIMITED.
PITCHPERFECT LIMITED.
PIXIE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PIZZA MAX LIMITED.
PJOC TRUSTEES LIMITED.
PJP LIMITED.
P’S CANVAS LIMITED.
PK WHOLESALE SUPPLIES LIMITED.
PKL COMPANY LIMITED.
PLANET X HOBBY WORLD LIMITED.
PLANTAGENET PROPERTIES LIMITED.
PLANTATION RESOURCES LIMITED.
PLASTERDECO LIMITED.
PLASTIC DESIGN TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
PLASTIC EXTRUSIONS LIMITED.
PLASTIC FANTASTIC PRODUCTS LIMITED.
PLASTIC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PLATEAU IT SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
PLATINUM DENTAL LIMITED.
PLATINUM PERFORMANCE (N.Z.) LIMITED.
PLATINUM PROPERTY INSPECTIONS LIMITED.
PLAYHOUSE LIMITED.
PLAZTECH LIMITED.
PLEASANT HEALTH LIMITED.
PLR PROPERTIES LIMITED.
PLUM HOLDINGS AND INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PLUMBDEAL LIMITED.
PLUS NOMINEES LIMITED.
PLUTO 5 LIMITED.
PLWP LIMITED.
PLY LIMITED.
PLY4U LIMITED.
PMA BATRA LIMITED.
PN & LK SHUKLA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PNDS LIMITED.
PNL TRUSTEE SERVICES (BUCKLEY NO 2) LIMITED.
POCHEPOCKET LIMITED.
POHUTUKAWA BAY TRADING LIMITED.
POIGANT LIMITED.
POINT PLUMBERS LIMITED.
POLLI LIMITED.
POLYGAME DIGITAL LIMITED.
POMEGRANATE COTTAGE LIMITED.
PONOI LIMITED.
PONSONBY AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED.
PONY POO LIMITED.
POOJAZ DESIGNER FASHIONS LIMITED.
POOKS NOMINEES LIMITED.
POOL EFFECTS LIMITED.
POOLSMITHS LIMITED.
POPE RENTALS LIMITED.
POPPATOSH LIMITED.
POPPET INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
POPY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
POPY TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
POWARE LIMITED.
PORLAMAR PROPERTIES LIMITED.
PORT OF GREYMOUTH MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
PORTEOUS BELTING SPECIALISTS LIMITED.
PORTFOLIO MANAGER LIMITED.
PORTHILLS ROAD LIMITED.
PORTLAND INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
POS PEOPLE LIMITED.
POSA ENGINEERING LIMITED.
POSACEANDA INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED.
POSITIVE DRIVING SOLUTIONS QUEENSTOWN LIMITED.
POSITIVE LIFESTYLE LIMITED.
POSITIVELY PAINTING (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED.
POSSIBLE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
POSSUM BOURNE MOTORSPORT 2014 LIMITED.
POST DESIGN LIMITED.
POST RIDGE LIMITED.
POTEC LIMITED.
POTSY LIMITED.
POUNAMU HAKA LIMITED.
POUROA GP LIMITED.
POWER & SPLENDOUR LIMITED.
POWER CHIEF INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
POWER SAVE NZ LIMITED.
PR DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
PRACTIPRO PTY LIMITED.
PRAKASH PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
PRECISION MARINE FAIRING & PAINTING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
PRE-CLAD SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
PREMIER KITCHEN AND DESIGN LIMITED.
PREMIER NZ LIMITED.
PREMIUM GUIDING SERVICES LIMITED.
PREMIUM PLASTERING LIMITED.
PREPPED LIMITED.
PRESS QUALITY LIMITED.
PRESTIGE & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
PRESTIGE AUTO IMPORTS LIMITED.
PRESTIGE AUTO SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
PRESTIGE CATERING LIMITED.
PRESTIGE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
PRESTIGE ESTATE GROUP LIMITED.
PRESTIGE HOMES LIMITED.
PRESTIGE PROPERTY NZ LIMITED.
PRESTIGE9 CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
PRETORIA LODGE LIMITED.
PRIDE CONTRACTING SOUTH ISLAND LIMITED.
PRIDE PAINTING & DECORATING LIMITED.
PS BARLOW LIMITED.
PSC HUMPHREYS LIMITED.
PT 267 LIMITED.
PTN PACIFICA LIMITED.
PTRS SERVICES (2007) LIMITED.
PUAHA APARTMENTS LIMITED.
PUBLIC IMAGE PUBLIC RELATIONS LIMITED.
PUCKREE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PUKATEA DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
PUCREAG TRUSTEES LIMITED.
PUKEHINA STATION RD ORCHARDS WATER LIMITED.
PUKHRAJ TRADERS LIMITED.
PULSE 04 LIMITED.
PUMPkin SEED GIFTWARE LIMITED.
PUNA LIMITED.
PUNEFU TRANSPORT LIMITED.
PUNJAB GRILL NZ FOOD SERVICES LIMITED.
PUPPY BOX LIMITED.
PURATOS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
PURE BLONDE LIMITED.
PURE ESSENTIALS 2004 LIMITED.
PURE NEW ZEALAND PUB GENERAL PARTNER LIMITED.
PURE NEW ZEALAND PUB INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PURE PACIFIC PRODUCTS LIMITED.
PURE WATER SERVICES (CENTRAL) LIMITED.
PURERELIEF LIMITED.
PUREZ INVESTMENT LIMITED.
PURIRI 1 LIMITED.
PURIRI CORPORATE TRUSTEES LIMITED.
PURPLE FIELDS NZ LIMITED.
PUSHPA WATI KUMAR CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
PUTEA AWHINA LIMITED.
PUTRA CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
PUTU MAHARDIKA LIMITED.
PVC STRIP CURTAIN COMPANY LIMITED.
PYE’S PA LIMITED.
Q MOTOR GROUP LIMITED.
Q WEAR LIMITED.
Q&A GAMES LIMITED.
Q&V LIMITED.
Q. A. SERVICES (N.Z.) LIMITED.
QATSAR CAPITAL LIMITED.
QB MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
QI FAMILY LIMITED.
QIP HOLDINGS LIMITED.
QUAKEFIX LIMITED.
QUALITY ASSESSMENTS LIMITED.
QUALITY ASSURANCE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
QUALITY KIWI LIMITED.
QUALITY SUPPLIER SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
QUALITY TIMBER FLOORING LIMITED.
QUALITY TYRES & AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRS (2015) LIMITED.
QUANMAN LIMITED.
QUANTICS LIMITED.
QUANTUM PROJECT SERVICES LIMITED.
QUANTUM STIM LIMITED.
QUARRY CUSTODIANS LIMITED.
QUARRYSCAPE LIMITED.
QUATTRO AUTO 2010 LIMITED.
QUEBE LIMITED.
QUEEN OF TARTS LIMITED.
QUEENIES LIMITED.
QUENCH BEVERAGES LIMITED.
QUILT SELLERS LIMITED.
QUINGO NZ LIMITED.
QUINTESSENTIAL HEALTH LIMITED.
QUINTESSENTIALLY EVENTS NZ LIMITED.
QUOTE RIGHT NZ LIMITED.
QUOTIENT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
QWICK SCAFF SCAFFOLDING EQUIPMENT LIMITED.
R & A DONALDSON LIMITED.
R & D SISLEY LIMITED.
R & D WILSON FARMS LIMITED.
R & J BAMBOO LIMITED.
R & J GIBBONS TRANSPORT LIMITED.
R & R PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
R & S HOLDINGS SOUTHLAND LIMITED.
R & V CLEANING LIMITED.
R AND D PHILLIPS LIMITED.
R AND M BRUCE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
R D (BOB) THOMSON LIMITED.
R D BARNETT CONTRACTING LIMITED.
R DIXIT PROPERTIES LIMITED.
R E ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
R G M BUILDERS LIMITED.
R J ANDRELL LIMITED.
R J BERTRAM LIMITED.
R M H LIMITED.
R N R LIMITED.
R S LITTLEJOHN 1980 LIMITED.
R&S SYMES LIMITED.
R&S TRADING LIMITED.
R.E.A.L PROPERTIES (2007) LIMITED.
R.F.T. HOLDING COMPANY LIMITED.
R.J. BURNS PAINTING & DECORATING LIMITED.
R1 INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
RABO ENGINEERING & ARCHITECTURE LIMITED.
RACER PRODUCTS LIMITED.
RAD TRADING LIMITED.
RADALY CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
RADD TAURANGA LIMITED.
RADIO AXIOM LIMITED.
RADIO MIRCHI (NZ) LIMITED.
RADLER 2 LIMITED.
RAEBURN SERVICES LIMITED.
RAFF OUT ROUD LIMITED.
RAGLAN NORTH SHORE LIMITED.
RAGLANROAST FOOD DEPARTMENT LIMITED.
RAILTRAILSNZ.COM LIMITED.
RAIN CITY.
RAINBOW CULTURE MEDIA COMPANY LIMITED.
RAINBOW ROAD LIMITED.
RAISTAR LIMITED.
RAJTI LIMITED.
RAJJAB INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RAJULA LIMITED.
RAJVEER ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
RAKAU MANUKA LIMITED.
RAM ASRE & SON LIMITED.
RAM SAPRA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RAMS LOGISTICS LIMITED.
RANFURLY MED LIMITED.
RANGEHOOD INSTALLATIONS AUCKLAND LIMITED.
RANGEHOOD INSTALLERS AUCKLAND LIMITED.
RANGEHOOD INSTALLERS NZ LIMITED.
RANGIOTU ENGINEERING LIMITED.
RANGITIKEI RODS & RIFLES LIMITED.
RANGIWAHIA NOMINEES LIMITED.
REDFIELD RESOURCES LIMITED.
REDGUM LIMITED.
REDDHOUSE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
REDLINE ENGINEERING LIMITED.
REDMOND TRUSTEES NO.8 LIMITED.
REDROW LIMITED.
REDSKIN LIMITED.
REDWOOD GROVE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
REEDEN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
REEDS NZ LIMITED.
REFORM HAIRDRESSING LIMITED.
REFRESH DESIGN LIMITED.
REFRIGERATED COURIERS LIMITED.
REGGIO BAMBINI LIMITED.
REGIONAL LAWN SERVICES LIMITED.
REHABIT LIMITED.
REID DECORATORS LIMITED.
REID TEXTILES LIMITED.
REINHOLT GROUP LIMITED.
RELATE MEDIA LIMITED.
RELIABLE TRAFFIC CONTROL LIMITED.
RELIANCE BUILDING & MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
RELIANCE CONTRACTING LIMITED.
RELIEF DRIVERS OF OTAGO LIMITED.
RELOAD NAILS LIMITED.
REMARKABLE HOMES LIMITED.
REMIX INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
REMOVE AND RESITE LIMITED.
RENAISSANCE CONSULTING LIMITED.
RENA’S COMPANY LIMITED.
RENA CONCRETE LIMITED.
RENDERTEK PLASTER SYSTEMS LIMITED.
RENEGADE CUSTOM MOTORCYCLES LIMITED.
RENEGADE CUSTOMS LIMITED.
RENEMO 2008 LIMITED.
RENNAH FAMILY TRUSTEES LIMITED.
RENOVO LIMITED.
RENTA CHECKA LIMITED.
RENZ INTERNATIONAL TRADING COMPANY LIMITED.
REPORT VIDEO SERVICES LIMITED.
REPUBLICAN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RESILIENCY INSIGHTS LIMITED.
RESISTANCE CONTROL LIMITED.
RESORT PROPERTY TRUST LIMITED.
RESOURCE TECHNOLOGIES (NZ) LIMITED.
RESTART SERVICES LIMITED.
RESTECH LIMITED.
RESULT CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
RESURRECTION BUILDERS LIMITED.
RETAIL PORTFOLIO LIMITED.
RETAIL THERAPY (NZ) LIMITED.
RETREAT TRAVEL LIMITED.
REVANS LIMITED.
REVEL CORPORATION LIMITED.
REVERSE LOGISTICS NZ LIMITED.
REVOLUTION IMPORTS LIMITED.
REVOLUTION RACEWAY LIMITED.
REVOLUTION TYRE SERVICE LIMITED.
REWAA BAR LIMITED.
RG HAYWARD LIMITED.
RGLRXDJ SOUND TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
RHEA PRADHAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RHINSBURG BOOKKEEPERS LIMITED.
RHINO CONSTRUCTION NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
RHODO PROJECT LIMITED.
RICHA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RICHARD SUTHERLAND LIMITED.
RICHARD YOUNG DENTAL LIMITED.
RICHARDSON HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RICHLU INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RICHES BROTHERS LIMITED.
RICHLU LIMITED.
RICHLU CAFE LIMITED.
RICHLUU HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RICHULU HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RICHLU WILL PROPERTIES LIMITED.
RIDA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
RIDHI LIMITED.
RIGHT CLICK TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
RIGHT FINANCE LIMITED.
RIGHT LIMITED.
RIGHT PEOPLE LIMITED.
RIGHT SCAFFOLDING LIMITED.
RIMU MIDWIVES LIMITED.
RIPPLE DISTRIBUTION LIMITED.
RISKEFFECTIVE LIMITED.
RISKHUB LIMITED.
RISKY ROBERTSON MEDIA LIMITED.
RIVENDALE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
RIVER BED WINES LIMITED.
RIVER CITY SIGNS & STRIPES LIMITED.
RIVERHEAD OLIVES LIMITED.
RIVERMIST FARMS LIMITED.
RIVERSEA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
RIVIKO LIMITED.
RIVISH LIMITED.
RIZ BARBER SHOP LIMITED.
RJ & CL PARISH LIMITED.
RJ 2003 LIMITED.
RJ BUILDINGS LIMITED.
RJA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RJD PROPERTY TRUSTEES LIMITED.
RJK TRADING LIMITED.
RJK HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RKK CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
RL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RLB CONSULTING LIMITED.
RLGCC LIMITED.
RMA PROPERTYCARE LIMITED.
RMD PROPERTIES LIMITED.
RMPRO LIMITED.
RMS CONSTRUCTION AND INTERIORS LIMITED.
RN GROUP LIMITED.
RN PROPERTIES NZ LIMITED.
RN SCAFFOLDING LIMITED.
RNM TRADERS LIMITED.
RNR GLASS LIMITED.
ROACHE MOTORS LIMITED.
ROAD HAWK MOTORCYCLE TOURS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
ROADLEY ORCHARD LIMITED.
ROADMASTER (NZ) LIMITED.
ROB 4 PUMP AND MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
ROBB LEGAL SERVICES LIMITED.
ROBERT BEVIN LIMITED.
ROBERT POTT'S LIMITED.
ROBERTS CONSOLIDATED LIMITED.
ROBINSON EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
ROBO STOPPERS (NZ) LIMITED.
ROBOTIC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ROBS MAINTENANCE SERVICES LIMITED.
ROBSON HB LIMITED.
ROBYN MACDONALD LIMITED.
ROBYN WONG LIMITED.
ROCHELLE WARDLE PHYSIOTHERAPY LIMITED.
ROCK&SCIENCE ARCHITECTURE LIMITED.
ROCKET PAINTING LIMITED.
ROCKET STEAM CAR WASH LIMITED.
ROCKHOUSE BRICK & BLOCK LIMITED.
ROCK-IT 2014 NZ LIMITED.
ROCKLEY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ROCKPOOL MEDIA LIMITED.
ROCKY MAN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ROCKY PEAKS CONTRACTING LIMITED.
ROCSCI INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
RODNEY POPE CONTRACTING LIMITED.
RODZ & RESTOS LIMITED.
ROECOMBE FARM LIMITED.
ROFO GROUP LIMITED.
ROJO LIMITED.
ROKLAND CORPORATION LIMITED.
ROLL AND TRADE - NZ LIMITED.
ROLLESBY DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
ROLLIE MANDARIN LIMITED.
ROLLING HEIGHTS LIMITED.
ROLLY BUILD AND MOW LIMITED.
ROMPELBERG LIMITED.
RON AND SHAH LIMITED.
RON RICHARDS LIMITED.
RON STONE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
RONDAP LIMITED.
ROOFING AS LIMITED.
ROOFQUOTE LIMITED.
ROSANDICH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ROSETOWN RANGER LIMITED.
ROSNO INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LIMITED.
ROSS ALCOCK PLUMBING LIMITED.
ROSS MINING GROUP LIMITED.
ROSSCO FINANCE LIMITED.
ROSSO LIMITED.
ROTORUAN LAW CENTRE LIMITED.
ROUNTREE CARRIERS LIMITED.
ROWBURN GARDENS LIMITED.
ROYAL THAI RESTAURANT LIMITED.
ROYALBEE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
RPN CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
RSC TRUSTEE MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
RT CONSULTING NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
RTENZ LIMITED.
RTFM PROPERTY LIMITED.
RUA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
RUBY JANE LIMITED.
RUBY PRODUCTIONS NZ LIMITED.
RUDOLPH&CO. LIMITED.
RUDSITS BROTHERS LIMITED.
RUGBY INTELLIGENCE ACADEMY LIMITED.
RUGBY LEAGUE SHOP LIMITED.
RUKUTAI INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RUNAWAY INVESTMENTS (2005) LIMITED.
RUNNINGWYLDE NZ LIMITED.
RUNWAY 2014 LIMITED.
RURAL REPAIRS (HB) LIMITED.
RURAL WIRELESS CONNECTIONS LIMITED.
RURU RETREAT LIMITED.
RUSH SPORTS LIMITED.
RUSHMARE CONSULTING LIMITED.
RUSSELL DU TOIT LIMITED.
RUSSELL PLACEMENT LIMITED.
RUSSELL RESEARCH LIMITED.
RUTHERFORD PROJECT MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
RXCHECKER LIMITED.
RYAN LAW SOLICITORS NOMINEE COMPANY LIMITED.
RYAN MARSHALL CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
RYAN&RACHEL TRADING LIMITED.
RYANFOOD COMPANY LIMITED.
RYH CONTRACTING LIMITED.
RYR LIMITED.
S & A RETAIL LIMITED.
S & H ENTERPRISES(NZ) LIMITED.
S & H EXTERIOR PLASTERING LIMITED.
S & K LAWN AND GARDEN CARE LIMITED.
S & S GOSLING LIMITED.
S & W TRADING LIMITED.
S AND L 2008 LIMITED.
S D POINTON LIMITED.
S K BROTHERS LIMITED.
S K CAMPBELL LIMITED.
S NAIDU LIMITED.
S P HOLDINGS (2012) LIMITED.
S&R DECORATORS LIMITED.
S.A.D. PUMPS & MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
S.K. REFRIGERATION CONTRACTING LIMITED.
S.K.I. ENTERPRISES (2012) LIMITED.
S.L. MOTOR INN LIMITED.
S.LI CONTRACTOR LIMITED.
S.OLIVER BRASILIAN JIU JITSU BOP LIMITED.
SA EXPRESS LIMITED.
SAAJAL AND SAAHIL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SAKAAR ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SABCO CREDIT MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
SABRE HOLDINGS 2012 LIMITED.
SADIM LIMITED.
SADOWYJ-WALLACE LIFE LIMITED.
SAFE CITY YOUTH PROMOTIONS LIMITED.
SAFE SEX GAMES LIMITED.
SAHajanand ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
SAHANAKON LIMITED.
SAHAS FOOD LIMITED.
SAHBS EARTHMOVING CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
SAHK PROPERTY LIMITED.
SAILS INVESTMENT LIMITED.
SAILS LIMITED.
SAINI CREATIONS (N Z ) LIMITED.
SAINT CROWD LIMITED.
SAINTS CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
SAINTS EARTHWORKS LIMITED.
SAL THE PLUMBER LIMITED.
SALAMANCA NOMINEES LIMITED.
SALEM SERVICES LIMITED.
SALESFORCE CONTRACTING SERVICES (NZ) LIMITED.
SALIK RAM LIMITED.
SALONISTA LOUNGE LIMITED.
SALTA-NZ LIMITED.
SAM NANG SOK LIMITED.
SAM YUL ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SAMAR CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
SAMAX TRAVEL LIMITED.
SAMPAGUITA HOME HELP & HEALTH CARE LIMITED.
SAM’S DOG RULES LIMITED.
SAMS TILING & PLASTERING SERVICES LIMITED.
SAM’S TOYS LIMITED.
SAN MARAMBA LIMITED.
SANART GRAPHIC & PRINT LIMITED.
SANCTUARY ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SANCTUM HEALTH LIMITED.
SAND RN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SANDBOX KIDS CLUB LIMITED.
SANDD LIMITED.
SANDERSON GROUP HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SANDERSON TRUSTEE LIMITED.
SANDHAR LIMITED.
SANDRA GRANT LIMITED.
SANDS SUTHERLAND TRANSPORT LIMITED.
SANDY BAY HERDSOME LIMITED.
SANS PEUR NZ LIMITED.
SANSUI LIMITED.
SANTA FE TRUST LIMITED.
SANTOPO LIMITED.
SANZ ASSIST HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SANZA FOODSTUFFS LIMITED.
SARAH DANIELLE PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED.
SARASH 2009 LIMITED.
SARSEN TRUSTEES LIMITED.
SASH TRUSTEE LIMITED.
SASH’S SEWING & ALTERATION LIMITED.
SASORI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SATELLITE SURVEY EQUIPMENT SALES AND HIRE LIMITED.
SATURNIAN LIMITED.
SAUNA WORLD OF FINLAND (SAWO) LIMITED.
SAUVIGNON BLANC MARLBOROUGH (N.Z.) LIMITED.
SAVAGE ELECTRICAL SERVICES LIMITED.
SAVAGE LIMITED.
SAVERNAKE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SAVEILLE AND VEENA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SAVVY BOOKKEEPING LIMITED.
SAWGRASS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
SAXNAV LIMITED.
SAXON LAWNMOWING AND TREE REMOVAL LIMITED.
SAXONKNIGHT INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SBIT LIMITED.
SBLENDENED LIMITED.
SC & SP PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SCARLETT & JAX LIMITED.
SCCD GROUP LIMITED.
SCENAR THERAPY LIMITED.
SCENICLAND PROPERTY LIMITED.
SCHLAU SERVICES LIMITED.
SCHMIDT BUILDING SERVICES LIMITED.
SCHNAPPER ROCK SPIRITS LIMITED.
SCHRIEBER BROS LIMITED.
SCHUMACHER ET AL LIMITED.
SCORPIO INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SCOTLAND PLACE LIMITED.
SCOTT FREEMAN CONSULTING LIMITED.
SCOTTS CARAVANS LIMITED.
SHAWLYNE LIMITED.
SHAY POWER LIMITED.
SHAYLO INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SHC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SHEAR EXCELL TRAINING LIMITED.
SHEAR EXPERIENCE LIMITED.
SHED B LIMITED.
SHEDDAN TRUCKING LIMITED.
SHEELA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SHEEPSKINS OF THE WORLD LIMITED.
SHEERWATER LIMITED.
SHEKINAH ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SHEKINAH TRAVELS LIMITED.
SHELMAC ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
SHELTON STUDYLINK LIMITED.
SHERBIN & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
SHERCHAN KIWIFRUIT CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
SHERPA TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
SHERRA HOMES LIMITED.
SHER'S A LADY YACHT CHARTERS LIMITED.
SHERSANDI LIMITED.
SHEI SU HOOK NZ LIMITED.
SHIMMY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SHIMO LA TEGA LIMITED.
SHINE CARS NZ LIMITED.
SHINESTRENGTH LIMITED.
SHIPIT NZ LIMITED.
SHEKAZ HOLIDAY LIMITED.
SHIRDEE CONSTRUCTIONS LIMITED.
SHIRLEY THOMSON DESIGN LIMITED.
SHIRRIFFS INSTALLATION LIMITED.
SHIRVILLE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SHIVA AND SAKTI INVESTMENTS COMPANY LIMITED.
SHJ MANN ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SHK INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SHOALBAY LIMITED.
SHOP AT CHARLES LIMITED.
SHOP EIGHT LIMITED.
SHORE BUILDERS LIMITED.
SHORELOAD AND PROPPING SYSTEMS LIMITED.
SHORT LIMITED.
SHORTRIDGE ESTATE LIMITED.
SHOW SCENE LIMITED.
SHOWER SUPPLIES LIMITED.
SHP TRANSPORT LIMITED.
SHREEJI CORPORATION LIMITED.
SHREEJI TOURS & TRAVELS LIMITED.
SHREEM NZ LIMITED.
SHREWSBURY LIMITED.
SHRI SANATAN DHARAM PRATINIDHI SABHA NEW ZEALAND INCORPORATED LIMITED.
SHRIJEE JEWELLERS LIMITED.
SHUNDA EXPRESS LIMITED.
SIAM HOSPITALITY LIMITED.
SICURO INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SID INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SIDEKICK LIMITED.
SIDEREAL LIMITED.
SIDHU ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SIEMONEK DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
SIGIL LIMITED.
SIGN CLEAN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
SIGN SERVICES FOR SIGNS (2005) LIMITED.
SIGNATURE PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED.
SILENCE WAS STUDIO LIMITED.
SILK PURSE LANDSCAPING LIMITED.
SILVANA DUNATOV PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED.
SILVER EYE FILMS LIMITED.
SILVER FERN LODGES NZ LIMITED.
SILVER FERNITURE LIMITED.
SILVER MOON TRUSTEE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SILVERBACK PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED.
SILVERDALE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SILVERLEAF ATLANTIS (NZ) LIMITED.
SIMDEC LIMITED.
SIMMERS BUILDING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
SIMMISS FREIGHTING LIMITED.
SIMON RICHARDSON ACCOUNTING SERVICES LIMITED.
SIMON WALKER DESIGN LIMITED.
SIMPEXS LIMITED.
SIMPLY NZ PRODUCTS LIMITED.
SIMPLY THE BEST FLOORING 2010 LIMITED.
SIMVIR TRADING LIMITED.
SINGH ENTERPRISES 2012 LIMITED.
SINGH MULTANI ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SIONE LANGI LIMITED.
SIRGAYHOGG HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SIRHIND GROUP LIMITED.
SITELAB ARCHITECTURE LIMITED.
SITU LIMITED.
SIVANANDA OILS LIMITED.
SIX VIADUCT HARBOUR LIMITED.
SIXTY FOUR INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SJF DESIGN LIMITED.
SJH INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SJP TRUSTEE LIMITED.
SKANDI LIMITED.
SKEEN DRAINAGE LIMITED.
SKELLZ FLOORINGS LIMITED.
SKID MARKETING LIMITED.
SKINNY LOVE AUCKLAND LIMITED.
SKINNY LOVE LIMITED.
SKINTAX LIMITED.
SKIPPERS GOLD LIMITED.
SKY BERTS LIMITED.
SKY DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
SKY LIGHTS LIMITED.
SKY SURV AVIATION LIMITED.
SKYBAY CORPORATION LIMITED.
SKYLIGHT HORTICULTURAL LIMITED.
SKYLINE ESTATE INVESTMENT GROUP LIMITED.
SKYLINE HORTICULTURE LIMITED.
SKYLINE INTERNATIONAL NZ LIMITED.
SKYPix NZ LIMITED.
SKYROS DESIGN LIMITED.
SKYWARD MARKETING & SALES LIMITED.
SLAK LIMITED.
SLAPFACE INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
SLB LIMITED.
SLEDGE COMPANY LIMITED.
SLIMTECH LIMITED.
SLP & GH ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SM GLOBAL LIMITED.
SM TRADING LIMITED.
SM WALLACE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SMALLAN TAIRUA LIMITED.
SMART BUILDING MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
SMART COOKING LIMITED.
SMART COOLING LIMITED.
SMART SAM LIMITED.
SMART TOURS LIMITED.
SMART TRADING LIMITED.
SMART WASH LIMITED.
SMARTER NETWORK SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
SMARTPHONE APP LIMITED.
SME DUE DILIGENCE LIMITED.
SMIAF HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SMILE DENTAL TAKANINI LIMITED.
SMITH & CO CONSTRUCTION SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
SMITH BUILDERS LIMITED.
SMITHELLS PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SMITHERAM & FREW HOUSING CO LIMITED.
SML AGENCIES LIMITED.
SML INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
SMOKE ALARM TESTING SERVICES (NZ) LIMITED.
SMOKESHOP LIMITED.
SMW SERVICE LIMITED.
SNAP 14 LIMITED.
SNAPSTARLIVE WORLDWIDE LIMITED.
SNELL PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SNIFFERS LIMITED.
SNOSAJ12 LIMITED.
SNOWCONE LIMITED.
SNOWLINE LIBRARY LIMITED.
SOCIAL ENTERPRISE NZ LIMITED.
SOCIETY E LIMITED.
SOFF-CUT CONCRETE CUTTING NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
SOFT OPTIONS (NZ) LIMITED.
SOFTWEAR LIMITED.
SOHAN SINGH DHILLON LIMITED.
SOHO TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
SOLAR COMMERCIAL LIMITED.
SOLAR DIRECT LIMITED.
SOLAR POWER WORKS LIMITED.
SOLARJUICE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
SOLITAIRE LODGES LIMITED.
SOLLEY CONTRACTING LIMITED.
SOLO SCAFFOLDING LIMITED.
SOLVEDIT LIMITED.
SOLVERTECH LIMITED.
SOMERFIELD UPHOLSTERY LIMITED.
SOMERSET AVE LIMITED.
SON ALIVE LIMITED.
SONG DYNASTY LIMITED.
SONIC LIVE SOUND LIMITED.
SONNEX LIMITED.
SOSSY BOY LIMITED.
SOUL THAI LIMITED.
SOULSCAPE LIMITED.
SOUND HOUND LIMITED.
SOUNDLINE QUEENSTOWN LIMITED.
SOUNDS PROJECTS LIMITED.
SOUTH AUCKLAND INTERIOR DECORATING & PAINTING SERVICES LIMITED.
SOUTH AUCKLAND MARINE LIMITED.
SOUTH BRIGHTON BUILDING SERVICES LIMITED.
SOUTH HEAD TRUSTEES LIMITED.
SOUTH ISLAND METAL PRESSING CO LIMITED.
SOUTH ISLAND PAPER SUPPLIERS LIMITED.
SOUTH ISLAND VINTNERS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SOUTH PACIFIC EXPORT LIMITED.
SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN SHIPPING LIMITED.
SOUTH PACIFIC YOGURT SUPPLIES LIMITED.
SOUTH WAIKATO IMPORTS LIMITED.
SOUTH45 LIMITED.
SOUTHCOMBE DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED.
SOUTHCOMBE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SOUTHERN CAPITAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SOUTHERN ELEVATOR SERVICES LIMITED.
SOUTHERN FITNESS LIMITED.
SOUTHERN FORESTRY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SOUTHERN HOLDING (2015) LIMITED.
SOUTHERN LAKES TOWING SERVICES LIMITED.
SOUTHERN SCAFFOLDING LIMITED.
SOUTHERN SPIRULINA LIMITED.
SOUTHERN SPRAYING AND FENCING LIMITED.
SOUTHGRO LIMITED.
SOUTHLAND FORESTRY CONTRACTING (SFC) LIMITED.
SOUTHLAND INTERIOR PLASTERING LIMITED.
SOUTH'S ROUTES LIMITED.
SOUTHWEST VENTURES LIMITED.
SOVEREIGN SECURITY SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
SOXIT LIMITED.
SOZO DESIGN CO LIMITED.
SP VENTURES LIMITED.
SPACIFIC HOME SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
SPACIFIC SOURCE LIMITED.
SPAKL TRADING LIMITED.
SPANNER TECH LIMITED.
SPARK MOTORS LIMITED.
SPAZIO CASA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SPC PROPERTY 2011 LIMITED.
SPEARGRASS FILMS LIMITED.
SPEARHEAD CREATIONS LIMITED.
SPECIALTY SPIT ROASTS LIMITED.
SPECK SERVICES LIMITED.
SPECKLESS CLEANING LIMITED.
SPEEDNET COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
SPEEDY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
SPEIRS PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SPIDERMAN COMPANY (NZ) LIMITED.
SPILL RESPONSE (NZ) LIMITED.
SPIRIT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
SPIRITED LODGE LIMITED.
SPORTS ACADEMY LIMITED.
SPREAD SPECTRUM LIMITED.
SQUARE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SQUARE OUTSIDE LIMITED.
SRD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SS PAINTINGS LIMITED.
SSR BOUTIQUE LIMITED.
ST HELIERS LANDSCAPE CO LIMITED.
ST HIGH GROUP LIMITED.
ST JAMES ENGINEERING LIMITED.
ST JOHN BALANCED PROPERTY FUND LIMITED.
ST JOSEPH OSCAR LIMITED.
ST LEONARDS GROUP LIMITED.
ST PETER PORT INVESTMENT COMPANY LIMITED.
STAGE IT PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
STAGWORKS AUDIO SERVICES LIMITED.
STAINLESS CANTERBURY LIMITED.
STALLION GARDENS AND LAWNS LIMITED.
STAMPS INC LIMITED.
STANARE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
STANCEMOB LIMITED.
STANDARD 123 LIMITED.
STANDARD HOUSE LIMITED.
STANDARDS CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
STANLEY’S CAFE LIMITED.
STANS SALSA LIMITED.
STAPLETON RENTALS LIMITED.
STAR CHIP ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
STAR FERRY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
STAR PLASTICS NZ LIMITED.
STARFISH ENERGY PTY LIMITED.
STARFISH PROPERTY INVESTMENT LIMITED.
STARLINE PROPERTY SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
STARLIT LIMITED.
STARRINGTON INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
STARS & STRIPES LIMITED.
STARSHINE LIMITED.
STARTERS BAR LIMITED.
STARTMATE BATTERY WATER LIMITED.
STARVIEW PROPERTIES LIMITED.
STARVING FOR ART LIMITED.
STARZ CLEANING LIMITED.
STATION GRILL LIMITED.
STATUTORY TRUSTEES (GIVEN) LIMITED.
STATUTORY TRUSTEES (VAUGHAN) LIMITED.
STEAM POWERPAC LIMITED.
STEEL RENTALS LIMITED.
STEELCRAFT LIMITED.
STEEL-ROAD LIMITED.
STEENSON ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
STELLA PRODUCTS LIMITED.
STELLAR INTERNATIONAL CHRISTCHURCH LIMITED.
STELLAR TRAVEL LIMITED.
STELLAVIEW LIMITED.
STEM VISUAL DESIGN LIMITED.
STEP UP EVENTS LIMITED.
STEPHANIE SMITH ARCHITECTS LIMITED.
STEPHEN CAIRNS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
STEVE ROSS AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED.
STEWART STEVENSON LIMITED.
STEWIE, EMIE AND RICHELLE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
STICKY ART LIMITED.
STIKA IMPORTS LIMITED.
STILE LOUVRES LIMITED.
STILL WATER ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
STITCH IT LIMITED.
STOLIV LIMITED.
STONE N TREE LIMITED.
STONE PACIFIC LIMITED.
STONEHENGE WOOLS (NZ) LIMITED.
STONELEAF LIMITED.
STONEWALL CAFE LIMITED.
STONEYCREEK HOMES LIMITED.
STOP COPY GO LIMITED.
STORAGE DYNAMICS LIMITED.
STOUT ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
STRAIGHT LINE CONSULTING LIMITED.
STRAIGHT LINE PAINTING AND DECORATING LIMITED.
STRAIGHT TORQUE LIMITED.
STRATA COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
STRATEGIC PAY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
STRATTON VENTURES LIMITED.
STREAMLINE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
STREET COFFEE LIMITED.
STREET LOW CUSTOMS LIMITED.
STRIPPED LIMITED.
STRIPTEASE2PLEASE LIMITED.
STROME WATER COMPANY LIMITED.
STRONG FAMILY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
STRONGHOLD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
STRUAN HILLS LIMITED.
STUDIO 1 FINANCE LIMITED.
STUDIO 7+1 LIMITED.
STUDIO ACTIVE LIMITED.
STUDIO PROPERTY LIMITED.
STUDIO1 AUDIO/VISUAL LIMITED.
STUDIOTECH LIMITED.
STUMPY’S PIZZA LIMITED.
STUR DRINKS LIMITED.
STV LIMITED.
STYLE-ID LIMITED.
STYLUSS.60 LIMITED.
SU DECORATORS LIMITED.
SUAVE WEAR LIMITED.
SUE’S HOME COMPANY LIMITED.
SUHMAN MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
SUM1 HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SUMFIS LIMITED.
SUMMER LAWN MOWING LIMITED.
SUMMERFIELD FARM LIMITED.
SUMMERHILL COUNTRY CLUB LIMITED.
SUMMERHILL HEIGHTS TRUSTEE LIMITED.
SUMMIT 4WD LIMITED.
SUMMIT CHEER LIMITED.
SUMNER PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SUN CITY DAGGING LIMITED.
SUN FINANCIAL SERVICES GROUP LIMITED.
SUN FORTUNE TRUSTEE LIMITED.
SUN INSURANCE COMPANY (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED.
SUNACCESS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
SUNDAY IDEA NZ LIMITED.
SUNDAY TRADING LIMITED.
SUNDEEP ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SUNDIN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SUNEX TOOLS NZ LIMITED.
SUNHILL FARM LIMITED.
SUNNY ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SUNNY HOLIDAY LIMITED.
SUNNY SIDE EARLY EDUCARE LIMITED.
SUNRAY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SUNRISE ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
SUNRISE ROOFING (2007) LIMITED.
SUNSAN TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
SUNSET BAY LIMITED.
SUNSET HOLDINGS 2005 LIMITED.
SUNSET LIMITED.
SUNSHINE HORTICULTURE LIMITED.
SUNSHINE MULTI TRADES LIMITED.
SUPA CHEAP TOOLS LIMITED.
SUPA RENTALS LIMITED.
SUPACIFIC LIMITED.
SUPBUG LIMITED.
SUPER CHARGED FITTNESS LIMITED.
SUPER SUNNY STORE LIMITED.
SUPERBOND INTERNAITION GROUP LIMITED.
SUPERCHEAP VEHICLES LIMITED.
SUPERIOR BEAUTY LIMITED.
SUPERIOR CLEANING COMPANY LIMITED.
SUPERIOR PROPERTY MAINTENANCE HAMILTON LIMITED.
SUPERIOR RIGGING & SCAFFOLDING LIMITED.
SUPER-_NET LIMITED.
SUPERSONIC IT SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
TAWAKEHEIMO FOREST COMPANY LIMITED.
TAWARI ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
TAWHANA FUN LIMITED.
TAWOC DESIGNS LIMITED.
TAXFILER LIMITED.
TAXI DISPATCH SERVICES LIMITED.
TAXI SHUTTLE (N.Z.) LIMITED.
TAYLOR MADE COMPONENTS LIMITED.
TAYLOR MOTELS LIMITED.
TAYLORD FOUNDATIONS LIMITED.
TBK LIMITED.
TCR LIMITED.
TCS FUNDS LIMITED.
TCWM LIMITED.
TE AHI KAA LIMITED.
TE AMO AOTEAROA ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
TE ARATA’I LIMITED.
TE ARIA TRUSTEE LIMITED.
TE AUTE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TE HOPAI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TE HORO PRICKLY NUTS LIMITED.
TE ITI KAHURANGI EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTRE LIMITED.
TE KAHU ORANGA WHANAU LIMITED.
TE KANAPU MEKE MEKE O (TKO TAURANGA) LIMITED.
TE PAINGA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
TE PATUWAI HAPU COOPERATIVE SOCIETY LIMITED.
TE PUKE WARA TE AO LIMITED.
TE RAKAU HUMARIE LIMITED.
TE RAROA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TE RONGO PROPERTIES LIMITED.
TE TUHI TRUSTEES LIMITED.
TEACHER PLUS SERVICES LIMITED.
TEACH-LEARN-GROW LIMITED.
TEAM CAPITAL LIMITED.
TEAM FERGUSON LIMITED.
TEAM MYERS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TEAM SEAN COMPUTER SERVICES LIMITED.
TEAM SPORT & LEISURE LIMITED.
TEBO CONTRACTING LIMITED.
TECHDRIVE LIMITED.
TECHFIX LIMITED.
TECHKNOWLEDGE LIMITED.
TECHMATES LIMITED.
TECHNICAL WINDOW SYSTEMS LIMITED.
TECHNISERV LIMITED.
TECHNOLOGY ONLINE LIMITED.
TEEMO MOTORS LIMITED.
TEEN BRANDS LIMITED.
TEHNA TRANSPORT LIMITED.
TEKIRI VENTURES LIMITED.
TELENZ LIMITED.
TELIFY LIMITED.
TEMPA TW LIMITED.
TEMPLE GROUP LIMITED.
TEMPORARY FENCE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
TEMPUS DUO LIMITED.
TEN GUITARS (2007) LIMITED.
TENCRO INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TENDA CONSULTING LIMITED.
TENDER CARE LIMITED.
TENOSEVEN LIMITED.
TEOGAMIYA LIMITED.
TERINGAHUIA LIMITED.
TERRA FIRMA PROPERTIES LIMITED.

TERRACE DOWNS ADVENTURES LIMITED.
TERRY GRUEBNER MOTORS 2006 LIMITED.
TERRY RENOVATION LIMITED.
TERSHA COMPANY LIMITED.
TERTIO FELIX LIMITED.
TESNACK LIMITED.
TESTME LIMITED.
TEVITA INVESTMENTS SAMOA LIMITED.
TEXAS HOMES LIMITED.
TF INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TF STEWART HOLDING COMPANY LIMITED.
TFCC CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
TGH NZ LIMITED.
TGL (2013) LIMITED.
THAMES LAW LIMITED.
THATS BETTER LIMITED.
THE ACCESSORY DEPOT LIMITED.
THE ALARM COMPANY LIMITED.
THE ANTENNA MAN LIMITED.
THE AUCKLAND PAINTING&TRADE SERVICES LIMITED.
THE AUSTRALASIAN DANCE ASSOCIATION LIMITED.
THE BAKING COMPANY LIMITED.
THE BAND SEASONS LIMITED.
THE BANYAN FAMILY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
THE BARNPOTS LIMITED.
THE BEAD GOES ON NZ LIMITED.
THE BEST CAR GROOMERS LIMITED.
THE BILLY CART LIMITED.
THE BOG LIMITED.
THE BOTTOM LINE LIMITED.
THE BOYS TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
THE BRAZILIAN BEAUTY SERVICES LIMITED.
THE BPROFESSIONALS LIMITED.
THE BUCKS HEAD LIMITED.
THE BUILDING DESIGN COMPANY LIMITED.
THE CAREER ACADEMY LIMITED.
THE CARPET BROKER LIMITED.
THE CARPET WAREHOUSE LIMITED.
THE CEDARS WATER COMPANY LIMITED.
THE CHAMPAGNE SELLING COMPANY LIMITED.
THE CIRCLE INVESTMENTS (NZ) LIMITED.
THE CLASSROOM LIMITED.
THE CNZ (AUCKLAND) CONTINGENCY TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
THE COFFEE VAN LIMITED.
THE COMFORT FOOD COMPANY LIMITED.
THE CONFERENCE TEAM LIMITED.
THE CORNER DAIRY LIMITED.
THE CURING CO LIMITED.
THE CURIOUS HIBISCUS LIMITED.
THE DAPPER MONGOOSE LIMITED.
THE DOG SQUAD LIMITED.
THE DU FAMILY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
THE E AND J COMPANY LIMITED.
THE EAR CLINIC LIMITED.
THE EASY CHRISTMAS LOAN COMPANY LIMITED.
THE EASY OPTION LIMITED.
THE EYE & FACE INSTITUTE LIMITED.
THE FARM BARN CO. LIMITED.
THE FIGHTING FIT ACADEMY LIMITED.
THE FOUR WALLS LIMITED.
THE FRENCH HANDYMAN LIMITED.
THE FRESH TEA CO. NZ LIMITED.
THE GO TO GUYS LIMITED.
THE GOLDEN GIRL LIMITED.
THE GOLF CLEARANCE STORE LIMITED.
THE GREAT NEW ZEALAND HONEY COMPANY LIMITED.
THE HEAT SHOPS LIMITED.
THE HIGHWAYMEN LIMITED.
THE HONEY POT LIMITED.
THE HUNDRED YEARS PROJECT NZ LIMITED.
THE INSPIRED PANTRY LIMITED.
THE INSTALLERS LIMITED.
THE INTERNATIONAL OFFICE LIMITED.
THE JAMANILA FOOD COMPANY LIMITED.
THE JOINERY BOYS LIMITED.
THE JOINT TRADES LIMITED.
THE JUNCTION HOTEL LIMITED.
THE KIWI ARK LIMITED.
THE LAKE HOUSE MOORING COMPANY LIMITED.
THE LAST POST 2008 LIMITED.
THE LEGENDS PROPERTY LIMITED.
THE LIME GROUP (2009) LIMITED.
THE LIVING GROUP LIMITED.
THE LIVING MOUNTAIN BUILDING COMPANY LIMITED.
THE LIVING SPACE (AKL) LIMITED.
THE LUCKINGS GROUP LIMITED.
THE LUND SHELF LIMITED.
THE MAKE SPACE LIMITED.
THE MAKEOVER CLUB LIMITED.
THE MOBILE NUMBER CRUNCHER LIMITED.
THE MOVEMENT STUDIO LIMITED.
THE NAKED PAINTING COMPANY LIMITED.
THE NATIVE CHEF LIMITED.
THE NEW ZEALAND KNOWLEDGE BANK LIMITED.
THE NEW ZEALAND PROFESSIONAL NAIL ASSOCIATION LIMITED.
THE OASIS CLINIC LIMITED.
THE OFF GRID COLLECTIVE LIMITED.
THE OPEN WARDROBE LIMITED.
THE OUTDOOR LIVING COMPANY LIMITED.
THE PARKIN LOT LIMITED.
THE PASSIONATE PAINTING COMPANY LIMITED.
THE PAWNBROKER ROTORUA LIMITED.
THE PERFORMANCE COMPANY LIMITED.
THE PEST ARRESTERS LIMITED.
THE PIANO BAR AND RESTAURANT LIMITED.
THE POINT STORE LIMITED.
THE PROFESSIONAL CENTRE LIMITED.
THE PROMO FACTORY ONLINE LIMITED.
THE PURPLE JUICE CO. LIMITED.
THE QUICK DOLLAR LIMITED.
THE RACING WEBSITE LIMITED.
THE REAL FOOD CHEF 2011 LIMITED.
THE RED LION LIMITED.
THE RENOVATION GENERATION LIMITED.
THE RIPPLE HUB LIMITED.
THE SAFETY SHOP LIMITED.
THE SANDBOX PRESCHOOL LIMITED.
THE SANDBOX PRESCHOOL TE PUKE LIMITED.
THE SECRET MEDIA COMPANY LIMITED.
THE SEED WAREHOUSE LIMITED.
THE SEN FAMILY TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
THE SHEDBUILDER LIMITED.
THE SHORES 507 LIMITED.
THE SKATERS EDGE LIMITED.
THE S-MALL LIMITED.
THE SOMBRE DUCK CARDRONA LIMITED.
THE SPARKLEAN LIMITED.
THE STUMP NEMESIS LIMITED.
THE STYLE DENTAL LIMITED.
THE SUSTAINABLE CAPITAL COMPANY LIMITED.
THE TAXI SHOP LIMITED.
THE TECH CREW LIMITED.
THE TECH DRAWING COMPANY LIMITED.
THE THIRD HAND LIMITED.
THE TIME MACHINE LIMITED.
THE TOP SHOP LIMITED.
THE TOTAL CONSTRUCT NZ LIMITED.
THE ULTIMATE GROUP LIMITED.
THE VERRY BEST LIMITED.
THE WAS COLLECTIVE LIMITED.
THE WATER BOY 2014 LIMITED.
THE WHOLESALE SPOT LIMITED.
THE YAWNING CATS COMPANY LIMITED.
THE YI CHUAN SOUVENIRS LIMITED.
THEBUS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
THEOPSHOP LIMITED.
THERESE TRUSTEES LIMITED.
THEVOLTS LIMITED.
THINK LEARNING LIMITED.
THINKING FURIOUSLY LIMITED.
THIRD SETTLER LIMITED.
THOMAS & MORRIS LIMITED.
THOMAS DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
THOMAS GROUP LIMITED.
THOMAS ROAD DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
THOMPSON HUTTON ENGINEERING LIMITED.
THOMPSON MEDIA LIMITED.
THOMSON GIBBONS LIMITED.
THOMSON TILING SERVICES LIMITED.
THORNLEA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
THORNTON INTERNATIONAL N Z LIMITED.
THOUSAND STEPS NZ LIMITED.
THREE 2 ONE LIMITED.
THREE BROTHERS BUILDING CENTRE LIMITED.
THREE BROTHERS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
THREE CATS LIMITED.
THREE FELLAS LIMITED.
THREE LUCKY ANGELS LIMITED.
THREE PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
THREE SL LIMITED.
THREE WAY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
THROUGH THE ROOF INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
THUNDERBIRD JV LIMITED.
TI MADRA RENTALS LIMITED.
TIBONE LIMITED.
TIC TOC BOOM LIMITED.
TICKETED WELDING & RIGGING LIMITED.
TIFFANY GRACE LIMITED.
TIFFANY’S BAR AND RESTAURANT LIMITED.
TIG HOLDINGS 2012 LIMITED.
TIG LIMITED.
TIGER BUILDING CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
TIGER COMMERCIAL LIMITED.
TIGER CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
TIGER RESIDENTIAL LIMITED.
TIGERSTEW PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
TIGGERS NEST LIMITED.
TIKVA TRUSTEE LIMITED.
TILE CANTERBURY LIMITED.
TILLS EFTPOS AND MORE LIMITED.
TIM CLEAVER VOLLEYBALL LIMITED.
TIM GUMMER DESIGN LIMITED.
TOTAL TYRE & AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED.
TOTARA VALLEY PARK LIMITED.
TOUCHPOINT COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
TOURISM PROMOTIONS LIMITED.
TOWERS CONSULTANT & INVESTMENT LIMITED.
TOWN & COUNTRY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
TOWY TRANSPORT LIMITED.
TPDS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TRACE INVESTIGATIONS AND SECURITY LIMITED.
TRACE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
TRADEPROFESSIONALS NETWORK LIMITED.
TRADE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
TRADE WINDS ACCOUNTS LIMITED.
TRADERUNNER HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TRADESKILLS SERVICES (NZ) LIMITED.
TRADEWINDS SHIPPING AGENCIES NZ LIMITED.
TRADEWORKZ INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PLANT HIRE LIMITED.
TRAFFIC SAFE LIMITED.
TRAIN AND TRANSFORM LIMITED.
TRAINING BY DESIGN LIMITED.
TRAINING SYSTEMS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
TRANS PACIFIC PRIVATE LIMITED.
TRANSACT REALTY LIMITED.
TRANSDATA CORPORATION LIMITED.
TRANSPORT HIRE COMPANY LIMITED.
TRANS-STAR LIMITED.
TRANSTAS GROUP LIMITED.
TRAUE JOINERY LIMITED.
TRAVEL CAFE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
TRAVELCAFE LIMITED.
TRAVTRADE LIMITED.
TRECO PROPERTIES LIMITED.
TREES TO TIMBER LIMITED.
TREETOP EDUCATION LIMITED.
TRELOGIMER TRUSTEES LIMITED.
TREMAINE AVENUE LIMITED.
TRENCHING LIMITED.
TRENCHWORX BOP LIMITED.
TRENDETTEX LIMITED.
TRENDY TRADER LIMITED.
TREO DECOR LIMITED.
TRESTLE MARKETING LIMITED.
TREVISO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TREVOR GILBERT MANDERSON LIMITED.
TREVOR IVORY LIMITED.
TRIBAL FIRE ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
TRIBAL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TRIBAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TRIBROS GROUP LIMITED.
TRIBUNALI TRUSTEE LIMITED.
TRICEPS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TRIGGER PROPERTY INVESTMENT LIMITED.
TRIM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TRIMET HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TRINITY BEACH PALACE PTY LIMITED.
TRINITY FARMS LIMITED.
TRIPHOST LIMITED.
TRIPLE CLARKE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TRIPLE EIGHT MINERALS LIMITED.
TRIPLE HILL FARMS LIMITED.
TRIPLE STAR CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
TRM TRUSTEES 2011 LIMITED.
TROBOA PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TROLLEY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TROSK DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
TROUT FISHING HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TROUT FISHING TRUSTEES LIMITED.
TRS LOGISTICS LIMITED.
TRU NZ LIMITED.
TRUEY LIMITED.
TRUIMER CONTRACTING LIMITED.
TRUSTEE NOMINEES HUTCHESON LIMITED.
TSENZ LIMITED.
TSINGMEI CULTURE SALON LIMITED.
TSS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TSS LIMITED.
TU HOUKURA CONSULTANCY & SERVICES LIMITED.
TU TAWAKI ENGINEERING LIMITED.
TU LIMITED.
TUATAPERE FOUR SQUARE LIMITED.
TUBETECH ENGINEERING LIMITED.
TUBEZ VENTURES LIMITED.
TUCKERS (NZ) LIMITED.
TUFF CHILLI & CO LIMITED.
TUI CLEAN LIMITED.
TUI CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LIMITED.
TUI RECRUITMENT LIMITED.
TULLE BRIDAL LIMITED.
TUMEHE LIMITED.
TUMKUR INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TURAMA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TURANGA CREEK LIMITED.
TURBOTECH SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
TURNBULL’S SHOE STORE LIMITED.
TURNER HOPKINS SOLICITORS NOMINEE COMPANY LIMITED.
TURNINGS LIMITED.
TURNOCK CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
TUROA SKI ACCOMMODATION LIMITED.
TUSHANT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TUSSOCK PARK LIMITED.
TUTUKAKA COAST COMMERCIAL FISHING LIMITED.
TV AND JM GRAVES ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
TVIX LIMITED.
TWILIGHT CAFE PRIVATE LIMITED.
TWINKLING STARS LIMITED.
TWINRIVERS RESTAURANT 2013 LIMITED.
TWO BLUE SEAGULLS LIMITED.
TWO CHAIN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TWO FRIENDS & CO LIMITED.
TWO RICHARDS LIMITED.
TWO SMILING DOGS LIMITED.
TY TREE SERVICES LIMITED.
TYCO INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TYPESETTING & DESIGN LIMITED.
TYSON TOOL SUPPLIES LIMITED.
U A INTERNATIONAL (NZ) LIMITED.
U TRUST ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
UBB AUTOS LIMITED.
UBEX INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
UC MOTORS LIMITED.
UG REFUND LIMITED.
UJ GOVAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ULTIMATE HUNTING SAFARIS LIMITED.
ULTIMATE ONLINE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ULTIMATE TEMPS LIMITED.
ULTRA FAST COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
ULTRA-SCAN SOUTH WAIKATO LIMITED.
UMR LIMITED.
UNCO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
UNI APEX LIMITED.
UNIFIED SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
UNIHUB LIMITED.
UNIQUE CLEANING LIMITED.
UNIT 54 ROYAL OAK MALL LIMITED.
UNITED CORPORATION LIMITED.
UNITED PUMPS 2014 LIMITED.
UNITED SUPPLY GROUP LIMITED.
UNITED SWEETS WHOLESALE LIMITED.
UNIVERSAL FOODMARKET LIMITED.
UNLEASH THE KRaken LIMITED.
UP AND GROWING INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
UPLAND CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
UPSPEC COMPUTERS LIMITED.
UPSTART INCUBATION TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
UPTOWN KIDS (FLEET STREET) LIMITED.
UPTOWN NITEPLAN LIMITED.
URBAN BEACH INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
URBAN FAIRWAYS SILVERSTREAM LIMITED.
URBAN IMPORTS LIMITED.
URBAN PROJECTS LIMITED.
US UPHOLSTERY SERVICES LIMITED.
USCO LIMITED.
USSHROK LIMITED.
UTAMA LIMITED.
UTOPIA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
UTOPIAN TAUPO LIMITED.
V & S PRASAD NZ LIMITED.
V & V TRUSTEES LIMITED.
V AND S WILLIAMSON LIMITED.
V MAX LIMITED.
V S NAIDU LIMITED.
V.I.P NETWORK LIMITED.
VAI TREE SERVICES LIMITED.
VALESCO PROPERTIES LIMITED.
VALIANT PROPERTIES LIMITED.
VALUE STREAM SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
VAN WILSON TRUSTEE LIMITED.
VAND INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
VANTAGE POINT ADVISORS LIMITED.
VAR TRUSTEE LIMITED.
VARIETY DANCE CENTRE LIMITED.
VAS TAXIS LIMITED.
VASURANI SERVICES LIMITED.
VAVA COURIER LIMITED.
VAVE PAINTER LIMITED.
VB & PA TRAN LIMITED.
VC2 LIMITED.
VEDA TOSH LIMITED.
VEGE OASIS (NZ) LIMITED.
VEGE STORM LIMITED.
VEHICLE DETECTION SYSTEMS LIMITED.
VEHICLE WASH SYSTEMS (NZ) LIMITED.
VEN LU REE LIMITED.
VENDPRO LIMITED.
VENTURA HIGHWAY LIMITED.
VENTURE CAPITAL NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
VENTURE PROJECTS LIMITED.
VENUS GROUP LIMITED.
VENUS ONEHUNGA LIMITED.
VERANDA LIMITED.
VERDAREM LIMITED.
VERDICT ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
VERSED MEDIA LIMITED.
VERUS TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
VERVE ELECTRICS LIMITED.
VET MED LABS NZ LIMITED.
VET XTRA LIMITED.
VETO SPORTS NZ LIMITED.
VETRO ONLINE LIMITED.
VEYRON HOLDINGS 2015 LIMITED.
VHDL LIMITED.
VICTOR NORMAN LIMITED.
VICTORIA LUX LIMITED.
VICTORIA MART LIMITED.
VICTORIAN RENTALS LIMITED.
VICUS LIMITED.
VII LIMITED.
VIJIV HOLDINGS LIMITED.
VIKING MOTORS 2011 LIMITED.
VILLAEDGE INTERNATIONAL DESIGNING CO-OPERATION COMPANY LIMITED.
VILLAGE AUTOMOTIVE AND EXHAUST LIMITED.
VILLAGE CONNECTIONS LIMITED.
VILLAGE INTERACTIVE LIMITED.
VILLAGE SHOES LIMITED.
VINCENT LE LIMITED.
VINNU IMPORTS&EXPORTS LIMITED.
VINTAGE KIWI LIMITED.
VIRATA LIMITED.
VIRGO MEDIA LIMITED.
VIRTUAL ENERGY COMPANY LIMITED.
VIRTUAL FINANCIAL CONTROLLER LIMITED.
VIRTUAL SOLUTIONS@NET LIMITED.
VISILOG SYSTEMS LIMITED.
VISION CONCEPTS LIMITED.
VISION CONNECT LIMITED.
VISION SELECT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
VISIONARY COLLECTIVE LIMITED.
VISIONMAX LIMITED.
VISTA INVESTMENTS 2006 LIMITED.
VISTA VANS LIMITED.
VISTAL CORPORATION LIMITED.
VISUALLY SOUND LIMITED.
VITA SOURCE LIMITED.
VITAKIWI NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
VITAL INJECTING LIMITED.
VITAME LIMITED.
VITI CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
VITTORIO TRUSTEE LIMITED.
VIVANDIAN LIMITED.
VIVIA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
VIVID COMPUTERS LIMITED.
VIVIEN DALEY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
VIZUALISE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
VIZZANZ LIMITED.
VJ PRIVATE LIMITED.
VLL CORPORATION LIMITED.
VNZ COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
VOG DESIGN LIMITED.
VOGUE MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
VOLLY PARTNERS LIMITED.
VOLOMITE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
VOLUNTARY ADMINISTRATION LIMITED.
VOLUNTEER SERVICE LIMITED.
VOR ENVIRONMENTAL NZ LIMITED.
VORTEX ENERGY LIMITED.
VORTEX SURF CO. LIMITED.
VOYAGER01 LIMITED.
VT PROPERTIES LIMITED.
VTF GENERAL TRADERS LIMITED.
VTKS RENTALS LIMITED.
VTOWN ENTERPRISE (NZ) LIMITED.
VU HOLDINGS LIMITED.
VUDU CAFE LIMITED.
VUGLAR FARMS LIMITED.
VUK INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
VULCAN COFFEE LIMITED.
W & H LAUNDRY SERVICES LIMITED.
W & M NZ LIMITED.
W A BAXTER LIMITED.
W B BUILDERS LIMITED.
W GUMBLEY LIMITED.
W H ALLEN LIMITED.
W J & K J WHITE LIMITED.
W&J BOSMAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
W&R LIMITED.
WAGERING & NETWORK CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
WAHINE TOA LIMITED.
WAHLSTROM PRENTICE RENTAL LIMITED.
WAI HOA TRADING LIMITED.
WAIHANGA HOUSE LIMITED.
WAIHANGA PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
WAIHEKE INDEPENDENT TAXIS LIMITED.
WAIKARE OYSTER RETREAT LIMITED.
WAIKATO INTERNAL LININGS LIMITED.
WAIKATO ROADFREIGHT LIMITED.
WAIKURA LANDSCAPING SERVICES LIMITED.
WAIMARINO LAND COMPANY LIMITED.
WAIMATE TIMBER PROCESSING LIMITED.
WAINONO INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
WAIONE EAST PROPERTY LIMITED.
WAIORA WINES LIMITED.
WAIPARA 200G LIMITED.
WAIRAIHI ESTATE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WAIRRARAPA LABOUR SERVICES LIMITED.
WAIRRARAPA PROPERTY INSPECTIONS LIMITED.
WAIRRARAPA VETERINARY SERVICES LIMITED.
WAIREERE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
WAIRMU FARMS LIMITED.
WAIOOA PROPERTY LIMITED.
WAIRUA SPACES LIMITED.
WAIT FAMILY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WAITAKE RE YOUNG MUSICIANS 202 TRUSTEE LIMITED.
WAITOHU INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
WAIKU POST & STATIONERY SHOP LIMITED.
WAIWAIA LIMITED.
WAKA AROHA LIMITED.
WAKA POU LIMITED.
WAKA WORKS LIMITED.
WAKATIPU TRUSTEES 2013 LIMITED.
WAKELIN TRUSTEES LIMITED.
WAKITTIES LIMITED.
WALIS ENTERPRISES 2009 LIMITED.
WALIS INVESTMENTS 2014 LIMITED.
WALKING NOT TALKING LIMITED.
WALLISON ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
WALLSON TRUSTEE LIMITED.
WALLSPICE LIMITED.
WAL’S KITCHEN LIMITED.
WALU FARMS LIMITED.
WANAKA CURRENCY FUND LIMITED.
WANAKA FINE WINES LIMITED.
WANAKA TYRES & AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED.
WANAKA WIDE REALTY LIMITED.
WANAKA YOGA CENTRE LIMITED.
WANGANUI ANAESTHETISTS & SURGEONS LIMITED.
WANG’S LIMITED.
WANLESS TRUSTEES LIMITED.
WANSTEAD PROPERTIES LIMITED.
WARKWORTH COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES LIMITED.
WARREN & WARREN LIMITED.
WARREN SKERRETT INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
WARRINGTON DISCOUNT TOBACCO LIMITED.
WARWICK BROWN LIMITED.
WARWICK JONES LIMITED.
WAS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WASHEE LIMITED.
WASTELL ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
WATCHFUL EYE SYSTEMS LIMITED.
WATENE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
WATER BOYZ LIMITED.
WATERBAR LIMITED.
WATERCHILD LIMITED.
WATERFALL PRODUCTS LIMITED.
WATERFORD DOWNS LIMITED.
WATERFRONT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WATERFRONT PROPERTY MAINTENANCE SERVICES LIMITED.
WATERHOLE SWIMMING CENTRE LIMITED.
WATERHOUSE MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
WATERLEA PROJECTS LIMITED.
WATERLOO MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
WATERPLUS LIMITED.
WATERTIGHT SOLUTIONS WELLINGTON LIMITED.
WATERVIEW PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WATERWAYS BOATING SAFARIS LIMITED.
WATKINS LIMITED.
WATTS BLOOMING FLOWERS & GIFTS LIMITED.
WATUSI PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
WAUCHOP HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WAYLAND HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WAYNE ALLEN LIMITED.
WAYNE FERGUSON TRUSTEE LIMITED.
WAYNE MILLAR LIMITED.
WB PLUMBING LIMITED.
WBJS LIMITED.
WBOP LIMITED.
WCT FITNESS LIMITED.
WE BUILD LIMITED.
WE LOVE LIMITED.
WEB RESOURCES NZ LIMITED.
WEB SHARE SPACE LIMITED.
WEB SITE WIZARDS LIMITED.
WEB SUCCESS LIMITED.
WEBOLUTION CREATIVE LIMITED.
WEBQUEST LIMITED.
WEEM NZ LIMITED.
WEENINK HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WEFIND.CO.NZ LIMITED.
WEFIXIT 2015 LIMITED.
WEFLY5 (NZ) LIMITED.
WEIGHBATCH (NZ) LIMITED.
WEIGHT PET BOARDING AND GROOMING LIMITED.
WEKA PROPERTY 2015 LIMITED.
WELD-ROBBIE LIMITED.
WELDTECH PRODUCTS LIMITED.
WELDZONE LIMITED.
WELL BUILT LIMITED.
WELLINGTON FOODIES LIMITED.
WELLINGTON PHOENIX FOOTBALL ACADEMY LIMITED.
WELLINGTON PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES LIMITED.
WELLINGTON TEA COMPANY LIMITED.
WELLNESS@WORKPLACE LIMITED.
WELLS TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
WELLSPRING FOUNDATION LIMITED.
WELLTEK LIMITED.
WEME INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
WEN TRADING (2012) LIMITED.
WENDY BENSEMAN LIMITED.
WENRITE MARKETING HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WENZ TRADING LIMITED.
WENZHOU FINANCE GROUP LIMITED.
WEPF & CO (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED.
WERI LIMITED.
WESKA LANE LIMITED.
WESLEY NOMINEES LIMITED.
WEST COAST OUT OF SCHOOL CARE AND RECREATION LIMITED.
WEST COAST RAIL TRAIL LIMITED.
WESTERN CAR WASH LIMITED.
WESTERN CHILLED FREIGHT LIMITED.
WESTERN HEIGHTS CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
WESTERN INDOOR SPORTS LIMITED.
WESTGATE NO.1 LIMITED.
WESTGATE NO.2 LIMITED.
WESTGATE NO.3 LIMITED.
WESTHAVEN PARK LIMITED.
WESTLAND DAIRY PRODUCTS LIMITED.
WESTLAND LAND DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
WESTOUT AUTOMOTIVE SPECIALISTS LIMITED.
WESTSHORE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
WESTSIDE HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
WETRACE LIMITED.
WGC TRUSTEE LIMITED.
WGF LIMITED.
WHAKITENGA BAY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WHANAU HAPU MIDWIFERY CARE LIMITED.
WHANGAPARAOA HARDWARE LIMITED.
WHANGAREI HOTEL LIMITED.
WHARE KINGITANGA LIMITED.
WHAREKAI 2011 INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
WHAT A HOOT LIMITED.
WHAT'S NEXT SERVICES LIMITED.
WHATSUPDOC LIMITED.
WHENUA MAORI BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
WHIRINAKI LOG TRANSFER LIMITED.
WHISTLEBANG INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
WHITE CLOUD BREWERS LIMITED.
WHITE FERN LIMITED.
WHITEBRIDGE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WHITECLOUD NETWORKS NZ LIMITED.
WHITANGA WARDROBES LIMITED.
WHITLIN DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
WHITTAKER DATA SYSTEMS LIMITED.
WHITWORTH & CO LAW TRUSTEE NO. 3 LIMITED.
WHOLEFOODS MANUFACTURING LIMITED.
WHOLESALE LIFE LIMITED.
WHW TRADING LIMITED.
WIDE WEBB CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
WIDELINK COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
WIKEAN LIMITED.
WILCHE LIMITED.
WILD BEE AVIARIES LIMITED.
WILD FOOD BAKERY & CAFE LIMITED.
WILD GALAXY LIMITED.
WILD SOUTH ADVENTURES LIMITED.
WILD THING CHARTERS LIMITED.
WILD THINGS (2008) LIMITED.
WILD&CO LIMITED.
WILDEARTH PRODUCTS LIMITED.
WILDING & CO LIMITED.
WILDLIFE HOUSE LIMITED.
WILESTEED INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
WILLDOR INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
WILLIAM HILL LIMITED.
WILLIAM MCMILLAN CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
WILLIAMS - DELL ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
WILLIAMS AND MILLAR CATERING LIMITED.
WILLIS & ASSOCIATES ARCHITECTS LIMITED.
WILLIS HEAVY HAULAGE LIMITED.
WILLSON CAMPBELL LIMITED.
WILSON MILNE LIMITED.
WILSON PAINTING & DECORATOR LIMITED.
WILSON PARTNERS (HUCKER) TRUSTEES LIMITED.
WILSON SAND LIMITED.
WILSON SANDBLASTING & INDUSTRIAL PAINTING LIMITED.
WILSON TRUSTEE SERVICES 2007 LIMITED.
WIMMIS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
WIND FARM GROUP W1 LIMITED.
WINDSOR INDUSTRIES (1957) LIMITED.
WINDBACK TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
WINE HAWKE’S BAY CO-OPERATIVE LIMITED.
WINE INC LIMITED.
WINE MEDIA LIMITED.
WINECAT CRUISES LIMITED.
WING FAMILY TRUST LIMITED.
WINGAR ENGINEERING LIMITED.
WINKFIELD HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WINMARK LIMITED.
WINNCO LIMITED.
WINSOME MEDICAL LIMITED.
WINWU ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
WIPEOUT PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
WISDOM STUDIOS LIMITED.
WISEMAN PAINTING SERVICES LIMITED.
WISHART FARMS LIMITED.
WISHWELL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
WITHIN AN INCH LIMITED.
WJD ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
WHJ LIMITED.
WM BUILDINGS LIMITED.
WN HACKSHAW LIMITED.
WOLF STRIKE CORPORATE LIMITED.
WONDER KIDS EDUCARE LIMITED.
WONDERCAST FISHING TACKLE LIMITED.
WONDERSPEECH LIMITED.
WOO CHANG VISION LIMITED.
WOOD & LAWRIE LIMITED.
WOOD CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
WOODEE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
WOODFORD PARK LIMITED.
WOODHALL NZ LIMITED.
WOODIM & CO LIMITED.
WOODLES TRUSTEE LIMITED.
WOODNORTH AND FRIEND LIMITED.
WOODS PACIFIC LIMITED.
WOODSIDE CONSULTING LIMITED.
WOOLLEY & MURRAY BUILDERS LIMITED.
WOON TRUSTEE LIMITED.
WOOPTRADE LIMITED.
WOPPET GARDENS LIMITED.
WORDSWORTH SUPERETTE LIMITED.
WORK FOR YOU LIMITED.
WORK SKILLS CENTRE LIMITED.
WORKHORSE CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LIMITED.
WORKING LIFE NZ LIMITED.
WORKPLACE MEDIATION SERVICES LIMITED.
WORLD OF KAIROS LIMITED.
WORLD OF PETS LIMITED.
WORLDWIDE LEARNING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
WORMFERT LIMITED.
WOW LIMITED.
WPS IMPORTS LIMITED.
WRAP TECH LIMITED.
WRIGHT MED LIMITED.
WRIGHT WAY LIMITED.
WRITE ANGLE LIMITED.
WUFEIS TRADING LIMITED.
WWWTHREE LIMITED.
WYLLIES CROSSING LIMITED.
WYNN-WRIGHT (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED.
X FLIGHT LIMITED.
X GREEN LIMITED.
XAVIER INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
XAXAZA PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
XCOQ CAPITAL SERVICES LIMITED.
XDEMO LIMITED.
X-FILE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
X-FLOW ENGINE COMPONENTS LIMITED.
XIA FAMILY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
XIAO&HUA LIMITED.
XIAOSHI CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
XIN HAI LIMITED.
XIN SHIJI LIMITED.
XLET LIMITED.
XORBIT LIMITED.
X-PLORE WANAKA LIMITED.
XPLR INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
XPRESSO DELIGHT (PAKURANGA) LIMITED.
XTG STORAGE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
XTREME CIVIL LIMITED.
XTREME FACILITIES LIMITED.
XTREME FITNESS LIMITED.
XTREME NETWORKS LIMITED.
XXX PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
XY INVESTMENT LIMITED.
XYLEM ENERGY LIMITED.
XXY HOLDING LIMITED.
Y B FIT COMPANY LIMITED.
Y LEE & J KIM LIMITED.
Y&W TRUST LIMITED.
Y3 DESIGNS LIMITED.
YACHTSHARE (NZ) LIMITED.
YAMA MOTORS LIMITED.
YAN JS LIMITED.
YANG ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
YANG’S INTERNATIONAL PROPERTY LIMITED.
YAOLIN TRADING LIMITED.
YAPA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
YATES CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
YELRUH LIMITED.
YEO & SHIM LIMITED.
Y-ERA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
YESV NZ LIMITED.
YFTT (NZ) LIMITED.
YG CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
YJC BUILDING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
YMS RACING LIMITED.
YNJ TRADING LIMITED.
YOGA HOUSE LIMITED.
YOGHURT STORY BOTANY LIMITED.
YOGI INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
YOGIJI'S CHRISTCHURCH LIMITED.
YOGOBYTE LIMITED.
YOMI TRADE LIMITED.
YORNG BUN LIMITED.
YOUNG CONSULTING GROUP LIMITED.
YOUNG GROUP INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
YOUNG HOLDINGS LIMITED.
YOUNG PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
YOUNUS HALAL MEAT AND SPICES LIMITED.
YOUR BACK LIMITED.
YOUR LIFE TRUSTEE LIMITED.
YOUTH CARE TRUST LIMITED.
YP CLEANING SERVICE LIMITED.
YUHAN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
YUMEI LIMITED.
Y-WURY TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
YY INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED.
ZAAR LIMITED.
ZACAN LIMITED.
ZAD CONSULTING LIMITED.
ZAINAL AND SAABREEN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ZAK EQUITIES LIMITED.
ZAMPT LIMITED.
ZANE FREIGHT LIMITED.
ZANE TULLY LIMITED.
ZANIS PEAK LIMITED.
ZANZIBA CAFE (2007) LIMITED.
ZARA HALAL MEAT EXPORTS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
ZARA WEBMARKETING LIMITED.
ZARIS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ZARR LIMITED.
ZAZA LIMITED.
ZE CAJA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
ZEEOLA OIL PROCESSING LIMITED.
ZELENE HOMES LIMITED.
ZEMIJA MIRA TRUSTEE LIMITED.
ZEN VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT GROUP LIMITED.
ZENITH DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
ZENITH NORTHLAND LIMITED.
ZENN LIMITED.
ZEPHER LIMITED.
ZEPHYR CONSULTING LIMITED.
ZEPHYR LUX LIMITED.
ZEPLIN BUILDERS LIMITED.
ZERO DISTANCE RESOURCES GROUP LIMITED.
ZETA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
ZHAI HOUSE HOLDING LIMITED.
ZHANG & ZHANG LIMITED.
ZHANG’ FAMILY LIMITED.
ZHEHAO TRADING LIMITED.
Unless, under section 321 of the Companies Act 1993, written objection to the removal of any of the above-named companies is delivered to the Registrar by 14 July 2016 (being not less than 20 working days from the date of this notice), the Registrar is required to remove the companies from the Register.

Dated this 16th day of June 2016.

MANDY McDONALD, Registrar of Companies.

Contact for Enquiries: 0508 COMPANIES (0508 266 726).

Online Service for Objections at: www.companies.govt.nz.